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Excerpta and Commentaria

Mission in the jo’s

I
t is our nature to be in mission. The primary characteristic of mission in the

70’s is going to have to be the patience and the long suffering and the

maturity to live with various kinds of polarities.” This was the central emphasis

in the keynote address before the 1969 General Assembly of the New Jersey

Council of Churches, delivered by the Reverend Norman R. Depuy, editor of

Mission, the magazine of the American Baptist Convention.

Recognizing the present-day rise of nationalism, Dr. Depuy expects it to snow-

ball in the 70’s and to become more pressing all around the world. The situation

is becoming more complex and hence, he cautions, “the simple Gospel” will not

be sufficient for the new direction our missionary strategy must take. Merging

nations and races will reject our traditional missionary approach, but at the same

time they are saying, “Come, help us.” The difference today is, however, that

they want our help on their terms. This is difficult, Dr. Depuy observes, for

Americans to understand, much less accept. “We’re not given to listening,” he

said, “to other people especially natives, or people who wear funny clothing, or

who eat strange food, or who just don’t behave like Americans. It’s very difficult

for even pious, devout people to accept the fact that these people are saying, ‘Come
help us, come help on our terms. Come help us when we say so, stay away when
we tell you to stay away.’

”

Christian institutions and organizations are liable to react negatively to such

an appeal and be inclined to put their resources somewhere else. Probably in no

area will the situation come into sharper focus than in the merging of various

alien cultures within America itself. “These cultures,” he indicated, “are becoming
vocal and articulate. We’re finding that the cultural shock is as great in the ghetto

of our urban cities as it is in the Congo, maybe greater.” Nationalism is rising

as rapidly in the great urban centers in America as in Africa. Here also the cry

is, “Look, we need help, but we want it on our terms; we want to do it our way;
if you’re not going to give freely, then don’t give at all!”

This new pattern of things will create some very practical problems. Regarding

the recruitment of missionaries, for example, “it used to be that you could go

to a college or a youth rally and make your traditional pitch of three stories and

a poem and you would get kids to stand up all excited. They would see a vision

and you would grab them while they were excited, put them on a boat and they

would be in Africa before they knew what happened to them. Many of them
learned on the job and did a magnificent piece of work. I’m not knocking,” he

said, “but when a nation says, ‘Send us a doctor, send us a scientist, send us a

teacher,’ recruitment problems become different, and much more difficult.” The
mission in the 70’s will require specialists, not only in engineering and teaching,
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but also, he added, “in law and sociology and all with theological perspective and
orientation. These specialties are not always easy to come by.”

Toynbee at Eighty

A number of national and international figures marked their eightieth mile-

stone in 1969. Among them is Arnold Toynbee who is described in The Saturday

Review as symbolizing “the civilized man.” From the perspective of fourscore

years and of his monumental twelve-volume Study of History, Toynbee assessed

the changes he has seen and shared. “The greatest change for good,” he said, “is

in the increase of social justice in Western countries and the decolonization in

Asia and Africa. There has been change for ill too—the world-wide exasperation,

boiling over into murderous violence, and the application of science and technology

to manufacture fiendish and devastating weapons.” His philosophy of history

maintains that each society progresses only insofar as it meets its challenges. “Our
greatest challenge today,” he has said, “is ‘the morality gap’ between our cumu-
lative accelerating advances in science and technology and our appalling failure

in our relations with each other—relations of all kinds: industrial, political, family,

and racial.”

Time and events have not altered his world-view. “My own view of history,”

he declared, “is that human beings do have genuine freedom to make choices.

Our destiny is not predetermined for us; we determine it for ourselves. If we
crash, it will be because we have chosen death and evil when we were free to

choose life and good.”

Although he feels the United States has made several wrong responses to some

of history’s challenges, yet he is not pessimistic about its future. Undoubtedly the

greatest changes in the United States, he feels, have come from “the disappoint-

ment of American expectations.” These expectations were “that America could

cut herself off from the bad Old World and could create an earthly paradise in the

New World.” Now an earthly paradise cannot countenance the occurrence of

tragedy. Yet, the violent deaths of the Kennedy brothers, for example, whose

family history epitomized “the American dream,” brought out “the irony and

tragic nature of life.”

The most serious evil in the world today, Toynbee feels, is violence. “You have

to shoot somebody, burn yourself alive, do something violent, in order to get any

attention at all, however good your cause, however patient you have been, how-

ever well you have put your case. There is an absolute stone wall of indifference

all over the world.” What is more, he thinks that “what we are really exasperated

by is our being dehumanized, our being processed, our being made into cards to

punch through computers—treated as non-human beings—treated as computers

natives It’s the same everywhere. After all, science and technology are

worldwide and we are all being flattened out by them.”

For Toynbee the real purpose in acquiring knowledge is to create out of it

something that is your own; this applies particularly to the writer. In view of his
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own experience and of his literary enterprises, Toynbee gives five pieces of advice

to anyone who aims at writing effectively: (i) Don’t plunge in precipitately;

think before you act; give yourself time to see your subject or your problem as

a whole, (ii) Act promptly as soon as you feel your mind is ripe for taking action,

(iii) Write regularly, day in and day out, at whatever times of day you find that

you write best. Don’t wait till you feel you are in the mood, (iv) Don’t waste

odd pieces of time. Don’t say to yourself, “There, I have finished that piece of

work, and it is really not worth beginning this next piece till tomorrow morning

or till after the weekend.” (v) Always look ahead. Look far ahead, as a racing

motorist looks, through his telescopic sight, at the horizon which he will have

reached before he knows it.

As Others See Us

Religious events are newsworthy. Except for the large metropolitan daily papers,

which have eliminated local religious news coverage almost entirely (other than

to give the name of the church where a fashionable wedding took place), it is

interesting to note how much church news is carried in the dailies of smaller

cities and towns in America. Some churches are publicity inclined; others tend

to hide their light under a bushel. There is, however, no particular virtue in either

extreme. If events related to the church or its organizations are meaningful, the

community should be informed about them. It gives no credit to any church to be

thrust into the limelight only when a fracas occurs and clattering skeletons emerge
from its cloisters.

Nowhere in the program of theological studies for the pastoral ministry do

students receive practical instruction in reporting religious news for the press in

interesting and readable form. Aware of this lacuna, the Division of Communica-
tion of the Anglican Church and the United Church of Canada prepared jointly

a helpful little pamphlet, entitled “As Others See Us.” It is supplemented by a

13-minute Technicolor film which is intended along with the pamphlet, to assist

churches improve their image before the eyes of society and to make their

community relations less stuffy.

The pamphlet begins with a brief review of the communications media in the

Book of Acts where Christianity was “no hole-and-corner business” (Acts 26:26),

but where “every available means of communicating the Gospel was employed
to the point where even kings knew its facts.” The writers of the pamphlet do
not sponsor any attempt or effort simply “to fill pews or win converts.” Their

aim is “to encourage an exploration of the potential for the Gospel of the means
of communication which God has revealed to us in our time.”

The church has many “publics.” Its leaders are responsible for interpreting its

activities to them and for making its reports attractive and readable for those to

whom the church reaches out. Religious reporting must keep in mind a whole

galaxy of potential readers: the faithful outsider, the indifferent stay-at-home, the

prospective member, the various age and interest groups, professional persons,
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and other denominations and institutions that serve the same community. No
church, at the same time, can afford to resort to gimmickry, but should temper

its witness through the religious news media by “a true concern, a vital faith, and

a sense of mission.” The pamphlet goes on then to present suggestive and instruc-

tive paragraphs on a whole catalogue of communication channels: signs and
bulletin boards, literature displays, property care, visitors’ books, information bro-

chures, audio visuals, parish newsletters, pictures, advertising, and press releases.

The writers sum up the contents of the pamphlet in ten items of advice for

ministers and laymen regarding the interpretadon and communication of their

relevant activities. Here they are in brief: (i) The initiative must come from you.

You must go and tell the media about it. (ii) A personal relationship must be

built up with the news media; go there, do not just write, (iii) Have real stories

to tell; do not contrive them nor continually send vague and uninteresting ma-
terial. Contrived stories lose goodwill, (iv) Have local people involved, if possible.

Try to be imaginative in this regard, (v) Go high enough—to the managing
editor or the news editor. In dealing with broadcasters, go to the news director

if the item is news; otherwise to the program director, (vi) Most radio and tele-

vision stations are interested in public service broadcasts and will handle almost

any number of one-minute announcements, (vii) Consider news angles: even an

afternoon tea is worth photo coverage if there are persons present from other

nations or foreign groups, (viii) Frankness and candor are important in getting

a response from the media, (ix) Sometimes a news item should go to several news

departments in order to allow editors the privilege of deciding its most preferable

classification, (x) Do not complain of coverage unless you can prove inaccuracies;

newsmen respect good news sense. (“As Others See Us” is available for twenty-

five cents from The Press and Information Division, The United Church of

Canada, 85 St. Clair Avenue East, Toronto 7, Ontario, Canada.)

Fox on Weddings

In any listing of America’s leading concert organists, it is not likely anyone

would omit the name of Virgil Fox. During his nineteen years as organist in New
York’s prestigious Riverside Church, Mr. Fox played for thousands of weddings,

but aside from the brides’ social status and monetary means, almost invariably

they requested the song, “I Love You Truly” to be sung during the ceremony.

Interviewed in his New Jersey suburban home, which incidentally features what

Fox considers to be “two essential things in life: a pipe organ and a swimming

pool,” he expressed some forthright opinions regarding wedding music. As for

“I Love You Truly,” he said, “If it is to be played at all, it should be played during

the reception.” “Such songs,” he added, “including ‘Because’ (the second most

popular choice) are chosen for weddings because the people have not had the

advantage of knowing the more beautiful songs, the classic art songs, the songs

of Brahms, Schubert, Schumann, and Strauss.”
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In order to improve range of popular choice, Mr. Fox has recorded an album

of wedding music; it is called “Here Comes the Bride” (Decca Records, $9.58).

There are twenty-one selections with an addendum of reception music where he

has placed a number of the traditional “old favorites.” The album, he hopes, will

help to lift the musical tastes of people at an event which “is a milestone in their

life” and provide resources for the growing number of weddings taking place

in hotels, clubs, and catering establishments. Although some of his major selec-

tions are the traditional Bridal Chorus from “Lohengrin,” Purcell’s Trumpet
Voluntary in D, and Mendelssohn’s Wedding March from “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream,” yet he urges brides to be more imaginative and to use, for exam-

ple, The Bridal March by Sir Charles Hubert Parry, chosen by Princess Elizabeth

for her wedding processional in 1947. Mr. Fox hopes at some time to produce an

album of music to be played at funerals. Urgency impels him ever since he heard

that once at a cremation in Forest Lawn Cemetery in Los Angeles the incidental

music was “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.”

Religion under Gallup Survey

The last Gallup survey just prior to the “moon walk” (which altered undoubt-

edly the context-less faith of some wobbly believers) indicated a striking shift in

American opinion about the influence of religion on life generally. The statistics

represent almost a complete reversal of the indices of twelve years ago. In 1957,

only fourteen per cent felt religion was losing influence, whereas sixty-nine per

cent held the opposite opinion. In 1969, seven out of every ten adults (seventy

per cent) were negative, while only one person in seven believed religious influ-

ence was on the increase. Curiously in this most recent poll, a larger proportion

of Roman Catholics felt religion was on the wane; they attributed some of the

disenchantment in their Church to Pope Paul Vi’s birth control edict and to the

growing division between liberal and conservative factions, especially among the

clergy.

The decline is seen particularly in the shrinking attendance at worship of young
adults, especially those in their twenties. The reasons some give are: the church

is outdated; it is not relevant to today’s world; morals are breaking down; and
people are becoming more materialistic. Four years ago sixty-two percent of

college students interviewed were of the opinion that religion was losing ground;

this year the proportion had risen to seventy-eight per cent. One student remarked,

“Organized religion has nothing to give me, and I have nothing to give it. The
churches today have little to do with the people. They don’t relate.” If the Gallup

statistics are drawn from a cross-section of which this latter opinion is typical,

maybe the time is opportune to have a poll of polls.

Building A Dictionary

Of the making of dictionaries there seems to be no end. Israel Shenker of The
New Yor\ Times declares that “a dictionary should be an embarrassment of
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riches, not a richness of embarrassments, but nowadays it is a little of both.” The
decade of the ’sixties has featured three major dictionaries: in 1961, Webster’s

Third New Unabridged appeared; it was followed in 1966 by Random House;
and now, September 1969, the American Heritage Dictionary emerges from the

critical review of “a usage panel of 104 writers, editors, professors, and public

figures who voted on specific expressions and preferred practices.”

Among debatable usages some of the more controversial were as follows: the

author-critic, Dwight Macdonald declared, “I favor dropping ‘whom’ altogether

as a needless refinement.” But Katherine Anne Porter, the novelist, demurred
and would not hear of allowing “who” for “whom.” A hardy perennial, the split

infinitive came up again for review. Morris Bishop, past president of the Modern
Language Association, felt the banning of the split infinitive was “a mere symbol

of gentility, like the prohibition of cutting lettuce with a fork.” The panel as

a whole voted more or less to accept the form, but suggested that each case be

examined individually. Another grammatical poser, “It is me,” won a favorable

vote of 60 per cent for use in conversation, but only 22 per cent favored it in

writing. Joseph Brandt, professor of journalism at the University of California at

Los Angeles called it “grammatical incest.”

Other questionable forms were: “above” as an adjective and as a noun; “esca-

late” as a transitive verb; “flaunt” as a substitute for “flout”; “premiere” and

“enthuse” as verbs; “fortuitous” as similar to “fortunate”; and “shall” as less

pretentious than “will.”

The appearance of a new dictionary, indeed almost any discussion of word
or language usages, is of immediate concern to the pulpit, for preaching is insepa-

rable from the demand for clarity, impact, effectiveness, persuasion—all of which

are trade marks of good communication. Why then is the pulpit so laggard in

catching up with and appropriating the idiom of the contemporary? Fine writing

and the purple paragraph are out today, just as much as vulgarity has never been

in as far as the pulpit is concerned. On the other hand, we wonder why the

“parsonic” vocabulary persists? Parsonic word usages are identified with the

out-dated image of the pious “parson” and would be labelled in secular literature

as Victorian or even archaic. It is curious why the average preacher will select

usually the more uncongenial term rather than the more apposite form. Instead

of saying, “It was described,” the prosy parson says “It was characterized”; instead

of He saw,” he uses “He viewed”; instead of a matter being defined, he writes

“It was depicted”; instead of reporting “He said,” he chooses “He voiced.” During

World War II, the news commentator, William L. Shirer, was describing Winston

Churchill’s inimitable literary style, and he said, “His nouns are pictures and his

verbs work.” Few preachers are not in need of taking this epigram seriously.

Seminary Graduates in the Church’s Service

Rather frequently these days the administrative officers and faculty members

of theological schools are asked: where do your students go when they graduate?
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Is it true that there is a drop-off in the number of graduates who are entering the

pastorate? Some alarm was registered in 1968 when Union Theological Seminary

in New York reported that fewer than 25% of its graduating class planned to

become ministers of regular congregations. Comparisons can be odious and

statistics are often beset with blind spots, yet percentage studies of two other lead-

ing American seminaries suggest a less discouraging situation. Although the

bases of calculation differ slightly, the general picture of the placement of candi-

dates emerges clearly.

1969

Union Theological Seminary Princeton Theological Seminary

Richmond, Virginia Princeton, New Jersey

Bachelor of Divinity: 49 candidates Bachelor of Divinity: 106 candidates

Pastorate

:

Pastorate:

Minister 26 Minister 27

Assoc. Minister 4 Ass’t. Minister 28

Ass’t. Minister 2 Special Ministries 8— Minister of Education 9

32
—

*Graduate Study 12 72

^Clinical Training 2 ^Graduate Study 15

College Chaplain 1 ^Clinical & others 8

Communications 1 Overseas Service 1

Plans Incomplete 1 Plans Incomplete 10

Total: 49 Total: 106

* A study of former classes indicates two-thirds of the graduate

training groups enter the pastorate within three years.

and clinical

In This Issue

The initial article in this issue of The Bulletin is an essay, “Untimely Sys-

tems,” by George S. Hendry, Charles Hodge Professor of Systematic Theology,

and author of several volumes, including The Gospel of the Incarnation (West-
minster, 1958). In view of the seeming “state of disarray” in contemporary theol-

ogy that has followed hard upon “a period of relative stability,” Dr. Hendry
examines two “systematic” theologies by younger authors who apparently “believe

in this way of doing theology and have deliberately adopted it as viable and rele-

vant for the present day.”

Princeton’s 157th Commencement on June 4, 1969, featured an address, “Revolu-

tion : Rhetoric and Reality,” by Krister Stendahl, Dean, and Frothingham Profes-
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sor of Biblical Studies at Harvard Divinity School. Dr. Stendahl is the author of

The School of St. Matthew and Its Use of the Old Testament (Fortress Press,

1968, rev. edn.).

In 1966, the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City established

The John Sutherland Bonnell Lectureship in Pastoral Psychology “not only to

honor the man after whom the lectureship is named, but also to perpetuate and
enhance his important work by bringing annually before the academic, medical,

and theological communities of New York City outstanding psychiatrists, psy-

chologists, counsellors and pastors whose lectures, when heard, published and
circulated, will contribute something of permanent value to all those who seek to

serve Jesus Christ in the ministry of pastoral counselling and spiritual therapy.”

The lecturer in 1968 was Seward Hiltner, Professor of Theology and Personality,

Princeton Theological Seminary. His address, “Psychology and the Church,” is

published here by kind permission of the minister, Dr. Kirkland, and the official

board of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church. Dr. Hiltner is the author of a new
volume, his eleventh, endtled Ferment in the Ministry (Abingdon Press, 1969).

An Alumni Day address, “The Contemporaneity of the Bible,” was delivered

on June 3, 1969, by Bernard W. Anderson, Professor of Old Testament Theology.

Dr. Anderson is author and co-author of several volumes, including Understand-

ing the Old Testament (Prentice-Hall, 1966, second edition).

One of the leading figures in the exploration and study of the subject of the
|

Church’s ministry of healing is the Reverend Paul C. Warren, recently retired from

a 25-year ministry in the Second Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, Md. Dr. Warren
has served as a member of the General Assembly’s Committee on Spiritual Heal-

ing and shared in the framing of its report, “The Relation of Christian Faith to

Health.” At a special service in Miller Chapel on March 12, 1969, Dr. Warren
addressed the Seminary community on the subject, “The Word and Sacraments

and Healing,” in which he expressed his concern that the Church’s healing min-

istry be exercised “within the context of our responsibilities as ministers of the

Word and Sacraments in the worship experience of the congregadon.”

Two sermons are published in this issue: “A Christian Response to Hostility”

was delivered in the Princeton University Chapel on May 18, 1969, by the Assistant

Dean, the Reverend Carl D. Reimers, a member of the Class of 1955. “Scandal on
the Rooftop” was given in the chapel of Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn., on

March 5, 1969, by the Reverend John R. Bodo, Chaplain and Professor of Religion.

Dr. Bodo, an alumnus of the graduate school of Princeton Theological Seminary

(Th.D., 1952) and a frequent contributor to religious journals, was minister of the

First Presbyterian Church in Princeton from 1951 to 1959. His most recent book

is a translation, Bench Mar\s (John Knox, 1969), a series of sermons on the Ten
Commandments, by Jozsef Farkas, a pastor of the Reformed Church of Hungary.

When a large Celtic cross was placed on top of the new Weyerhaeuser Memorial

Chapel of Macalester College, there was an immediate outburst of hostility from

the student radicals on campus, with a formal letter of protest from the president
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of the student government. This sermon was the occasion for both a reply from the

pulpit to a controversial situation and an attempt to re-present the “case for the

cross.”

A brief chapel talk, “Thoughts on God,” was delivered by Diogenes Allen, Asso-

ciate Professor of Philosophy, at the regular morning worship service of the Semi-

nary community. Dr. Allen is the author of a new volume, The Reasonableness of

Faith (Corpus Books, 1969), reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

An extensive bibliographical listing, “Seventeenth Century Puritan Catechetical

Writings,” was prepared by Leonard T. Grant, Dean of the Graduate Division,

Indiana Central College, Indianapolis, Indiana. Dr. Grant is an alumnus of Prince-

ton Seminary, Class of 1955, and has the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the

University of Edinburgh.

—Donald Macleod



UNTIMELY SYSTEMS

George S. Hendry

I
t is a common observation that the-

ology is in a state of disarray at the

present time. The last few years have

seen so many changes in theological

thought, it seems almost as if nothing

stands firm any more, all established

orthodoxies have crumbled, and the de-

bris of shattered systems are swept along

in the swirling waters. At the same time

new movements, new directions, new
frontiers in theology

1
are heralded with

such bewildering rapidity, that the non-

professional who tries to keep up with

them finds the effort exhausting and is

led to suspect that some of the novelties

are new fads. The wide publicity given

to the radical theology of the death of

God in popular magazines such as

Time (the kiss of death?) and the con-

tinuing turbulence in the Roman Catho-

lic Church since the Second Vatican

Council have helped to disseminate the

impression that theology is like

“a darkling plain

Swept with confused alarms of

struggle and fight,

Where ignorant armies clash by

night.”

1 “New Directions” and “New Frontiers”

are titles of series of books in which chang-

ing aspects of contemporary theology are

documented. Another is “New Theology.”
2 Brunner’s third volume was published in

i960 (ET 1962), Tillich’s in 1963. Barth’s

last complete volume appeared in 1959 (ET
1962) ;

a fragment of a later volume was pub-

lished in 1967, a year before his death.
3 Systematic Theology III, p. 3. It is a

question how far the distinction Tillich

makes here can be pressed. Clearly a deduc-

This situation is the more disconcert-

ing because it followed a period of rela-

tive stability, which culminated in the

construction of several massive systems.

Three of these were completed in the

short span between 1959 and 1963, and
their authors, Barth, Brunner and Til-

lich all died soon after.
2 These were

men whose names had dominated the

theological scene for several decades,

but with the sudden change in climate

the systems they created became unin-

habitable and were left standing as little

more than monuments to their authors,

who are now entombed in them.

One thing that has come to be highly

suspect in some quarters is the concept

of theology as a system. Already during

his lifetime Tillich was attacked on this

score and he was constrained to offer a

defense in the introduction to his third

volume. He disowned the idea of a sys-

tem like that of Spinoza, in which

everything is deduced from first prin-

ciples, but he argued that theology has

its own internal coherence, which re-

quires systematic presentation.
3 There

are some, however, who contend that

tive system will have inner coherence; it is

not clear if a system of inner coherence ex-

cludes deductive procedures. The question

might be tested by reference to Tillich’s treat-

ment of eschatology, which occupies less than

thirty pages and which begins with the sen-

tence: “The fragmentary victories of the

kingdom of God in history point by their

very character to the non-fragmentary side

of the kingdom of God ‘above’ history” (p.

394)-
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the system of inner coherence is no

longer viable, that this way of “doing

theology” no longer “makes sense,” be-

cause modern man—or post-modern

man—has abandoned the presupposi-

tion on which the traditional way of

presenting the Christian claim to truth

has been based, viz., the presupposition

that the riddle of the universe must be

susceptible to solution in terms of one,

unified, all-embracing truth. It has been

suggested that pluralism (though, ad-

mittedly, an abstraction, like its oppo-

site, monism) more faithfully reflects

the texture of lived experience, as it is

felt by the man of today, and, therefore,

the attempt to commend the Christian

faith to him “by demonstrating how
unique, monistic, exclusivistic and

therefore how harmonious, unifying

and comprehensive it [is ]”
4
passes him

by. In a world where men seek solutions

to specific problems as they occur, rather

than a solution to the problem of the

world, “fragments of truth can be more
significant than truth as a whole,” and

the experimental disposition in con-

temporary theology is thought to be

more relevant.

In view of the current situation, it is

surprising to note that two systematic

theologies have been published within

the last three years, and even more sur-

prising that both are the work of com-

paratively young writers .

5 Both are

single-volume affairs (and in paper-

4 Hugh T. Kerr, “The Open Option,”

Theology Today, XXII, pp. 466-471.
5 They are Principles of Christian Theol-

ogy by John Macquarrie (Scribners, 1966)—
hereinafter cited as M, and Systematic Theol-

ogy: A Historicist Perspective by Gordon D.
Kaufman (Scribners, 1968)—hereinafter cited

as K. Mr. Macquarrie is a convert from pres-

bytery to episcopacy, and, as has been known

back), but they are solid, substantial

works which cover the ground more or

less comprehensively. Both are “sys-

tems”; the authors believe in this way
of doing theology and have deliberately

adopted it as viable and relevant for

the present day.

I

The terms, system, and systematic,

are used in different ways by different

theologians, and even, at times, by the

same theologian. These variations point

to the fact that various aspects of the

theological task are included in the

term. Some of these, however, can be

designated by different terms.

Tillich offers a good example. He
uses system primarily to describe the

theological task in the most compre-

hensive sense: “A theological system is

supposed to satisfy two basic needs

:

the statement of the truth of the Chris-

tian message and the interpretation of

this truth for every new generation .”6

The movement of theology back and

forth between these two “poles” is de-

scribed as the method; it is by the meth-

od of correlation that theology system-

atically fulfills its double task. Tillich

here departs from the traditional usage,

in which method was used to refer to

the arrangement or disposition of the

topics of theology—whether they were

to be organized into a system or taken

as more or less independent topics (loci)

to happen with converts, he sometimes

sounds “more catholic than the pope.” Mr.
Kaufman is said to be of Mennonite back-

ground, but apart from an impressive chap-

ter on “The Individual Disciple” and some
references to Mennonite writings, this is not

evident in the text.

6 ST I, p. 3.
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in any order; this Tillich calls struc-

ture,
7
but it would seem to be what he

had in mind in his defense of the sys-

tematic form which was mentioned

above.
8 A further terminological inno-

vation of Tillich’s is his use of the word,

norm, to denote the guiding principle

of the systematic method of correla-

tion.
9 The term is virtually equivalent

to material principle, as that was ap-

plied to the doctrine of justification by

faith in Lutheran theology; but the

introduction of a more formal term is

appropriate if the norm is to be devel-

oped and applied systematically in the

method of correlation.

II

Macquarrie follows Tillich in using

systematic in the comprehensive sense

to embrace the two principal tasks of

theology, which he distinguishes on

similar lines: the first is that of “show-

ing the internal coherence of the Chris-

tian faith,” the second that of showing

its coherence with our worldly beliefs

and attitudes—its external coherence, as

we may call it.
10 The correlation of

these two tasks is described as the task

of interpretation, which has to be car-

ried out in accordance with the science

of hermeneutics.

7 ST I, p. 66.
8 Tillich’s language in the passage cited is

not entirely unambiguous. When he speaks

of systematic construction with reference to

“the object of theology in its wholeness, as a

Gestalt in which many parts and elements

are united by determining principles and

dynamic interrelations,” he seems to be

thinking of system in the comprehensive

sense (i.e., including the task of correlation).

But it becomes doubtful when he cites as

character witnesses, so to speak, a series of

system builders from Origen to Schleier-

macher; for though they all practiced cor-

The method (structure) of Macquar-
rie’s system is more traditional. It is not

divided into parts in which the relations

between the corresponding elements of

internal and external coherence are de-

veloped in sequence. Instead, one task is

assigned to Part One, which is called

Philosophical Theology, and the second

to Part Two, which is called Symbolic

Theology. The function of philosoph-

ical theology is not, like that of the old

style natural theology, which it replaces,

to provide rational grounds for truths

of faith; Macquarrie describes it in lan-

guage very similar to that of Tillich : “a

philosophical theology beginning from

the analysis of human existence finds

within that existence itself the question

of being” (M. p. 167). It employs the

phenomenological method and seeks to

lay bare the underlying structures (M.

p. 49fL), for which an existential-onto-

logical language is appropriate (M. p.

168). This approach focuses on the hier-

archical structure of the levels of being

rather than the historical aspect of the

series of beings; the historical aspect of

man’s existence is not dealt with, and

the historicity of man (in Bultmann’s

sense) is only alluded to indirectly in a

brief analysis of the polarities of possi-

bility and facticity (M. p. 56). The ques-

relation, they did not do it systematically,

and, of course, it is possible to practice cor-

relation without a theological system in the

methodological (in Tillich’s language, struc-

tural) sense of the term, as the example of

Luther shows.
9 ST I, p. 47.
10 M. p. 7. Cf. p. 35, where it is stated that

theology is “systematic in the sense that it

seeks to articulate all the constituent elements

of theology in a coherent whole, and that it

seeks to articulate this whole itself with the

other fields that go to make up the totality

of human knowledge.”
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tion that emerges from the work of

philosophical theology is whether there

is any way to “make sense of existence,”

and this question is said to be “at the

root of religion and faith” (M. p. 51k).

Whether the Christian revelation

makes sense of existence is the question

to be explored in Symbolic Theology.

Macquarrie chooses this name in pref-

erence to dogmatic theology mainly be-

cause it points to the distinctive lan-

guage “in which the revealed truths of

faith are set forth” (M. p. 36) and to

the task of interpretation which is in-

volved in the theological task of bridge-

building between faith and existence

(M. p. 48).

Interpretation would, presumably, be

made easier if there were a correspond-

ence between the order of philosophical

theology and symbolic theology. Mac-

quarrie concedes that such a procedure

would be both logical and possible; for

the internal coherence of the Christian

faith is such that its various doctrines

could be deployed in any order. The in-

ternal coherence of the Christian faith,

however, has an inner principle of its

own, and Macquarrie decided to follow

this principle and begin with the doc-

trine of God, rather than with man, as

in philosophical theology, because the

doctrine of God is central and pervasive.

Thereafter he follows the traditional

order of topics from creation through

consummation, but he is careful to ex-

plain that these are elements of a sys-

tematic unity, not a sequence of events

that constitute a historical unity (M.

p. 172).

The Christian salvation is interpreted

in ontological terms of unity with be-

ing (M. p. 204), acceptance by being

(M. p. 304), the bringing of creation to

its perfection (M. p. 247). Similar terms

are employed in the presentation of the

origin and development of the Chris-

tian life (M. p. 29415.). The moral as-

pect of it is reserved for treatment in a

third part, called Applied Theology,

where it is developed in connection

with the sacraments : these are said to be

the center from which “the transform-

ing influence of divine grace” spreads

out into daily living (M. p. 444), rather

than the preaching of the word, which

is said to be important for the under-

standing of the community and for its

moral life, but which is not, apparently,

a means of grace (M. p. 406).

Ill

Kaufman also views the task of the-

ology as twofold: it has to show the

internal coherence of the Chrisdan

faith and its bearing on the experience

of our lives in the world. But he stresses

the fact that these are two “prongs” of

what is essentially one task, and he is

cridcal of Tillich’s method of correla-

tion (as formulated, if not as intended,

by its author) because it seems to sug-

gest that the message and the situation

are two objects with which the theo-

logian has to juggle, rather than two

interpenetrating aspects of subjective

experience. He calls them revelation and

existence, and he describes them in

Tillich’s language, as two “poles” be-

tween which theology has to move back

and forth continually (K. p. 77), but he

prefers Macquarrie’s term, interpreta-

tion, to correlation, as a name for this

movement. He differs from both Tillich

and Macquarrie in that he does not

divide his system, either vertically or

horizontally, in terms of the two poles;

both are integrated in a sequence of
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four Parts, which follows a traditional

pattern: God, Creation, Salvation, and
the Christian Life.

Kaufman shares Macquarrie’s con-

ception of systematic as expressing the

concern of theology with the internal

coherence of the faith (K. p. 59). But
his conception is further determined by
his use of “perspective.” This is an im-

portant term for Kaufman, as its inclu-

sion in the title of his book indicates.

Perspective corresponds closely to what
Tillich calls a norm, and as such it

serves the systematic purpose in three

ways, which may be distinguished as

follows. It serves, firstly, as a principle

of internal coherence. In this respect it

resembles the material principle of

Lutheran dogmatics, except that it does

not consist of a particular doctrine but

rather of a principle by means of which
the main doctrines are organized into

a unity. As a corollary of this, the per-

spective serves, secondly, as a principle

of discrimination between what used to

be called fundamental and non-funda-

mental doctrines; for a system, unlike

a summa, does not cover all doctrines,

but only those selected in accordance

with its perspective. And thirdly, the

perspective governs the movement of

theology back and forth between the

poles of revelation and existence. As
Kaufman puts it in Tillichian language,

“A theologian’s perspective affects the

way he frames questions, as well as the

answers he gives to them” (K. p. ix).

Kaufman’s perspective, which he de-

scribes as “radically historicist,” is deter-

11 W. H. Walsh, Metaphysics, London,

1963, p. 177. It may be relevant to recall

that Kant (in his own words) “praised the

systematic completeness (das vollendete

Game) of the pure philosophy in the Cri-

mined by the historical character of

Christian faith, of which so much has

been heard in recent times : he proposes

“to take the allegedly ‘historical’ char-

acter of Christian faith with absolute

seriousness,” and to explore “what the

various Christian doctrines mean when
understood essentially as attempts to

grapple with and interpret the nature

and meaning of history and man’s his-

toricity, and what man’s historical exist-

ence looks like when its structure is

analyzed with the aid of the key con-

cepts found in the Christian tradition”

(K. p. xiii). He describes his work in

Kierkegaard’s phrase as an experiment

in thought, for which he claims no kind

of finality, and he expresses the hope

that others will undertake similar ex-

periments from different perspectives,

so that it may become possible “to see

which option or combination of options

has relevance or validity for our time”

(K. p. viii).

But how is such a judgment to be

formed? Kaufman recognizes that it is

impossible to find strictly neutral cri-

teria by which different perspectives

may be evaluated, since each is “devel-

oped within a perspective” (K. p. xv).

What he proposes is akin to the cri-

terion of “scope and adequacy,” which

has been suggested for metaphysical

systems.
11 For the theological system it

becomes a two-pronged test: on the one

hand, it is a question of the degree to

which it “makes sense” of experience,

as Kaufman puts it several times (e.g.,

p. 76); on the other it is a question of

tique of Pure Reason as the best mark of its

truth.” Cited in N. Kemp Smith, A Com-
mentary to Kant’s "Critique of Pure Reason,”

New York, Humanities Press, 1962, p. 72.
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the degree to which it is faithful to the

Bible and the theological tradition.

Kaufman refers to these as the experi-

ential and historical norms respectively

(K. p. 75f.). It is doubtful, however,

whether these tests can be applied in a

truly critical manner, because of Kauf-

man’s strong insistence on the unity of

the theological task, which, despite the

diversity of the poles between which it

moves, does not draw its norms “from

diverse sources” (K. 74). If theology

has to “see all human existence in the

light of God’s act” (K. p. 75), it seems

to be engaged in a circular procedure,

which guarantees the success of the in-

terpretation in advance. A genuinely

critical test could be made only if the

data of experience were first viewed

from a non-theological perspective and

the question were then asked how far

the theological interpretation makes
sense of them. This would require an

“apologetic” norm. Macquarrie is on

stronger ground here because his experi-

ential norm is free of theological con-

trol; it is purely philosophical. He is

able to embrace it within the unity of

his system (as “philosophical theology”)

by using Heidegger’s distinction be-

tween the ontological and the ontic.

The ontological task of philosophy is to

disclose “the universal structures of hu-

man existence and experience” (M. p.

35). To show that Christian faith has

foundations in these structures is the

apologetic function of theology, and
12

It is beyond the scope of this article to

pursue the question whether Kaufman con-

sistently adheres to his own principle. It

seems that the concept of history, which is

normative for him, is derived, not from theol-

ogy, but from human experience of historical

existence as that is understood in “modern
educated circles” (K. p. 266). This is par-

17

this has some substance in Macquarrie

because it involves a dialogue between
theology and “secular philosophy” (M.

pp. 8if.). Apologetics is banished to a

footnote by Kaufman (K. p. 74).
12

IV

The making of systems, untimely as

they may appear, is not confined to

America. A similar phenomenon is to

be observed in Germany, where so

much of the creative work in theology

has originated. Recent years have seen

a break in the tradition which expected

every professor of systematic theology

to publish a system, and most of them
have been doing their work in articles,

critical reviews and monographs—the

articles continuing the discussion of the

issues raised by Bultmann occupy sev-

eral volumes, and the end is not yet in

sight. However, two theologians have
begun the publication of what promises

to be substantial systems.

The first is of special interest as it

comes from East Germany. The author

is Hans-Georg Fritzsche, who is pro-

fessor at Jena.
13

Fritzsche has a special

interest in the problem of structure in

theology, having previously written a

monograph on it, and he devotes more
than fifty pages to it in the first volume
of his Dogmatics. He sets out a “typol-

ogy of dogmatic systems,” which is too

elaborate to be reproduced here and
which includes some “conceptions”

(roughly equivalent in meaning to

ticularly evident in his treatment of the resur-

rection, where the divine action is relegated

to the “history of meaning” (K. p. 433).
13 Lehrbuch der Dogmati\ (Textbook of

Dogmatics). The first volume was published
in 1964, the second in 1967. Two more, at

least, may be expected to follow.
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“perspectives” in Kaufman’s terminol-

°gy) other than those found in Mac-
quarrie and Kaufman.
The second system, the first volume

of which appeared recently, comes from
Helmut Thielicke, professor at Ham-
burg, who is already well known in the

English-speaking world.
14

It is also

scheduled for publication in English.

Thielicke’s system promises to be a

more massive affair than Fritzsche’s.

The first volume, which runs to 611

pages, is called Prolegomena and is de-

voted to a discussion of the relation of

theology to the thought-forms of the

present day. Thielicke does not elabo-

rate his concept of a system, but he calls

his work by this name, and he makes
a brief allusion to it in the preface. He
recognizes that the time is not propi-

tious for the construction of systems;

he describes it as a time of questions

and a time of transition. He contends,

however, that the fundamental ques-

tions that have been raised cannot be

treated in isolation, but only within the

framework of a doctrinal whole: “If

problems touch the substance of the

Christian faith and concern all its di-

mensions, then it is challenged as a

whole and must react accordingly.”

In calling these systems untimely, I

have not intended to express a judg-

ment on the viability of this way of

doing theology; I have used the term in

the sense in which Nietzsche used it in

the title of his earliest writings, to indi-

cate the apparent incompatibility be-

tween system-construction and the cur-

rent mood in theology. Whether the

time to which the system belongs is past

or future is a question on which opin-

14 Der evangelische Glaube (The Evangel-

ical Faith), 1968.

ions will be divided. Those who incline

to the former view may adduce the fact

that no system has ever been accepted

without some degree of eclecticism,

even in its heyday, and none has en-

dured permanently. Those who incline

to the latter may claim that theology

in its most vigorous periods in the past

derived much of its vital substance

from such systems, even if it has ulti-

mately consumed them, and that with-

out them it tends to become dull and
anemic. They may also point to a

parallel in the current situation in phi-

losophy. Philosophy (in the English-

speaking world) has been for some
decades marked by a strong aversion

to systems and system-building, and has

devoted itself to problems of analysis

and criticism. But now there are signs

that this self-imposed exile is at an end,

and philosophical pilgrims are more

and more returning to Zion and begin-

ning to rebuild the ruined temple of

metaphysics.

It is possible to defend “system” by

describing it as the goal at which theol-

ogy aims. Kaufman uses this kind of

language (as the architects of some

classic systems have done before him)

when he traces the essential unity of the

faith, which systematic theology at-

tempts to show, to its ground in the

unity of God (K. p. 59). The question,

however, is whether theology can hope

to achieve its goal without presuming

either to occupy the mind of God or to

have attained the beatific vision. How
can a systematic theology avoid becom-

ing a “theology of glory” in Luther’s

sense of the term? Kaufman’s perspec-

tival approach is certainly suggestive;
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but in order to be effective it would
have to be developed pluralistically. A
mere invitation to others to offer alter-

natives is not enough, if the perspective

chosen is allowed to preempt the field.

The theologian who aspires to be sys-

tematic should extend his view to

embrace different perspectives and ex-

plore the possibility of a relation of

complementarity between them.



REVOLUTION: RHETORIC AND REALITY

Krister Stendahl

Commencement Address, ]une 4, 1969

P
reachers and theologians are men
of the word, and our responsibility

is greater since whatever kind of theol-

ogy you have, there will always be some
kind of relation and tie-in and carry-

over between the Word with capital

“W”—the Word of God—and the words
that come out of our mouths or that we
write and get printed. This responsi-

bility for words is one to be taken

seriously, and that is, I guess, what the

training has been about for those who
graduate today. It is my hope that there

has come out of your studies—not least

since they are under Calvinist and
Presbyterian imprint—an immense re-

spect for words and the use of words
and the responsibility for words. Re-

member the Gospel of Matthew: “I tell

you on the day of Judgment men will

render account for every careless [or

every seemingly insignificant, as I guess

it means] word they utter. For by your

words you will be justified and by your

words you will be condemned.”

We live in a world—especially the

theologian and the preacher lives in a

world—where nobody can say : Oh,

that was mere words, that was only

words. The respect for the word, the

fighting of the inflation as to our many
words is important in all respects. We
all know when we sit below the pulpit

how tiresome it is when we detect that

the preacher is really guided by what

sounds impressive or moving or catch-

ing or clever rather than by what he

might really seriously think to be true.

The piled-up, easy rhetoric rubs us

wrong. Fewer words might be better.

Otherwise, the speaking of the Church,

whether it sounds traditional or more
revolutionary, just becomes back-

ground music to society. That’s how
many expect the preacher to sound.

And just as our interpretation of the

Scriptures should be guided by what
might be true rather than what might
pay off in good rhetoric, so with all our

speaking. There is for you and me
nothing that could be called “mere
words.” In a certain sense “words” are

all that we have and it is a power.

So, dear fellow word-slingers—with

a responsibility that is great—when the

history will be written, the chapter on

the theological trends in the 1960’s and

the life of the Church in the 1960’s will,

I guess, be more marked by the serious

grappling with “theology and revolu-

tion” than by clever analyses of the

“God is dead” theology. The milestones

are Geneva 1966 and Uppsala 1968

—

and for the United States Martin Lu-

ther King’s call to the clergy of the

land to join him in Selma, Alabama.

(That last event was so glorious for us

Northerners since, for once, the Church

could join an issue which appeared

totally clear, so one might even dare to

say that God was in it.) These and

other events have marked and shaped

a new era and expressed a new mood

—

a mood which, give or take a little, has
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a key of revolution. We note that there

is something new and painful, trouble-

some, afoot. What has happened is a

simple and drastic shift of applying the

“good old values,” the “good old Chris-

tian values,” to society and economics

and investment and all the rest rather

than continuing the existential “slalom”

of pastoral psychology by which you

searched the implications and explica-

tions of the individual in his struggling

with guilt and the problems of ethics.

The simplest way of seeing, feeling,

and evaluating what is going on, I sub-

mit, is the shocking and guilt-filled

feeling among many that most of the

really evil things in the world are done

by good people—by individuals of good

will and of the highest moral character

according to the standards of traditional

Christian ethics. But the revolution

amongst us has shown us a new way
of applying the good old values—and

that with a vengeance.

Now in this situation, the speaking

of the Church, the rhetoric of the revo-

lution can be very impressive and very

many good points can be scored. And
I for one have indulged in this with

joy and feeling that I almost was with

it because there is no question that one

can rightly and even scholarly (although

that is suspect to some anti-intellectuals

these days) describe Jesus as a man for

the revolution. You know Jesus has

often been pictured as a man of great

patience, and it is true that he had

patience in suffering, but he had no

patience with suffering. And it has al-

ways struck me that some people think

that Jesus was very spiritual because

he said, “Man does not live by bread

alone,” but most people forget that he

said that to the Devil—and not ever,

ever to a hungry person. But when he

had 5000 or 4000 (those who really syn-

chronize the Bible might say 9000)

hungry people on his hands, he (blessed

be he!) fed them. And it is striking

that when Jesus meets suffering, I have

never found any passage in the Bible

according to which Jesus sits down and

holds their hand and consoles them
with pastoral warmth; he heals, he acts.

So, there is in Jesus and his ministry

what I like to call the “eschatological

itch”—a great eagerness of pushing the

kingdom into reality. In a certain sense

that is what the Sermon on the Mount
and Christianity is about. People who
push the line of the possible, driven by

the eschatological urgency and itch. So,

to be sure, Jesus is not a man for the

status quo. Such a revolutionary rhe-

toric can be intensified in the language

of demonstrations and civil disobedi-

ence—as Jesus paraded into Jerusalem

without a permit and suffered the con-

sequences. This kind of prophetic, push-

ing, itchy stance is there on Biblical

grounds gloriously shining, exhilarat-

ing to Christians of today, who have

suffered from feeling the Church and

Christianity impotent and irrelevant.

This feeling of the Movement has given

a new lease on life to much religious

fervor and vague and sometimes strong

feelings that somehow in Jesus in the

Church, in the theological seminary, in

the realm of religion is the last hope

beyond frustration and nihilism.

But the rhetoric sometimes catches up
with you and one comes to the point

where it isn’t enough and it doesn’t

really help to produce the rhetoric for

and of the revolution. And there is a

point where some of us start to recog-

nize that the Church and the Gospel
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could not or should not only take upon

itself the easy role of being the per-

petual opposition that will never have

the humiliating opportunity to do any-

thing constructive but always the de-

lightful rhetorical stance of the critic.

That’s a little too cheap. To be sure,

there is a tradition along that line, the

Marcionite tradition as the learned

might call it. It lets the world take care

of the law. There is the whole tradition

of thinking as if the building and the

creativity and structures were always

the world’s. And the Christian opts out

to the easy job of the gadfly (in Jesus’s

name all right), the gadfly who has the

great satisfaction of feeling superior

because a critical stance has great re-

wards in the feeling of personal integ-

rity and purity.

As I think about this, I come back to

a chapter in Paul’s epistle to the Corin-

thians that is perhaps the most famous

chapter of Paul’s. For some strange

reason, people have a habit of reading

that chapter at weddings. That must be

built on wrong exegesis because the

chapter deals with how the ecstatic, the

revolutionary element which is such a

glorious part of the faith is going to be

rightly applied. I am, of course, refer-

ring to Chapter 13 in First Corinthians

where Paul describes the rhetoric of the

revolution in rather glowing terms but

with a slight critical note: “If I speak

in the tongues of man and angels, but

have not love, I am a noisy gong and

a clanging cymbal. And if I had pro-

phetic powers and understand all mys-

teries and all knowledge, and if I have

all faith [even that!] though as to re-

move mountains, but have not love, I

am nothing. And if I give away all I

have and deliver my body to be burned,

but have not love, I am nothing.” Now
love is another of those words that have

suffered inflation. That always happens

with words for nice things. It’s like

motherhood. Who can be against it?

But it gets a little foggy. The love of

which Paul here speaks is certainly not

a feeling of warmth nor is it a kind of

general feeling that anything goes, a

kind of tolerance, a kind of saying, “The
main thing is that we just love each

other and let’s not rub one another

wrong.” Such tolerance wasn’t Paul’s

strong side; he felt far too strongly

about what he was concerned about to

speak of love in that cheap sense. No,
love for Paul means to be guided by the

concern for the building up of the com-
munity. Since you are eager for the

manifestations of the spirit, he says to

the snobs in Corinth—those who speak

so glowingly, those who have such in-

sight, those who are willing to offer

themselves in the revolution—since you

are eager for the manifestations of the

spirit, strive to excel in building up the

Church. To love means to build up, to

be guided not by what feels warm and
ecstatic but by a longer perspective of

the building up of the community.

And that is the critical stance. That is

the stance which brings in reality. It is

not to say: kids are idealistic this time,

but they will learn and they will settle

down as we all have. No, that’s not the

point; that is not what we need. We
need rather the common denominator,

the realistic common denominator of

that which truly builds up for the fu-

ture. Because God is the God of crea-

tion, he is the builder, as the Scripture

reading this morning spoke about

building (I Cor. 3:9-23).

And this kind of love is patient and
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kind. It does not insist on its own way.

It is not irritable or resentful—all of

those cut both ways. Because as we live

through change, the only way to hope is

to get prestige out of the picture, to get

the openness which comes from this

kind of love—the really open concern

for the building for the future. And
without that, both faith and hope, which

the Church has been so great on, have

the danger of evaporating into rhetoric

. . . “if I spoke the language of man
and angels . .

.” And the acid test of

reality is that love which you might not

feel very warmly in your heart but

which judges your planning for the

building up of God’s future.

And so, friends, at this time it seems

to me that much of the rhetoric of the

revolution needs to be tested. It is mean-

ingless to discuss whether we should

have a revolution or not; we are in the

midst of it. That is not the issue. We
are in it, and we are beyond the easy

dream stage where any kind of dream-

ing has its kind of prophetic function.

We have come a little further than

that. We need to find our bearings.

And your words, your words will be a

mighty power at this stage; and they,

I pray, shall be shaped by that reality

—

that most pragmatic reality of the great

apostle when he spoke about love,

agape, as the standard by which we
sort out what really builds up of the

kingdom of God. And do not minimize

the power of words in that battle, for

somehow we are told on the first page

of the Good Book that God created the

world by his word. And our words have

to be grounded in that reality, which is

love. That’s not a dream: that’s what
can hold our brittle world together.

God help us!



PSYCHOLOGY AND THE CHURCH

Seward Hiltner

J
ohn Sutherland Bonnell has been

one of the most important, penetrat-

ing, and influential pioneers in demon-
strating how insights from modern
psychological studies and therapies may
be of immense benefit to the proper

task of the church, without in any way
making of it a secular institution or

forgetting the resources that it holds

uniquely because of its Lord Jesus

Christ.

When I came to consider the possible

topic that might appear appropriate to

the lecture this year, within the area in

which Dr. Bonnell has made a major

contribution, but of such nature that I

might conceivably have something ad-

ditional to say to it, I was first struck

by the “numbers game.” Dr. Bonnell’s

first major work on this subject, Pas-

toral Psychiatry, appeared in 1938. His

second, Psychology for Pastor and Peo-

ple, was published in 1948. Even though

the second of these volumes adds very

considerably, both in theory and con-

crete material, to the outsanding con-

tribution of the first, both books con-

verge on the same point, namely,

psychology as informing the minister’s

work of pastoral counseling.

Since I have always set great store by

these books especially for the author’s

perceptive understanding of psychody-

namics, i.e., his reading psychologically

what there is beneath as well as above

the surface, I considered at first the

possible course of reviewing the books.

Had I elected to do so, John Sutherland

Bonnell would have come out pretty

well. Even though I should have found
myself compelled to dissent from him
here and there about method of pro-

cedure, I should have paid deserved

tribute at all points both to his under-

standing and his aims—and could even

have waxed ecstatic about his psycho-

dynamic insights, which he insists, just

as I do, must be set within a theological

context or framework.

But a mere review for this lecture, I

decided, would not do. No one knows
better than John Sutherland Bonnell

that a lot has happened in this area

since 1948. He is the last person who
would want to confine me to anything

that he or anyone else thought twenty

years ago. With due acknowledgment

and no apologies, therefore, I have

cribbed from the title of his 1948 book,

Psychology for Pastor and People, but

I have set for myself a more compre-

hensive agenda than is contained in that

book.

I shall begin exactly where Dr.

Bonnell did, with the implications of

modern psychological insights for coun-

seling by the pastor, and what has

happened in this field since his book of

1948. But I shall go on to give brief

appraisal of other areas on leadership

by ministers in which psychology, in

the Bonnell sense, is also having signifi-

cant impact, such as Christian educa-

tion, preaching, and the administration

of the church. Not everything is on-
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ward and upward, but there is some
notable progress.

I shall then take a new tack and try

to assess, from the point of view of an

outsider who is not a professional psy-

chologist, what is actually happening

these days in the inner circles of psy-

chology, and what its significance may
be for the church.

From here on the discussion will be

much less about the minister or the

psychologist, and will focus respectively

on the significance of psychology for

the work and ministry of laymen in the

church, upon what is and is not being

done about education in psychology

within the church of both ministers and

laymen, and of how the emerging lead-

ership of the churches, both ecumenical

and denominational, tends to deal with

the potential psychological contribu-

tions. All this in one lecture is a big

hunk, so that I shall be compelled to go

lightly on many important matters. But

I want to show two things: first, that

the seed planted in one area in particu-

lar thirty years ago by John Sutherland

Bonnell has borne much fruit; and

second, that we are a bunch of ecclesi-

astical nitwits if we do not transplant

this insight into other areas of church

life and service.

I. Psychology and Pastoral

Counseling

It has been a great blessing to thou-

sands of ordained ministers who may
know nothing of the factual back-

ground that John Sutherland Bonnell’s

father was supervisor of a Canadian

mental hospital, that the young boy

from the age of ten was given insightful

visits through this institution by his

father, and that a couple of his teen

years before going on to university were

spent as an “attendant” (today he

would be called a “psychiatric aide”)

in this hospital. To be sure, this was
for Dr. Bonnell a kind of “psychiatric

little red schoolhouse.” He had no

trained chaplain at hand to supervise

him and help him work out the theo-

logical implications of what he was en-

countering in what Anton Boisen called

“living human documents.” But little

red schoolhouses, even psychiatric ones,

are pretty good educators when they

encounter apt pupils. So it was here.

Having seen and understood psychic

sufferers and victims as people, John

Sutherland Bonnell could never again

separate the surface appearance from

what he knew to be going on under

the surface. From his first days as a

minister, he was “psychologically wise.”

His lectures and teaching made his in-

sight available to a few; and his books,

to many.

Bonnell’s main point was a very sim-

ple one to grasp in principle but an

immensely difficult one to put into

practice with all the varieties of situa-

tions that the minister confronts. The
point was that an understanding of the

mixed motivations, the temptations

whether yielded to or not, and the depth

of character of both human aspirations

and human regressions, form the basic

situation that the minister confronts in

any attempt to help his people—all

within the context of the Christian view
of the world and people, of course. Dr.

Bonnell “used” psychology in just the

same sense as Thomas Aquinas “used”

Aristotle’s insights. There was, in both

instances, fidelity to the originator’s in-

tent. But there was also, in both cases,

advance far beyond the originator.
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Since I am so thoroughly au courant

with Bonnell on this basic thesis, I find

it difficult to see how anybody could

ever have believed otherwise. And since

his explanations, I am inclined to be-

lieve that only obscurantists have in fact

believed otherwise. But, since my task

today is neither to praise Caesar nor to

bury him, what can be said about how
all this has worked out in practice since

1948?

In 1948, and for several years there-

after, a considerable proportion of stu-

dents in theological seminaries were

veterans of the second World War.
Most of them had become sensitive

during their war experience to the need

for pastoral help on personal and family

problems, and they requested it more
compellingly than had any previous

generation of students. Several factors

converged greatly to increase such edu-

cation throughout the 1950’s.

For one, the seminaries added to their

staffs faculty members qualified in pas-

toral care and counseling. At the start

or close of World War II, probably no

more than one-tenth of the seminaries

had such qualified persons on their fac-

ulties. By the end of the 1950’s, the

figure was more than three-fourths.

The movement for clinical education

of clergy and theological students had

grown slowly during the 1930’s, barely

held its own during the war, and then

expanded rather rapidly through the

1950’s. Even more encouraging was the

closer association of this movement to

the seminaries. Today at Princeton

Seminary, for example, we have four

clinical centers closely associated with

us, and hope for one or two more in the

near future. And our situation is far

from unique.

Such classroom courses as there had

been before the war tended to be ab-

stract. With the newly trained teachers,

who had studied clinically, ways were

found to make the instruction and
learning more concrete. Pastoral calls or

interviews made by the students were
written up by them, of course with

identifying information concealed; and
thus, even in a classroom, the discussion

could be quite specific and detailed. A
few programs at the doctoral level were
begun for persons who wished to teach

in this field.

The new quantity and quality of

literature grew greatly after 1950. When
Dr. Bonnell published his first book in

1938, it was one of no more than a

dozen in its general area. By the time of

the second book, in 1948, the number of

good books had perhaps doubled. But

several times that number were pub-

lished in the 1950’s. These were both a

result of other developments, and stim-

uli to them. The same thing was true

of the two journals devoted to this field,

one begun in the 1940’s and the other

in 1950.

Even in the United States, despite

these remarkable gains which continue

in the 1960’s, there is a long distance to

go. Even though as many as two-thirds

of today’s seminary students get some

bit of instruction in pastoral care and

counseling, not more than a third get

minimally adequate work, and only

about ten per cent are thoroughly

trained.

In view of these striking evidences of

improved education in pastoral care and

counseling, are pastors doing more and

better counseling than before? Com-
mon observation suggests that both

have greatly increased, especially in the
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quality. And ministers have great op-

portunities to provide such help. The
national study of mental health and ill-

ness of the late 1950’s showed, through

a random sample study, that of the

people who had had a personal or fam-

ily problem and consulted somebody

outside the circle of friendship, 42%
went first to their clergyman. The need

is still very great, however, for that

same study showed that only a small

proportion of the people consulted any-

body at all.

As long ago as a quarter of a century,

a few large churches with several min-

isters on their staffs included one whose

special concern was pastoral care and

pastoral counseling. The intervening

years have seen a modest increase in

this number, and of course a higher

level of skill on the part of the special-

izing ministers. During the past ten

years at least two or three hundred

pastoral counseling centers have been

developed. Most of them are in local

churches, or in councils of churches, or

otherwise under proper church aus-

pices. A good center provides mainly

pastoral counseling, but has available

the consuldng services of psychiatrists,

psychologists, and social workers as

these may be needed. Unhappily, a few

such centers are completely free-lance

operations with no visible church rela-

tionship. But the great majority are

proper extensions of the church’s pas-

toral ministry, and are to be encouraged.

Special mention should be made of

the growth in chaplaincy ministries es-

pecially to persons in health and welfare

institutions. The number of Protestant

ministers giving full time to such serv-

ice has increased almost twenty-fold

since 1940. Furthermore, the new train-

ing opportunities also benefit the min-

istry of chaplains in the armed forces,

the Veterans Administration, and in

such other locations as college campuses.

Especially exciting during the past

five years has been the movement of the

Roman Catholic Church toward train-

ing its priests in pastoral care and coun-

seling. Catholics are developing some
indigenous programs of their own, and

also sending some of their men to what

have previously been exclusively Protes-

tant programs. Even though this par-

ticular form of ecumenicity does not

make the headlines, it may prove as sig-

nificant in the long run as many of the

forms that are well known.
Finally, in this quick review of what

has happened in pastoral care and coun-

seling since 1948, we may comment on

developments in countries other than

the U.S.A. For a time, even into the

1950’s, it appeared that this movement
might be doomed to confine itself to the

U.S.A. Even our good neighbor, Can-

ada, was much slower than the U.S. to

develop this field of education and serv-

ice. But especially during the 1960’s,

there have been striking forward devel-

opments in several other countries.

Holland is notable, where the first pro-

gram for clinical education of the clergy

included both Catholics and Protestants.

The British Commonwealth countries,

especially Australia and New Zealand,

along with Canada, are moving ahead.

So are most of the Scandinavian na-

tions. And the interest is strong in

churches such as those of the Far East,

even though there are limited resources

to pursue the interest. Great Britain

and the German-speaking churches

seem the slowest to respond, but even

there new steps are being taken.
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In summary then, the developments

in pastoral care and counseling since

John Sutherland Bonnell published his

first book in 1938 are of astonishing pro-

portions, and promise to continue with

solid growth in the years to come, going

far beyond U.S. Protestantism to world-

wide Christianity. Although not every

development is above criticism, the

movement as a whole is properly

church-oriented, theologically focused,

and appropriately fearless about using

the findings of the sciences where they

are relevant.

11 . Psychology and Other Functions

of Ministry

Since psychology in its most general

sense means simply whatever knowl-

edge we have of the human psyche, that

is, the human person in his interior and

exterior relationships, there is no theo-

retical reason why the implications

should be more important for pastoral

care than for other aspects of ministry

such as preaching, Christian education,

administration of the church, and still

others. The fact remains that far more
thought has been given to utilizing psy-

chology in pastoral counseling than in

the other functions of ministry. One of

the reasons for this selective emphasis

on pastoral care may be found in

Christian compassion itself, illustrated

in the New Testament for instance by

the parable of the lost sheep. Another

reason is that, before the advent of mod-
ern psychology, ministers felt more
baffled in this area than any other;

hence, they were open to insights that

could assist them in helping.

How does it fare with the potential

contributions of psychology to the other

dimensions of ministry? The general

answer is that a limited amount of

progress is now being made in several

areas, but in none of them is it what

we might have hoped for by this time.

In what follows, I plainly cannot con-

sider all the areas or deal thoroughly

even with those mentioned.

A. Psychology and Preaching

Some reasonably good books on uti-

lizing psychological wisdom in preach-

ing have been published, and most
homiletical instruction of today makes
at least a nod to psychology. But the

curse that still impedes the important

task of relating psychology to preach-

ing is the thoroughly incorrect and

unhappily widespread notion that psy-

chology, when applied to preaching,

becomes subjective, weak-kneed, and
even namby-pamby. The implication is

that psychology makes the preacher be

so “nice” that the prodding aspects of

the gospel are forgotten. This is, of

course, nonsense. But there is no doubt

that this false identification of psychol-

ogy with subjectivism and “feeling

good at all costs” has held back the

exploration of what psychological in-

sights may do for preaching.

Good preaching is description and

interpretation but not exhortation. In

the light of the gospel, it tells how
things are. It interprets what we may
do in response to God’s grace, both indi-

vidually and collectively, if we so choose.

But it fails when it hammers the pulpit

and tells us we must do it. Princeton

is not the sole theological seminary in

which students, after two or three years

of competent instruction in the Bible

and theology and history and homiletics

and other things, produce sermons as

seniors that seem to forget most of what
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they should have learned, and instead

become hortatory and moralistic advo-

cates of how to feel better next week
even if the world is going to hell. Even
with Bryant Kirkland helping us at

Princeton in the teaching of preaching,

we have not yet mastered this problem.

Certainly theology itself must be criti-

cal of slippages of this kind. But some
psychological wisdom is required to

show just why the hortatory mood is

subversive in preaching. If I tell you

that you must do something, I am
demonstrating some kind of distrust

about your ability to put two and two
together for yourself. Even if I seem to

be very fatherly in the process, and kind

in the way I pose my must, you as re-

ceiver will recognize that I believe you

incapable of coming out at the right

exit unless I take you by the hand and
lead you there. At this very point psy-

chology can help. For the psychological

difference is between treadng persons

as subjects, or treating them merely as

objects. Psychology suggests that, if the

preacher can truly describe and inter-

pret, he can trust the working of God’s

Holy Spirit in the people. If he doubts

this, of course he will pound.

Modern studies of communication
appear in many disciplines and not in

psychology alone. All of them, however,

even those with ambiguous goals such

as selling more of what we already have

enough of, are psychologically informed.

They know that the communicator’s in-

tentions are never sufficient, that analy-

sis also must be made of the reception

of the communication. In the light of

what, to many modern alert minds,

may seem obvious or even tautologous

about this statement, it is not encourag-

ing to discover that very few competent

studies have been made of the actual

responses of people to preaching. Nor
are our students soon to become preach-

ers taught anything but the most intui-

tive ways of checking up on how their

communications are coming through.

It is time we introduced some real re-

search about preaching that takes the

reception as seriously as the intent.

Especially in recent years, preaching

has been under severe criticism. I am
sure that there is a lot of poor and in-

adequate preaching going on today, just

as there was in the days of John Calvin.

But I believe the need for competent

preaching has never been greater than

it is now, and that we have many able

and usually unsung preachers who are

doing a good job. But if only psychol-

ogy could come to the assistance of

preachers, through research and educa-

tion, along with theology, how much
more significant preaching might be.

Reuel L. Howe refers to preaching as

being properly “dialogue,” and a few

brave preachers have committees that

discuss actual sermons with them. A
couple of our Princeton students are

currently engaged in projects that test

out what happens when the feed-back

to sermons is first-hand and honest from

a small group. The pursuit of such

studies could prove to be very impor-

tant.

But the main point, if psychology is

to be employed to illuminate preaching

as it has pastoral care, is to get rid of

the false assumption that psychology is

loaded on the side of “take it easy,”

make people feel better even when they

shouldn’t, and “you” can conquer al-

most anything no matter what.

A subsidiary point, but one of great

importance, about preaching is that the
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congregation is involved in it more than

they believe themselves to be. Preaching

is no more a performance by the min-
ister than is pastoral counseling. In both

instances, the Christian intent is for the

Word of God to break through and
help. In counseling, the parishioner is

clearly involved. So, although with dif-

ferences in detail, is he involved in the

hearing of the Word and, if necessary,

making a critical appraisal of his

preacher as the instrument of that

Word. So long as he is decent and in

order, his criticism is his Christian obli-

gation. And if he believes either what
he hears or what he thinks, he is also

being dialogic when he acts on his con-

victions.

B. Psychology and Church

Administration

In a very wise book of about a dozen

years ago, the late H. Richard Niebuhr
argued that the central task of the min-

ister today is being what he called a

“pastor director.” Perhaps his use of the

term “director” was unfortunate, for he

did not mean that the pastor is one who
gives orders. His intent was, instead,

that the central function of the minister

is to oversee and coordinate the efforts

of other Christians. Thus, the pastor’s

central job is not what he does alone but

what he carries out as an educated and

democratic leader.

I believe that Richard Niebuhr was
correct. His point does not mean that

the minister should never do anything

on his own. He does not have to have

six laymen in the pulpit with him, nor

three elders along when he makes a

hospital call. The functions he carries

out by himself, such as preaching and

pastoral care, will continue to be of im-

mense importance. Yet even these will

not be followed through properly unless

there is service and action and participa-

tion by many other people. To oversee

all such service is now the central task

of the minister.

In today’s secular world, “adminis-

tration” is the term generally applied

to the function of coordinating, guid-

ing, and overseeing. Distinctions are of

course sometimes made, for instance,

as by Chester Barnard, between the

“executive function, as high-level over-

seeing, and more modest types of ad-

ministration such as that of the factory

foreman. Similar distinctions may be

relevant also in the church. But even

if the minister delegates full responsi-

bility to others for the kind of carbon

paper used in the church offices, and

reserves his overseeing duties for less

restricted matters, the fact remains that

his central task is very much like that

of Barnard’s “executive,” who may
never put a label on a bottle himself

but who must see that the right labels

are put on all the bottles.

Even though the situation has begun

to change today in a constructive direc-

tion, the fact remains that in most

churches and for most ministers “ad-

ministration” is a dirty word. This is in

striking contrast to “preaching” and

“pastoral care.” When he speaks of the

latter, a minister may be well aware

that he is not up to Harry Emerson
Fosdick, John Sutherland Bonnell, An-
ton T. Boisen, and other notable preach-

ers and pastors. Nevertheless, he defines

these functions in their best and not

their worst terms, and then tries to

move himself along toward improved

performance.

When it comes to administration,
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however, the minister is likely to define

it descriptively in terms of its worst

failures. “Administration?” he may say,

“You mean mimeographing machines

and committee meetings and recruiting

church school teachers and pouring oil

on troubled Session meetings?” That is,

the modern minister, in conceiving ad-

ministration through its worst exam-

ples, acquires what psychologists call a

“set” against everything falling into this

category. And unless he is lucky, he

therefore never seriously studies admin-

istration as he does preaching and pas-

toral care; and thus he tends not to go

on learning in this area.

I certainly do not mean to single out

any particular individual minister in

making this charge. My indictment is,

instead, against our general ecclesiasti-

cal culture. There is not a seminary in

the country today, for example, that has

any significant research going on in

church administration; and indeed,

there are almost none that allow any

faculty member to devote his time ex-

clusively to this crucial area of minis-

terial functioning. Some of our church

boards, and the National Council of

Churches, are beginning to realize the

significance of this under-study of ad-

ministrative processes in the churches,

and have begun to take some modest

steps of correction. At this point the

administrative studies in fields like busi-

ness, government, and education have

much to teach us. But to the best of my
knowledge, there is no minister in the

church today who is able to give his full

time to exploring this area from an

ecclesiastical and theological perspec-

tive.

In a very broad use of the term, it is

“psychology” that has taken adminis-

tration ahead in the secular worlds of

business, government, and education.

Insights about how to bring people into

the processes of planning, and thus

make them responsible partners in the

enterprise, have come basically from the

psychological perspectives and disci-

plines. Research into the behavior of

small groups, and how the quality of

oversight and leadership is crucial to

their success, has also come generally

from social psychology.

I continue to be baffled about why
churches, ministers, boards, and semi-

naries, even when they borrow gim-

micks from administration in the secu-

lar world, seem impervious to examin-

ing the basic principles. In my attempts

to find an explanation, I have even been

tempted with the cynical notion that

they are fearful of being exposed. More
soberly, I believe they have not yet fully

made the transition from a day when
overseeing was having power over other

people to the present day when oversee-

ing is the exercise of truly professional

responsibility.

Whatever the reasons for this situa-

tion, the fact is that, in the field of

church administration, we are thirty to

forty years behind the field of pastoral

care in making intelligent use of the

psychological and related findings.

There are beginning some small exper-

imental projects that have promise. I

hope they succeed. But the massive

problem is the reluctance to study seri-

ously the administration of the church

and church enterprises, or to regard

skill in such examination as essential to

the work of the minister. Psychology is

waiting in the wings to help. It is high

time that both psychology and theology
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be brought to the front of the adminis-

trative stage.

C. Psychology and Worship

In our own Presbyterian church, as

in many others, the recent past has seen

some serious re-study of our basic serv-

ices of worship. We have a new sug-

gested basic service “for the Lord’s

Day” which, however it comes out in

practice, is a serious attempt to move
beyond provincialisms and localisms

and to let Presbyterian worship be both

catholic or ecumenical and in constant

process of reforming itself. Limiting the

public service of Communion or the

Lord’s Supper to once a quarter is seri-

ously questioned by the new suggested

order. An appeal is made to history

to suggest that worship without the

Eucharist, while permissible, is trun-

cated.

I should be a good deal happier than

I am with this attempt to read history

more accurately if it were accompanied
by some psychological vision about the

functions of the Communion service in

people’s lives. Even the most rudimen-

tary use of psychological insights sug-

gests that the human transforming

power of the Eucharist lies in its deal-

ing with the whole range of psychic

levels in our human existence.

We aspire in this service: to genuine

communion with our fellows, in the

power of our Lord; to honest thankful-

ness to God for his creative and redemp-
tive acts; to a new life and existence

because of the final atoning act of Jesus

Christ; and so on. But at other levels,

if we are honest, we must acknowledge
our unreadiness to let down the bars of

hostility and narrowness to have fellow-

ship with anybody; our inability to feel

grateful to God or anyone else; and our

resentment that we are needful of salva-

tion. We do, in this act, at least sym-

bolically, eat our God. To be sure, this

is not only with Elis permission but also

by Elis command. But how abstract and
idealistic can we become if this is all

prettied up so much that the different

levels are lost sight of?

In its general meaning, “psychology”

has no opinions on matters of this kind,

but only provides the data from which
analysis of something like worship may
be carried out. I am distressed that our

worship generally, and the Communion
service in particular, have been so

cleaned up that the theological deter-

gent has almost washed out the body,

the blood, and the understanding of

human life as including everything

from the heights to the depths. David
E. Roberts spoke of this as man’s gran-

deur and his misery. The whole range

is in the Lord’s Supper. Why do we not

so interpret it?

D. Psychology and Christian Education

Let me begin by paying tribute to

this aspect of the church’s life. It was
persons with a special concern for

Christian education who, early in this

century, first showed us that there was
ecclesiastical gold in the hills of psy-

chology for the church.

The psychology available to those

early modern pioneers was developmen-

tal but not yet dynamic. Those early

leaders saw that persons at different

developmental levels should be ap-

proached according to their capacities

and interests, that “uniform lessons”

were not sufficient. They did not real-

ize, however, that the unconscious as-

pects of psychic life must also be taken
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into account. As a result, their earlier

efforts tended to speak to the conscious

and ideal person but not to the whole

person. This bias, despite the advance

in insight about developmental rele-

vance, led to a curious “flattening” of

the Bible; for the Bible, complex series

of books that it is, presented human life

intuitively as dynamic in every basic

sense of that term.

Has Christian education caught up

with the dynamic understandings that

now form the basis of virtually all mod-
ern psychologies ? The answer, I am
afraid, must be only a qualified affirma-

tive. Both general practitioner minis-

ters and specialized Christian education

workers do study the psychology of

personality, counseling, the psychology

of development, and group processes.

All this represents a great advance. But

in my judgment, the leadership train-

ing is still too “cerebral” and not suffi-

ciently “clinical.” Religious education

has not even begun to develop the

equivalent of “clinical centers” to com-

pare with our centers of clinical train-

ing in pastoral care. Much of the work
is good, but it tends still to be ama-

teurish. This leaves the individual min-

ister or Christian education worker

largely on his own. Some do a magnifi-

cent job. Others, with clinical deficien-

cies in their training, never quite catch

up.

Part of the problem with Christian

education involves the battle of the

sexes. The minister always hopes that

the “women” will be able to handle it

effectively. This demonstrates the

underlying idea that education is only

for young children; and heaven forbid

that we not consider their education as

important. But the radical separation

that tends to exist in most churches be-

tween education for children and edu-

cation for adults is a kind of confession

of this battle of the sexes. I think psy-

chology has some light to shed on this

problem.

I am somewhat less than happy that

our own Presbyterian church, after

some years of recent serious study, has

now decreed the task as “church edu-

cation.” I am of course not against the

aims of this new agenda. Children, teen-

agers, adults, and oldsters all need to

continue their education about and
within the fellowship we call the

church. But I am dubious about the

semantics of an education that might

not have “Christian” aims, or that

might regard nestling within the

church as its final goal. Psychology, at

this point in the Presbyterian considera-

tions, seems to have fallen victim to

some kind of ecclesiasticism.

In actual practice, the test of Chris-

tian education or even of “church edu-

cation” comes in the teens. To do our

job, we do not have to retain every-

body. Teen years naturally mean rebel-

lion of some kinds, and not even the

most ideal work can prevent some de-

fections. But our record is a lot worse

than that. My guess is that we either

find it with some significant proportion

of the teens, or we lose it altogether.

We have a curious fact of American

church life, almost unknown elsewhere

in Christendom—that our people, in-

cluding teen-age church drop-outs, filter

back into church when their children

come to nursery school age. Here, we
have an edge unknown anywhere else

or at any previous age. What do we do

with it? Psychological wisdom could
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say more to this question than, so far, it

has been permitted to say.

In summary, I often think that Chris-

tian education is the Cinderella of the

church today. Maybe the old magic has

departed and there is no chance. But

at one of these approaching midnight

hours, I have still not given up hope

that some Prince Charming will ap-

pear, complete with incarnational slip-

per, and that Cinderella will move to

the palace instead of going back to

floor-scrubbing. The potentialities are

present.

E. Psychology and Other Functions

Time does not permit me to suggest

the kind of contribution that a serious

study of psychology can make to other

problems faced by the church today. I

am convinced that there are such po-

tential contributions on all fronts. There

is no Christian church unless it is en-

gaged in mission. This means not only

mission in the traditional sense, which

is still important, but also evangelism,

social outreach, and ministry to our

“secular” society.

In the jargon of a past age, mission

was understood as “apostolics.” This

was a kind of pulling of rank. The
apostles went out. Go thou and do like-

wise. Provided proper translations are

made, this message is still relevant for

our day. A church concerned only to

refine itself internally is no church at

all, even though that is a major and

continuing part of its task.

Perhaps I should have concentrated

in this lecture on the relationship of

psychology to social action and com-

munity betterment. The unhappy fact

today is that the social action penchant

and people tend to regard psychology

not as an aid but as an instrument of

some kind of establishment that must
be overthrown if there is to be move-
ment toward social justice. And yet, if

my observations are correct, it is pre-

cisely psychological wisdom that can

aid realistic movements toward social

betterment. Any polarizing of psychol-

ogy and the social order, whether by the

church or otherwise, is an enemy of

true progress. Some of our most con-

cerned churchmen unhappily seem to

overlook psychological insights when
they set out to help disadvantaged peo-

ples. In my judgment, some reflections

of a psychological order can help both

the church and all men of good will to

achieve more justice in our society.

III. Psychology Today

What is psychology today? Who are

the psychologists? What have they

found out, and what do they think? If

we in the church are interested, as I

have been arguing throughout, in what
“psychology” can contribute to what we
are about, it would be reassuring if we
could say that psychology is all onward
and upward in the sense that might
help us. My honest appraisal must, I

am afraid, be more ambivalent and

more cautious.

On the clinical side of psychology,

including psychiatry, I find myself gen-

erally pleased with what is being ex-

plored. These disciplines are constantly

trying to find ways of helping people.

Hence, they are oriented, as is a reli-

gious faith offering salvation, toward

an exploration of both principles and

methods that will “pay off” in terms of

actual human advancement. They dis-

covered some time ago that too much
haste will not do. There is finally no
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substitute for the full exploration of the

individual situation, in dialogic rela-

tionship with the principles of helping.

All of this takes time. It does not mean,

however, that everybody in psychic

need must have a full psychoanalysis.

There are many ways of helping. Espe-

cially significant right now is the great

number of community mental health

centers getting underway all across the

country, with certain minimum stand-

ards of service but with full freedom

to adapt to local conditions and needs.

Much of the new clinical psychologi-

cal therapy relies on the power of the

face-to-face group, on the “therapy of

work,” and on related therapies that

make good sense even to non-experts.

There are also many experiments with

“behavior therapies,” which attempt to

get rid of troublesome symptoms by

conditioning processes. An illustration

would be the work with borderline

homosexual persons attempting to rein-

force their heterosexuality and put aside

their homosexual inclinations.

I am convinced that the behavior

therapies will hold an important place

in the future. Not every headache is

migraine, and aspirins may do for most.

Not every bit of human pathology has

to be traced to its roots. On the other

hand, the greatest contribution of Freud

and of psychoanalysis to civilization

has been to demonstrate respect for the

person as a subject and not merely an

object, when the deepest levels of per-

sonality are up for inspection. This is

very much in keeping with the Jewish

and Christian evaluations of the human
person. Behavior therapies are fine un-

less they become positivistic.

Thus, the clinical dimensions of psy-

chology are currently exploring more

extra-laboratory conditions, on the one

side, and helping more with partial

processes on the other. So far, there has

been no losing sight of the fundamental

aims and of the human person to be

helped.

There is also some cause for rejoicing

on the non-clinical sides of psychology

today. Many of the experimental find-

ings are proving to cut a lot of ice in

the practical sphere. Never assume in

advance that rats will not teach us im-

portant things about even non-ratty

people! It is disquieting that many de-

partments of psychology in universities,

perhaps especially in colleges, are cur-

rently tending to rule out “clinical”

dimensions and remain “pure psychol-

ogy.” For psychology departments of

this perfectionistic stripe, psychology it-

self should have some explanation but

no defense. For them, I am inclined to

recommend a daily reading of Ann
Fanders and an annual immersion in

John Sutherland Bonnell or Sigmund
Freud.

Anyhow, psychology is not, in its gen-

eral sense, precisely limited to what
departments of psychology study and
teach. I am no crystal-ball gazer on
these matters, and do not know how
the trends will go. Professional psy-

chology is in some danger of selling out

to technology just as philosophy has

been tempted to sell out to linguistic

analysis and such other technical pre-

liminaries. The resister to such a temp-

tation is clinical involvement, the actual

concern of so many psychologists and
psychiatrists in helping people change

in the ways the people want to change.

So, at the moment, I am sanguine. But

if psychology depended entirely on
what goes on in university departments,
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I confess that I should despair despite

their many discoveries and achieve-

ments.

IV. Psychology and the People

There is a lot of good talk these days

about “the ministry of the laity,” or of

the church as made up of a lot of im-

portant “servants” beyond ordained

ministers. So long as this talk does not

get sentimental, it is all to the good.

The function of the minister is to keep

the whole works going, to appraise it

professionally and critically, and to stop

what needs to be stopped. But no min-

ister in his right mind equates himself

with the functions of the church—ex-

cept in the crucial sense of overseeing

what the whole church does.

Where does psychology come to the

people? Sometimes, of course, it comes

to the people in the form of a debased

Dale Carnegie doctrine about how to

win friends and influence people, in

which this man or woman is basically

“conned” into performing some church

function. Not all of these “connings”

eventuate badly. Not long ago I con-

ducted a retreat for leaders from a par-

ticular local church. Among the mem-
bers was a most able and engaging

businessman of middle years, who had

basically been “conned” into teaching

a church school class of twelve-year-

olds. When he asked me about how he

should approach his task, I asked him
to tell us what he was already doing.

He whipped out a Bible, and explained,

with quite undue apologies, what he

had tried to do with a certain passage.

I thought what he had done was just

great, and told him so with no ifs or

buts. It seemed so clear to me that this

man’s use of his own insights was thor-

oughly in line with the intent of the

faith and of the Bible that I simply

wanted to encourage him to keep on.

The unhappy corollary was that his sen-

ior minister managed to be so busy that

he could not even attend our “retreat,”

and hence learned nothing about what
had happened in this kind of exchange.

How “remote” can a minister become
and still believe that the laymen too

are ministers?

My wish is that there would be more
drawing explicitly upon psychological

wisdom in helping laymen in various

kinds of tasks upon which they are

engaged in the functions of the church.

When I spent a year in New Zealand,

I was asked to give a weekend to an

educational seminar for Christian lay-

men on making calls for both evange-

listic and stewardship purposes. I made
use of all kinds of role-playing devices

in the seminar, to make things as con-

crete as possible. I felt that the laymen

got a better grasp of their task. But, in

spite of my writings about all this here

in our own country, I have never been

asked to do a similar seminar here.

Could it be that ministers do not want
to take their laymen in on the real

McCoy? I do not believe so, but some-

times I wonder.

Whether the tasks before church lay-

men are administrative, educational,

evangelistic, stewardship, or social ac-

tion, my belief is that the preparation

for these functions should include the

use of any wisdom that psychology, in

its general sense, has to offer. The actual

situation seems ambiguous about the

use of such insights. In the late ^o’s,
for instance, I wrote a booklet on “How
to Make an Evangelistic Call.” True,

the Methodists now have this not only
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in print but also on a record. So my
effort is not forgotten. But the people

most concerned with evangelism have

generally paid no attention to training

their laymen in the sense I believe

needed, and the other churchmen have

tried to get by without attention to

their evangelistic obligation. I think

what bothers me most is that I regard

my own effort as dated, and I wish that

somebody else would update it.

In conclusion, let me shift to the

arena of social action. What does psy-

chology have to do with the Christian

layman who is committedly concerned

about social improvement? A good

deal, I believe. The great danger here

is of sticking one’s neck out, and then

pulling it back because something like

“reconciliation” does not appear at once.

Here, psychological wisdom helps to

analyze the underlying situation, and to

provide the kind of patience plus deter-

mination that are needed to make truly

long-term progress on such a problem.

To find that even the grand immediate

gesture does not produce much change

may be disillusioning. To abide by the

commitment and go on, with all the

ambiguities, to pursue it, here a compe-

tent psychology is essential, and not a

hindrance.

I have no fixed plan about how lay-

men in the church—a great many of

them already psychologically informed

—can be helped in their church func-

tions by psychological education. No
doubt much of the situation must be

considered in local terms. And the best

psychological education may not always

be so labeled. Nevertheless, if psycho-

logical insights and wisdom are not

used in aiding laymen to do their jobs,

there is a screw loose somewhere.

V . Coda

Thirty years ago John Sutherland

Bonnell gave us the clue as to how psy-

chology should be related to the church,

and his insight is as true now as ever.

We do not “use” psychology in the

pejorative sense of taking bits here and
there and ignoring the principles. But
we absorb and assimilate the basic find-

ings within our own context, hopefully

with no distortion on the findings them-
selves.

Dr. Bonnell’s basic concern, and it is

truly basic, was with the use of psycho-

logical wisdom in the processes of pas-

toral counseling. I agree that nothing

can be more important for the church
and its purposes than helping those who
need help, or when they need it. But I

have argued here that there are many
other areas of the life and work of the

church where psychology is equally

helpful, at least in potentiality. With
each area of function, I have alleged

that there are different problems in as-

similation. May they be overcome! If

we do not attend to psychological wis-

dom, we shall betray tbe tradition not

only of St. Paul but also that of St.

Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, John
Calvin, Jonathan Edwards, and of

many others. We know things that

none of them knew. May we use them
in the service of the God who is Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ.



THE CONTEMPORANEITY OF THE BIBLE

Bernhard W. Anderson

An Ancient Bool
j
in a Modern World

The Bible, admittedly, is a problem

in the modern world. If one were

to analyze this problem thoroughly, he

would have to consider many factors,

such as the oriental idiom in which,

for the most part, the Bible is cast; the

difficulty of accommodating it to the

logic of any philosophical system; or the

gulf which separates the biblical period

from our industrialized, technological,

and urban way of life. But I suspect

that the crux of the problem is the

Bible’s antiquity, and this would be felt

particularly by modern men who, like

the Athenians to whom Paul spoke,

“spend their time in nothing except tell-

ing or hearing something new.” How
can literature which was composed

thousands of years ago, and which deals

with events which belong to the past,

be relevant in the present situation or

offer “news” for modern man? The
events of the space age seem to make a

heavier claim upon man’s life than an

ancient tradition in which believers

have heard the Word of God.

Previous generations have experi-

enced the problem of the Bible in dif-

ferent ways. During the period of the

Reformation the authority of God’s

Word in the Bible was emphasized over

against the authority of the Roman
hierarchy which, in the judgment of

the Reformers, had exalted tradition

above scripture. Luther and Calvin

were biblical theologians who insisted

that conscience and thought must be

captive to the Word of God spoken by

the prophets and finally in Jesus Christ.

In these circles the issue was simply de-

fined as the Bible versus the Pope.

Then arose the movement known as

Higher Criticism which came under

the influence of various philosophies of

the modern period: the rationalism of

the Enlightenment, the philosophy of

Hegel, the evolutionary pragmatism
which, especially in America, was dom-
inated by the naturalism of John
Dewey. The question then came to be,

how can the Bible be the Word of God
when it is actually an all too human
book—a book which can be studied

with the critical methodology applica-

ble to any ancient literature? The issue

then was the Bible versus the critics.

Then came the great clash between

“science and religion” which started

about the turn of the present century

with the heresy trial of Professor

Charles Briggs of Union Theological

Seminary; which spawned the so-called

Fundamentalist Movement with its

claim of the harmony of science and

scripture; and which led to such strange

episodes as the Scopes “monkey trial”

and the ousting of preachers, like Harry

Emerson Fosdick, from their pulpits.

The question then came to be, how can

the Bible be the Word of God in a sci-

entific age ? The issue, as it was defined

in my college days, was the Bible versus

science.
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But, if I am not mistaken, the present

generation does not raise the question

of the Bible in these past ways.

Both Protestants and Catholics have

come to recognize that the Bible and

the Church cannot be opposed to each

other. Protestants are realizing increas-

ingly that we cannot simply go back

to the Bible by skipping across centuries

of church history and thus ignoring the

intervening tradition. And Catholics, in

this period of the renaissance of bibli-

cal studies, to which The Jerome Bibli-

cal Commentary (1968) bears witness,

are increasingly stressing the primacy

of scripture, without sacrificing the im-

portance of the magisterium of the

Church.

Moreover, in the frontier positions of

Chrisdanity the issue is no longer the

problem of Higher Criticism. Chris-

tians are now saying, with positive ac-

cents, that the Bible is a human book

in and through which the Word of God
is spoken. It is, to quote the title of the

book by the Roman Catholic writer,

Jean Levie, The Word of God in the

Words of Men

}

Criticism is not the

enemy, but the ally of the church’s faith

insofar as it enables us to understand

how God’s revelation of himself is

mediated humanly and historically.

And, if I am not mistaken, the issue

for our day is no longer the science-

versus-religion conflict. About the time

of World War II Rudolf Bultmann
attempted to meet the question, “How
can the Bible be the Word of God in a

scientific age?,” by his radical project

of demythologizing the New Testa-

1 The French edition appeared in 1958, the

English in 1961.
2 Edward Schillebeeckx, God the Future of

Man, 1968, p. 20.

ment, that is, the reinterpretation of the

\erygma in a way which does not de-

mand a sacrifice of the intellect by hav-

ing to adopt a pre-scientific world-view.

Bultmann, however, presupposed a

view of science which was already obso-

lete when he launched his project; and

theologians have subsequently called

into question the reduction of the crea-

tion-faith of the Bible to creaturely

self-understanding. The Christmas mes-

sage in 1968 of astronauts from the

moon, which consisted simply of the

reading of the opening verses of Genesis

without comment, was to many people

a moving experience. I have heard no

word from either scientists or theo-

logians that this was inappropriate in

the space age.

For our generation, I submit, the

problem of the Bible—both Old and

New Testaments—lies in another area.

The question is not the Bible versus the

Church, or the Bible versus the Higher

Critics, or the Bible versus science;

rather, in the present situation the prob-

lem is the gap between the historical

situation of the biblical texts and the

present situation within which the

interpreter lives. Various theologians

have recognized this to be the central

problem of hermeneutics. The Dutch
Roman Catholic theologian, Edward
Schillebeeckx, describes the problem as

“the distance in time”;
2 and Wolfhart

Pannenberg speaks of the gulf that dis-

tances primitive Christianity and our

age.
3 The question which all of us face

—especially those of us who are preach-

ers and teachers of the Word—is how

3 Wolfhart Pannenberg’s essay appears in

History and Hermeneutic, 1967, ed. by Robert

Funk. Cf. p. 122.
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the Bible can speak in the present situ-

ation when we are separated from the

biblical period by such a wide distance

of time? The God whom we seek and

whom we worship is the God of the

living, not of the dead.

Young people in seminaries today are

raising this fundamental question. In a

recent issue of Christianity and Crisis

which is devoted to the crisis in theo-

logical education, a first-year student at

the University of Chicago Divinity

School speaks for the “new theological

student.” Criticizing what he takes to

be the prevailing view of “theology as

doctrine,” he says:

“The mistake in this is not only that

it assumes a static concept of history

but that it understands theology to

be the reservoir of answers that min-

isters ‘apply’ to the world. Theology-

as-doctrine presupposes that the ques-

tions of previous ages are the questions

of modern man and that therefore

the inherited answers can become our

answers . . .

“The ‘new student’ understands the-

ology to be something that is done,

not something absorbed and passed

on. It is not doctrinal but essentially

hermeneutic, a way of making sense

out of what one experiences in the

contemporary world. It starts not

with the past, but with the present.

. . . The theological question is not,

‘What does Christian tradition have

to say to this situation?’ but ‘What is

the meaning of this situation for the

possibilities of living fully human

lives?”’
4

4 Christianity and Crisis, April 14, 1969,

pp. 91-92.

He attempts to defend this conception

of theology against the charge of being

“antihistorical,” despite its concentra-

tion on the present, by saying that it is

existentially sensitive to “ever-new ques-

tions raised by ever-changing situa-

tions” which in our time are occasioned

by Cybernetics, the Bomb, and the Pill.

Moreover, he says, the new historical

consciousness is sharpened by the real-

ization, as Collingwood put it, that

“human nature changes according to

how men in each age create in their

minds the past to which they are heirs.”

Yet for all of this, the students on be-

half of whom he speaks seem to con-

quer “the distance in time” by destroy-

ing the gap. In the same issue John

Bennett speaks for theologians who
want to take seriously the historical

character of the Christian faith. “One
can take very little for granted today,”

he remarks, “but I do not see how it

can be denied that the Christian reli-

gion is an historical religion, that grace

and truth are mediated to us through

events known as historical events.”
5

The question is, then: how is this gap

—this “distance in time”—bridged so

that the Word of God, spoken by the

prophets of Israel and in Jesus of Naza-

reth, may become the contemporary

Word of God for us?

Efforts to Bridge the Gap

The problem has only been accentu-

ated by the historical-critical study of

the Bible. In the case of the Old Testa-

ment, for instance, archaeological stud-

ies have given us a fuller knowledge of

Israel in the context of the culture of

5 Ibid., p. 88.
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the Ancient Near East. No previous

century has had access to the wealth of

ancient material bearing upon the Bible

which is now available to the student

of scripture. At the same time, critical

study has produced a tension, if not an

outright conflict, between the picture of

history presented by the biblical writers

and the picture presented by the critical

historian who cannot simply regard

“history” as the story of the words and

deeds of God. Even granting, as I

would insist, that these two views of

history are two dimensions of the same
historical reality, the problem of the

past-ness of the Bible still remains. Var-

ious attempts have been made to bridge

this “gap.”

1. There is, for instance, the way of

biblicism. According to this view the

Bible is a sacred text, perhaps even in-

errant in its original formulation, which
must be studied carefully by the rules

of exegesis. Exegesis, then application:

this is a procedure familiar in much of

Protestantism. Oddly enough, this view

prevails even in circles that would not

be labelled as “biblicistic,” as in The
Interpreter’s Bible with its all too sharp

distinction between “exegesis” (at the

top of the page) and “exposition” (at

the bottom of the page). In church

school classes it has been customary to

study a particular biblical passage, then

ask about the “lesson” for the present

situation. And many ministers, insofar

as they have turned to biblical texts at

all, have followed essentially the same
procedure. This approach frankly ad-

mits that the Bible is an ancient book,

and that the “distance in time” can be

bridged only by “applying” the text to

today’s world.

2. There is also the way of rational-

ism. According to this view, the Bible

contains “eternal truths” which are the

same “yesterday, today, and forever,”

or perhaps a “message” which is peren-

nially valid. The past-ness of the Bible

is only a shell which can be stripped

away, leaving eternal principles, abid-

ing values, and changeless truths. In

our present situation we are united with

the prophets and apostles of the Bible

because every generation is equidistant

from the realm of eternal truth. This

view, of course, was characteristic of

the Enlightenment, but it survives,

often unnoticed, in much Christian

preaching and teaching.

3.

Another approach may be labelled

historicism. According to this view, the

Bible is frankly the account of the past

and, as such, provides an important

background of Christian life and
thought, just as a person’s family back-

ground has a bearing upon his man-
hood. The Bible is regarded as having

“seminal” importance, that is, it is the

seed from which the mature tree has

sprung. It is part of the story of man’s

evolution toward spiritual maturity,

though one that can be largely set aside

when the man puts away childish

things. As we all know, this evolution-

ary approach to the Bible was dominant
in Protestant scholarship a generation

or so ago. Indeed, it was the approach

used by my teacher in college. And,
under the influence of the Wellhausen
school, it was popularized by Harry
Emerson Fosdick in his Guide to the

Understanding of the Bible (1938);
although I hasten to add that Fosdick’s

preaching was characterized by an

evangelical fervor which ran deeper

than the interpretive understanding of

his day.
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4. Finally, there is the existentialist

approach. What matters, according to

this view, is the preached Word of

Christ which addresses us today. As
Bultmann puts it, “The message of the

forgiving grace of God in Jesus Christ

is not a historical account about a past

event, but rather it is the Word which
the Church proclaims, which now ad-

dresses each person immediately as

God’s Word and in which Jesus Christ

is present as the ‘Word.’ ” He goes on

to say
6

that the individual “is not to

look to demonstrations of God’s grace

found in historical events of the past,

deducing from them that God is gra-

cious and accordingly may also be gra-

cious to him; rather, God’s grace con-

fronts him directly in the proclaimed

Word.” From this point of view, the

Old Testament has relevance only inso-

far as it provides a preunderstanding

for receiving the grace of God in Jesus

Christ, though it is not necessary to

receive this preunderstanding from the

Old Testament, since any literature

which calls into question man’s self-

understanding may serve this purpose.

Friederich Baumgarten 7
likewise ad-

mits that the church can live without

the Old Testament, for its “basic prom-

ise,” namely, “I am the Lord your God,”

has been actualized in Jesus Christ. In

another context as he considers Psalm

109, he attempts to show—thus differ-

ing from Bultmann—that this “strange

religion” of the Old Testament has

6 His essay, “The Significance of the Old
Testament for Christian Faith,” appears in

B. W. Anderson, ed.. The Old Testament and
Christian Faith-, new edition by Herder and
Herder, 1969. See further, “Bultmann’s View
of the Old Testament,” by Norman J. Young,
in The Scottish fournal of Theology, Vol.

XIX, No. 3, pp. 269-79.

something to do with the Word of God
in Jesus Christ, for even in the time

when the “basic promise” has been real-

ized the Christian is tempted to fall

back into the pre-Christian form of

existence, and to experience the trial of

faith (Angefochtenheit) under the his-

torical limitation of the Old Testament
when men were unable to live in the

time of the promise.

These are various ways by which in-

terpreters have tried to bridge the “dis-

tance in time” that separates the Bible

from our present situation and that fixes

a gulf between the text and the inter-

preter. In each case the approach fails

to do full justice to the historical char-

acter of the Christian faith which ac-

knowledges that grace and truth are

mediated to us through historical events

of the past—not only the Christ-event

which is at the center of the New Testa-

ment—but also the whole shared his-

tory of the believing community, Israel,

which is preserved in the traditions of

the Old Testament and, in Christian

faith, is actualized in the New.8

The Christian Appropriation of

Israelite Scripture

Let us tackle this problem by turning

to the New Testament to see how the

past scripture of Israel was appropri-

ated. The Old Testament, of course,

was used in various ways as the early

Chrisdan community faced its liturgi-

cal, apologetic, and polemic needs. This

7 Baumgarten’s essay is found in Essays on

Old Testament Hermeneutics (1963), ed. by

Claus Westermann, pp. 134!?.
8 See Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament

Theology, Vol. II (1965), Part III, where he

discusses “the actualization of the Old Testa-

ment in the New.”
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can be seen in Mark, in Matthew, in

Luke, in John, in the Epistle to the

Hebrews and throughout the New
Testament. I am particularly impressed,

however, with the testimony, found

especially in Paul, that the scriptures of

Israel were written “for us,” that is, for

the sake of the Christian community
“upon whom the end of the ages has

come.” In his letter which is most non-

polemical, namely, the Epistle to the

Romans, Paul states that plainly:

“Whatever was written in former days

was written for our instruction, that by

steadfastness and by the encouragement

of the scriptures (i.e. the Old Testa-

ment) we might have hope” (Romans
I 5 :4>-

Paul’s claim that the Old Testament

is addressed to us, the believing Chris-

tian community, surely cannot be sepa-

rated from his great exposition in

Romans 9-1 1 of the mystery of the

existence of the Jewish community vis-

h-vis the Church. Unless I misunder-

stand his argument completely, he in-

sists that there is a mysterious and
indissoluble affinity between believing

Christian and believing Jew, who share

the same scriptural tradition. The Israel

of God, he argues, is composed of those

whom God in his sovereign freedom

calls and who respond with faith—faith

like that of Abraham—whether Jew or

Gentile. In the deepest sense, the Chris-

tian is an Israelite, a son of Abraham.
Rudolf Bultmann, to whom I have

referred previously, denies that the

Christian in any sense is an Israelite,

though—interestingly—he does so by

virtually ignoring Paul’s crucial discus-

sion in Romans 9-1 1. Bultmann con-

9 The Old Testament and Christian Faith,

pp. 3 if.

cedes that the events of the history of

Israel have some influence upon “us”

to the degree that they are part of our

Western heritage. His language could

hardly be clearer:

“The exodus from Egypt, the giving

of the Law at Sinai, the building of

Solomon’s Temple, the work of the

prophets, all redound to our benefit

insofar as these are historical episodes

which form a part of our Occidental

history. In the same sense, however,

it can be said that the Spartans fell

at Thermopylae for us and that Socra-

tes drank the hemlock for us. And in

this sense Jerusalem is not a holier

city for us than Athens or Rome.” 9

He admits that the Old Testament was
revelatory to those who were members
of this people, but the Old Testament is

not history of revelation to us.

This, of course, is precisely the ques-

tion: are the believing Jew and the

Christian involved in the mystery of the

one people of God? The question in our

day has been raised with new serious-

ness as Christian and Jew, after cen-

turies of tragic history, have come
together into conversation. It is hard to

see how this question could be answered

in the negative after reading Paul’s

non-polemical discussion in the Epistle

to the Romans. If the question is an-

swered positively, as I believe it must,

then the scriptures of Israel are ad-

dressed to the whole people of God,
whose constituency is determined by

God’s electing freedom and grace. Inso-

far as the Church is continuous with

the Israel of God, the scriptures of Israel

(the Old Testament) are Word of God
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for us and to us. Here it is important

to notice that Paul uses the word
“Israel” in its old “sacral” sense, not in

the nationalistic sense which it acquired

when Jeroboam I appropriated the term

to designate the northern kingdom, or

in the sense which it is employed in the

modern secular state of Israel. The an-

cient term Israel, which was the sacral

name of the twelve-tribe community in

the days before David, refers to the

community which God has called into

being by his sovereign action, indeed

ex nihilo or undetermined by sociologi-

cal considerations such as race, culture,

or religious qualification. Paul points

out that just as the sociological law of

the first-born was ignored in the selec-

tion of Jacob instead of Esau, so God
in freedom determines the membership

of the people of God. At the end of his

agonizing and passionate discussion

Paul finally stands before the mystery of

God’s electing grace and gracious faith-

fulness, and breaks out into a conclud-

ing doxology:

“O the depth of the riches and

wisdom and knowledge of God!

How unsearchable are his judg-

ments and how inscrutable his

ways! . . .

For from him and through him and

to him are all things.

To him be glory forever. Amen.”
(Romans 11:33,36)

Here it is clear that the Christian

cannot cut himself off from the tradi-

don of Israel. “If you do boast, remem-

ber it is not you that support the root,

but the root that supports you [the

branches]” (Romans 11: 18). As one of

my students has expressed it aptly, inso-

far as I am a Christian, I am an Israel-

ite—though, admittedly, the equadon

is not reversible: insofar as the Jew is

an Israelite, he is a Christian. If this is

so, we come back again to the historical

character of the Christian faith: grace

and truth are mediated to us through

historical traditions. The Old Testa-

ment is essentially part of the Christian

canon. For us, i.e. for the Christian

community, it is Word of God.

The Dramatic Character

of Scripture

We still have not dealt with the full

implication of the claim that the scrip-

tures of old were written “for us.” It

may be possible for the Christian to say

that he belongs to “the Israel of God”
and yet regard the whole story of Israel,

both Old Testament and New Testa-

ment, as ancient history, far removed

from our contemporary situation. So let

us turn to what is most peculiar about

the Bible when it is read and interpreted

within the believing community: its

dramatic character which, through the

illumination given by the Holy Spirit,

involves the contemporary generation

in its unfolding drama, so that it be-

comes “our story” and “my story.”

Let me illustrate the contemporaneity

of the scriptural tradition by referring

to the Exodus story found in Exodus

1-15. From a critical standpoint it is

impossible to believe that all twelve

tribes suffered oppression in Egypt,

that all took part in the flight from

Egypt under Moses’ leadership, that all

stood at the mountain of the Covenant,

Sinai. Yet in the present form of the

story it is plainly stated that all the

tribes were there; indeed, Moses is said

to have built an altar at the foot of

Sinai and to have set up twelve sacred
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pillars representing the twelve tribes of

Israel (Exodus 24:4)! That sounds like

imaginative historical narration, as if

an American history book were to de-

clare that all fifty states took part in the

exodus from the Old World, all fifty

took part in the Revolutionary War,

and all fifty signed the Declaration of

Independence. In the case of the Exodus

story, however, something more is at

stake than the exaggeration or glorifica-

tion of the historical record. The be-

lieving community, which in the time

of Joshua was formed as a twelve-tribe

whole wanted to confess that they were

involved in the great story of God’s

self-disclosure, his action to open a way
into the future when there was no way,

and his formation of a roaming band of

slaves into a community with a future.

The community, as it re-heard the story,

experienced this past history as the

depth of the present: as the basis of its

knowledge of who God is and the basis

of its self-understanding and vocation.

This sense of involvement in the dra-

matic story is reflected in the so-called

“little historical credo” (Deuteronomy

26:5-9, and elsewhere) which, accord-

ing to many scholars, is the confessional

nucleus from which the whole Penta-

teuch expanded.10 The worshipper who
recites this story in a setting of worship

not only identifies himself with the

whole community, but he declares that

the story happened “for us.” As though

the present generation were actually

there when the great events occurred,

he confesses: the Egyptians oppressed

us, and we cried to Yahweh, and Yah-
weh brought us out and he brought us

into a new land.

10 See Gerhard von Rad’s introduction to

his commentary on Genesis (1961), Old Tes-

tament Library, pp. i3ff.

The contemporaneity of the scriptural

tradition is expressed even more em-

phatically in the preface to the Decalog

in Deuteronomy 5 : 2-3, where the lan-

guage homiletically involves the present

generation in the responsibilities of the

covenant:

“Yahweh our God made a covenant

with us in Horeb. Not with our fa-

thers did Yahweh make this cove-

nant, but with us, who are all of us

here alive this day.”

It is almost as though the writer were

speaking in accents similar to the well-

known “spiritual”: “Were you there

when they crucified my Lord”?

—

though the writer of Deuteronomy, in

rehearsing the great story of the Exodus

and the making of the covenant, does

not merely employ rhetorical questions

which imply an affirmative answer. He
definitely insists : “we were there—all of

us here alive this day.” The tradition of

Israel, you see, is a living tradition

through which God speaks to his peo-

ple in the present as they remember and

interpret the great story in terms of

their present situation. The past is not

so much “back there” as it is a living

and creative power, summoning men
to decision about who God is and what

he is doing in the contemporary world.

The contemporaneity of the story is

sensed most clearly in a setting of wor-

ship, where the past comes alive as the

depth of the present. The Jewish hagga-

dah for Passover says:

“In every generation one must look

upon himself as if he personally had

come forth from Egypt in keeping
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with the Biblical command, And thou

shalt tell thy son in that day, saying,

it is because of that which the Lord
did to me when I went forth from

Egypt. For it was not alone our fa-

thers whom the Holy One, blessed be

He, redeemed, but also us whom He
redeemed with them, as it is said,

And us He brought out thence that

He might lead us to, and give us, the

land which He swore to our fathers .”11

Perhaps it is hard for rugged indi-

vidualists to understand this dramatic

kind of history, especially when they

subscribe to Henry Ford’s dictum that

“history is bunk.” But I suspect that

many Americans can appreciate this

way of retelling and reappropriating

history. We know that our forefathers

are present in us today. American his-

tory is not just a dreary chronicle of

past events, but it is a history which in

a profound sense is in us, and which is

reactualized in various “cultic” ways,

for instance, on the Fourth of July or

Thanksgiving. Americans retell the

story to confess their involvement in

the drama: we participated in the exo-

dus from the Old World to the New;
we were there—all fifty states—in the

Revolutionary War; we were all co-

signers of the Declaration of Independ-

ence!

This secular analogy may help us to

understand the dramatic character of

the biblical story of “The Unfolding

Drama of the Bible,” as I have expressed

it in a little study guide .

12 The subject

of the Bible is the God who involves

11 David and Tamar de Sola Pool, eds..

The Haggadah of the Passover (1953), p. 51.
12 This guide was produced in co-operation

with some students a number of years ago

(Association Press, 1957).

himself in the life of his people, Israel,

and through them with the whole of

mankind. This relationship between

God and people, as Brunner pointed

out years ago, is not a static, timeless

relation; it is an event, a “happening,”

initiated by the God who approaches

man. Therefore, he says, the divine-

human encounter “is set forth as hap-

pening in a story .”13 The Bible is not

read in the believing community merely

as a sacred text, or as a genetic develop-

ment, or as a piece of ancient history,

as though the reader could hold himself

at a distance from it. Rather, the truth

of the Bible is self-authenticating in

that the reader, the hearer becomes a

participant in the plot of the story.

The Bible as a “Cool Medium”

Let me illustrate this further by turn-

ing to two writers who have emphasized

the dramatic substance of scripture

—

one writer who has dealt with the Old
Testament, and one who has dealt pri-

marily with the New.
Erich Auerbach, in the first chapter

of his book Mimesis, has drawn a com-

parison between the style of the Ho-
meric story of Odysseus’ Scar and the

story of the testing of Abraham found

in Genesis 22. Homeric poetry, he main-

tains, is written with a certain flatness:

every detail is drawn in, the characters’

thoughts and emotions are clearly de-

scribed, there are no questions in the

reader’s mind concerning time, place,

identity. The story is simple in struc-

ture, “uninvolved and uninvolving.” By

13 See The Divine-Human Encounter

(1943), pp. 45ff. The lectures in this book
were originally given at the University of

Uppsala (1937), entitled Wahrheit als Be-

gegnung, “Truth as Encounter.”
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contrast, he says, the story of Abraham’s

trial has a dimension of depth and mys-

tery. Instead of objective clarity, we find

many levels of meaning. There is am-
biguity, uncertainty about time and cir-

cumstance, lack of description of the

thoughts and feelings of the actors. The
story is told in such a sketchy way that

the reader himself has to fill in the gaps.

He himself is drawn into the center of

the story. He must empathize with

Abraham’s predicament, must co-experi-

ence his love, anxiety, bafflement. In

other words, the subjective experience is

left for the reader to fill in as he comes

to the story out of his own life situation.

My Princeton students, when reading

Genesis 22 in the light of Auerbach’s

discussion, were quick to sense Marshall

McLuhan’s distinction between a “hot

medium” (like a Walt Disney cartoon

where every detail is drawn in) and a

“cool medium” (like some TV shows

which demand a great deal of involve-

ment on the part of the observer if he

is to make sense of the disjointed ele-

ments and the different levels of mean-

ing). The scriptural story, the students

say, is a “cool medium” which demands

participation and so becomes the me-

dium of God’s word to us now. It

should be added that this does not dis-

solve the Abraham story into pure

poetry which has no relation to the

historical past. The story remains in its

setting within the patriarchal history

of Genesis; but it is the kind of story

with which the reader may identify,

sensing that this is “my story,” “our

story.” God speaks to his people today

at the existential juncture where the

14 Amos N. Wilder, The Language of the

Gospel (1964), p. 64.

past is reinterpreted in the present situ-

ation.

A New Testament scholar, Amos
Wilder, has said something similar in

his book, The Language of the Gospel
,

especially where he discusses the para-

bles and stories of the New Testament.

He points out that “the narrative mode
is uniquely important in Christianity,”

unlike other religions and philosophies

in which the telling of a story is rela-

tively peripheral.

“It is through the Christian story that

God speaks, and all heaven and earth

come into it. God is an active and

purposeful God and his action with

and for men has a beginning, a mid-

dle, and an end like any good story .”14

He goes on to say that in the Christian

history there are many episodes involv-

ing minor characters, such as the maid
in the courtyard of the high priest or

Simon of Cyrene who bore the cross of

Jesus. Yet these minor anecdotes make
the Christian story the kind of story

with which we identify, rather than

permitting us to stand at a distance.

“The anecdotes about each such indi-

vidual and many more have their

significance in the fact that they are

related to the total world-story from

alpha to omega. And such lesser his-

tories in all their variety have their

importance for us, since we recognize

that those who are involved are really

ourselves, Tom, Dick, and Harry,

along with Peter, John, and Thomas.
Perhaps the special character of the

stories of the New Testament lies in

the fact that they are not told for

themselves, that they are not only
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about other people, but they are al-

ways about us. They locate us in the

very midst of the great story and plot

of all time and space, and therefore

relate us to the great dramatist and
storyteller, God himself.”

15

Perhaps we can now understand
better the sense in which the scriptures

are written “for us”—not only the scrip-

tures of Israel but the writings of the

New Testament which were added to

them by the Church. To use the well-

known expression of H. Richard Nie-

buhr, the Bible is “the story of our

life.”
16

It is the shared history of the

people of God—Israel and the Church

—

which we have received and in which,

by faith, we stand. By identifying with

the scriptural story, by reappropriating

the tradition in creative ways, by filling

in the “gaps” with our own contempo-

rary experience, we take part in the

great drama of God’s ongoing purpose

whose beginning is the creation and

whose ultimate horizon is the Kingdom
of God. Let me repeat: God speaks to

his people today at the existential junc-

ture where the past is creatively appro-

priated and reinterpreted in the present.

That is the way Paul proposes that

the Christian should read the story of

Israel’s experiences in the wilderness,

according to I Corinthians io. He al-

ludes specifically to the story of the

Golden Calf, which is found back there

in Exodus 32. The story portrays how
15 Ibid., p. 65. Robert W. Funk, in his

Language, Hermeneutic, and Word of God
(1966), makes a similar point in his discus-

sion of the parables of Jesus. The parables, he
points out, have a kind of “gappiness” of

language. The reader is told enough to evoke

the people grew impatient when Moses

delayed in coming down from the

mountain. They wanted to have a god
that was part of their world, who was
immediately accessible, and who was
understandable in terms of the religious

imagery prevailing in the land of Ca-

naan. So they turned to the “clergy,”

asking the Rev. Mr. Aaron to make
them a god that was truly “their god,”

part of their world and at their disposal.

The story goes that this god—you
might say, the god of “religion”—had

to be destroyed, so that the people, in an

act of covenant renewal, might know
and worship the God who is God, who
gives himself graciously to his people

but is not “their God” in an immediate

and possessive sense. Paul regards this

story as a paradigm or “type” which

warns the Christian community about

how we “tempt” God. It is a story writ-

ten for us, for our instruction. And
what Paul said in his situation could be

true in other situations in the history of

the church. Calvin once remarked that

the human mind is an idol-making fac-

tory. He knew well that there is a

human determination to absolutize the

relative, to tether God to human inter-

ests or understanding, to mobilize him

to be on our side, to make him part of

our culture. The wilderness episode of

the Golden Calf is as up-to-date today

as ever. Insofar as “God” has been made

part of our world, has become “our

God” in a possessive or idolatrous sense,

bis judgment, but he himself has to fill in the

story. The language elicits his involvement,

making him a participant rather than a by-

stander.
16 H. Richard Niebuhr, The Meaning of

Revelation (1952), chap. 2.
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the Golden Calf must be destroyed.

This “God” must die.
17

Paul, however, could have referred

to other stories of the Old Testament

with which the believing community

may identify. He could have referred

to the story of the trial of Abraham’s

faith which portrays the situation of

tension between promise and fulfill-

ment when God seems to contradict his

word and thus to thrust faith into the

deepest absurdity. He could have re-

ferred to the story of Moses at the burn-

ing bush where God takes the risk of

giving his name (that is, his very self)

to a people who may take his name in

vain, and who graciously opens a way
out of a no-exit situation of oppression

and despair. He could have invoked the

story of Elijah who, in a time of cultural

intermingling and religious tolerance,

summoned the people to decide who
God really is and what he requires. He
could have turned to the prophet Isaiah

who, in a tense political crisis when
expediency seemed to be the only real-

istic course, called for faith which sees

beyond the immediate gains or losses in

the political arena and who announced

the birth of Immanuel, the mysterious

sign of the presence of God. He could

have found a paradigm in Job who, in

the enigmatic depth of his sufferings,

demanded justification or vindication

before God, only to come in the end to

repentance and to a deeper understand-

ing of his relationship to God. The pos-

sibilities for invoking and reinterpreting

the tradition are as endless as the dif-

ferent situations in which the believing

17 See the little book by the Swiss Pastor,

Bernard Martin, If God Does Not Die (1966),

especially chap. II.

community finds itself in its ongoing
pilgrimage. Surely ministers today are

called upon to interpret the scriptures in

such a manner that the congregation

can identify with the scriptural episodes,

can find themselves drawn into the

story, and thereby can hear God speak-

ing in the present situation. This is not

an easy task; for preaching is an art

which is effective only as it creates in-

volvement, through the creative inter-

pretation of scripture. The same thing

may be said of Christian education, and
counselling, and the other tasks of the

ministry.

In conclusion, the Bible is not a book
of ancient history. It is more like the

Commedia dell’ Arte, or improvising

comedy, which flourished in 17th and
18th century Italy. My good friend Will

Herberg, with whom I have luncheon
meetings fortnightly during the aca-

demic year, was telling me about this

kind of drama recently. The players

were asked to improvise. To be sure, it

was not a free improvisation, for there

were some given elements: there was
the director, there was a company of

actors who were bound together in rela-

tionship, and there was a story plot

which was given to them in broad out-

line. With these given elements—the di-

rector, the company of actors, the story

plot—they were told to improvise.

In this stimulating conversation we
agreed that this is an excellent way to

consider the biblical drama. In my judg-

ment, the most unbiblical way to inter-

pret the Bible would be merely to

reproduce the biblical formulations, as

though by quoting biblical texts with

great force and frequency the truth
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would become more apparent. And it

is equally false for the Christian min-

ister or teacher to ignore the Bible alto-

gether, taking his script from his own
wisdom or from modern poetry, psy-

chology, or philosophy. No, the proper

course for the minister who is called to

proclaim the Word lies between that

Scylla and this Charybdis. As interpret-

ers of the Word of God we are called

upon to improvise, but on the basis of

some given factors: an awareness of

who the Director of the drama is, a

relationship with the company of actors

who constitute the Christian commu-

nity with its tradition, and above all the

givenness of the plot of the biblical story.

With these given factors, we are called

upon to improvise, to fill in the gaps

with our own contemporary experience,

to present the biblical drama as “the

story of our life” and the medium of

God’s continuing to speak to his people.

When this occurs with creativity and

imagination it may be said of the whole

scriptural story, both Old and New
Testaments, that “these things were

written down for our instruction upon
whom the end of the ages has come”

(I Corinthians 10:11).



THE WORD AND SACRAMENTS
AND HEALING

Paul C. Warren

The purpose of my address is to

raise this question and, I hope, to

answer it: What is there in the ordered

life of the Chrisdan community, espe-

cially in its worship under the Word
and Sacraments, that makes for physi-

cal, mental, and spiritual health and
well-being? I am deliberately limiting

the scope of my presentation because my
interest is a pastoral one, and I am con-

cerned that we see our opportunity to

forward the Church’s healing ministry

within the context of our responsibilities

as ministers of the Word and Sacra-

ments in the worship experience of a

congregation.

I am not denying the validity of other

forms of non-medical healing minis-

tries. For instance, that there are people

who have a charismatic gift is undenia-

ble, but I believe that their number is

limited. Some years ago a committee of

the World Council of Churches made a

study of this matter and concluded that

there are some people who undoubtedly

have a gift of healing by non-medical

means. In some instances it appears to

be a nadve gift; in others it seems to

have been the consequence of some per-

sonal experience of healing; in still

others a spiritual endowment, as St.

Paul puts it, “to another gifts of healing

by the one Spirit.” Many have used

their gift wisely, prayerfully, and hum-
bly, because they are aware of the limi-

tations under which such a ministry

must be exercised.

An example of one whose ministry

resulted from what was a remarkable

personal healing is the late Dorothy

Kerin of England, who worked entirely

within the Church and in association

with both clergy and medical men. Her
extraordinary story is related in a biog-

raphy entitled Called by Christ to Heal.

In this connection I am reminded of

a remark which Henry Sloane Coffin

once made in my hearing in a lecture

on preaching. Referring to the ambition

of young seminarians to be prophedc

preachers, he reminded us that for every

true prophet in the record of the Old
Testament, there were many, even hun-

dreds, of false ones. His concern was
that we understand our need to be pas-

tors before we could speak as prophets.

I feel somewhat the same about “faith

healers” with a special gift. Their num-
ber is few compared with those who
are in a position in the pastoral rela-

tionship to exercise a meaningful and

faithful ministry in the name of the

Healing Christ.

Nor am I concerned here with the

practice of special healing services with

the laying on of hands, although I am
aware that such services make an ap-

peal to large numbers of people. The
report adopted by the General Assem-
bly of the United Presbyterian Church
in i960 took a cautious view of such

services. It was felt that too often they

became the entire focus of people’s con-

cern, that they tended to make health
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an end in itself, that in some instances

they engendered a false expectancy of

healing through faith in Christ, result-

ing not infrequently in disappointed

hopes.

Our committee did suggest that if

such services were held in our churches,

they should be without fanfare and

should be within the context of a cele-

bration of Holy Communion for rea-

sons I shall state later. A few of our

pastors have conducted a helpful and

satisfactory ministry along this line. It

is my observation that more is being

undertaken in this direction in the Epis-

copal Church than in any other, possibly

because an openness to such a ministry

may be provided by its sacramental

emphasis. An example is St. Thomas
Church in New York City where each

Tuesday noon a service is held com-

bining the celebration of the Holy

Communion and the laying on of hands

with prayer for healing.

Before I come to the specifics of my
subject, I want to clarify our use of

certain terms. As you know, the minis-

try of healing by non-medical means

goes under a number of names, such as

Faith Healing, Divine Healing, Spirit-

ual Healing, and so on. Our committee

rejected these as faulty in one way or

another. Faith Healing is frequently

used, but we regarded it as unsatisfac-

tory because it tends to place the onus

for the results on the patient, the con-

clusion being that if he is not healed,

something was lacking in his faith.

Divine Healing is misleading because

it implies that only healing by religious

ministrations is divine healing. Over

the doorway of more than one hospital

will be found the sentence from the

Book of Ecclesiasticus, “From the Most

High Cometh Healing.” God has many
therapies and all healing, by whatever

means achieved, is from God. There is

the well-known and oft-quoted state-

ment by Ambroise Pare, who said: “I

tended him, God healed him.” So it

always is.

The term Spiritual Healing likewise

may be subject to misunderstanding,

but it is the term most commonly used.

It has the advantage of indicating the

inter-relationship of wholeness and our

spiritual outlook and condition.

Though we made our report to the

General Assembly under the title, “The
Relation of Christian Faith to Health,”

our central concern and emphasis was

the Church’s Ministry of Healing, as

indicating the total role of the Christian

community in relation to health or

wholeness. Of course, this ministry will

include much more than the limited

focus of my concern in this address. I

refer to the healing possibilities in pas-

toral counselling, the care of the sick,

the value of small study and prayer

fellowships, but I believe that such re-

sources and activities are related to the

life of the worshipping congregation

and indeed grow out of it.

If any ask why the Church should be

involved in such a ministry at all in

view of the great advances in medical

science, Dr. George MacLeod, for many
years Leader of the Iona Community
and a former Moderator of the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland,

gives this answer:

“Healing is a central obligation of the

Church. Christ came neither to save

souls nor to save bodies. He came to

save men. ... As in the body politic,

so in the human body He makes
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straight, here the crooked mind and

there the crooked body, and most

often the crooked mind/body. He
heals men.”

Dr. MacLeod points out that this

ministry was the common experience

of the early Church: well beyond the

time of the apostles or the directly apos-

tolic church. He feels that “this obedi-

ence dropped out from our Reformation

witness, and increasingly, as the acids of

modernity corroded the fullness of our

faith. Thus the healing of bodies though,

at first sight, it may seem an incursion

into the present climate of our Church,

is really normal. It is not an ecstatic

Church that adopts it. Rather to neglect

it is to be subnormal.”

Bishop John A. T. Robinson writes

along much the same line in his book,

On Being The Church in The World

:

“The Gospel is the . . .
good news of

the Kingdom, of the reign of God,

breaking into, transforming and re-

newing this world-order of sin, decay

and death. The New Testament

makes it quite plain that this trans-

formation is total in its scope. There

is no level of natural or cosmic exist-

ence, that is not affected by the act of

God in Christ and upon which its

redemptive and restorative power has

not been brought to bear. Alike in the

‘signs’ which mark its invasion in the

ministry of Jesus and in the end-pic-

ture of a new heaven and a new
earth, it is clear that matter as well as

spirit, disease as well as sin, comes

under its sentence of radical and

glorious renewal. There is no preach-

ing of the Gospel consistent with the

New Testament which does not in-

clude ‘heal the sick’; without it it

would simply be a different gospel.

... I emphasize it because I believe

that the recovery of this aspect of our

faith, in a manner that is fully inte-

grated both with the wholeness of

the Gospel and the wholeness of

the Church, is one of the most unfin-

ished tasks of our generation” (p.

I2ff.).

But, along with this fresh emphasis

on our Lord’s concern for the whole

man, is a renewed realization of the

inter-relation of mind, spirit and body,

what we now call the psychosomatic

aspect of disease. Dr. Charles Mayo is

reported to have said that “the mental

and spiritual factor in disease varies

from sixty to seventy-five per cent.”

Some put it still higher.

John Ellis Large, formerly Rector of

the Church of the Heavenly Rest in

New York City, wrote a book entitled

The Ministry of Healing, which was

named by the Bishop of New York as

his Lenten selection for 1959. Dr. Large

opens this book by telling a story about

Dr. Richard Cabot, a practicing physi-

cian whose life and example warmed
and illumined the medical profession

in the vicinity of Boston for many years.

It was his custom when speaking to

graduates and undergraduates to ask

this tantalizing question and, after a

breathless pause, to give a provocative

answer. The question was: “Gentlemen,

would you like to know the cause of

almost every illness?” Then he gave his

answer: “It’s the wear and tear of the

soul on the body.”

This is really the basic reason for the

Church’s concern in this matter. It is

the realization that there is a unity in

human personality which makes any
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compartmentalized treatment of one’s

needs inadequate. You may try to send

his body to the physician, his mind to

school, his spirit to church, if one may
put it that way, but the physician, the

teacher, and the minister must be aware

that there are other dimensions beyond

his own field of specialization and these

impinge on one another. To treat him
in a fragmented way without regard to

these inter-relationships is to fail to meet

his deepest need which is for some inte-

grating principle that will give mean-
ing and direction to his life. And this

is the function of the Church.

But what do we mean by healing?

Here another definition is required, per-

haps a much fuller one than I can give

here. For some people healing would

mean relief from some disease or in-

firmity which has been a handicap or

a burden to them. In some instances we
know that the organs of our physical

body are not working together har-

moniously with our mental and spir-

itual faculties, are not achieving the

health which is the whole man at his

best. Medicine or surgery may be able

to correct the situation. However, not

infrequently, it will be found that other

factors are involved—not only wrong
habits of living but also negative emo-

tional and spiritual attitudes such as

resentment, fear, guilt, and the like. In

a sermon delivered in St. Thomas Epis-

copal Church, New York, the Rector,

Frederick M. Morris, likened the heal-

ing power of Christ to major surgery

when he declared:

“There is no healing save major

surgery for the punctured ego, for

wounded pride, for the gnawing

pangs of envy, for the inner burning

of the fiery desire for vengeance and
retaliation, for the ulcerous inroads

of resentment, and for the cancer of

over-weening ambition. And that sur-

gery resembles the crucifixion of self-

sufficiency and self-assertion and self-

righteousness.”

God can heal the spirit and conse-

quently the body as one’s life is brought

into obedience to his will, accepting his

forgiveness, or learning his way of love.

For others healing will be an entirely

different matter. Not all may be healed

of their disabilities, but must learn to

live with them. This demands accept-

ance which is a form of healing, but

they live in the power of the compas-

sionate Christ, joyfully and victoriously.

Still others will learn that they are

under sentence of death, but they can

find peace of mind and heart as they

accept the fact and learn that no need

of ours is beyond the loving concern

and care of the Heavenly Father. To be

able to say, “My times are in His hand,”

is itself God’s gift of healing.

I

The relationship of the Word and

Sacrament to Healing begins with the

planning and conduct of corporate wor-

ship and has much to do with the min-

ister’s own participation in it. This lays

a heavy burden on him, a responsibility

which many pastors discharge too

lightly.

In a sermon at the City Temple in

London, Joseph Parker cried:

“How much we expect of the poor

man who leads our worship and di-

rects our studies: what little pity we
have for him. Every Sabbath he must
perform a miracle of resurrection
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upon our dead piety; we have been

in the world six days, buying, selling,

getting gain, or making losses, we
have forgotten the whole conception

of God, and we expect some brother

to come and revive and recreate us.
»

D. W. Davies, British Congregation-

alist turned Anglican, entitled a book

of sermons Thirty Minutes to Raise The
Dead. Ordinarily today we are not given

even that much time! This means, first

of all, that the very atmosphere of corpo-

rate worship will be affirmative, vital,

and aglow with the Spirit.

It is not always so. An example of

what a service should not be is con-

tained in a letter which Charles W.
Eliot who, at the time, was President

of Harvard University, wrote to his son

after attending a church service in Lon-

don, England.

“Yesterday we attended M’s

Church, heard an excellent sermon,

badly delivered. The whole service

lacked cheerfulness. The tone of M’s

voice and his inflections were all de-

pressing. It is almost the worst of

faults in a preacher. Faith, hope, love

are all cheerful things, and ought to

be made to appear so by those who
preach them. Life is not always bright,

but religion should be.”

Arthur Hill, a well-known surgeon,

speaking at a conference of ministers in

England, is reported to have said: “If

you men only do your job, you are the

greatest factor in preventive medicine

there is in the world.” I suppose that

what he meant was that if we actually

restored men to God through the

preaching and ministry of the Gospel,

we should be going a long way towards

solving the human problems of guilt

and fear, and should be creating a new
wholeness in the human personality.

But, as I understand it, the Church’s

ministry goes beyond preventive medi-

cine, important as that may be. In the

beginning of the work of the General

Assembly Committee on “The Relation

of Christian Faith to Health,” we were

privileged to have with us for a day Dr.

Karl Menninger. He said something

which stayed with us as we continued

our study, something which I firmly

believe. He said, “Every service should

be a healing service.” I think that I

would not be misinterpreting Dr. Men-
ninger (in the light of his books) if I

said that I believe he would feel that

a service of worship is a healing service

if, in its various aspects of praise and

confession, of preaching and prayer,

and the celebration of the sacraments,

it makes men aware of and responsive

to the forgiving love of God in Christ,

and if it quickens faith in place of fear.

If the negative emotions—fear, anx-

iety, hatred, and the like—are so many
forms of poison, as well for the body

as for the soul, then our conduct of

public worship is to stress what has

been called “Positive Christianity,” the

affirmation of faith and trust, of love

and hope, of obedience and service, atti-

tudes which have to do with the very

climate of the mind and the health of

the soul, and which are cleansing, re-

newing the inner life.

The late Joseph Fort Newton told of

hearing Sir William Osier in a brilliant

lecture on Walt Whitman, to whom he

was a physician during the time that

Osier lived in Philadelphia. Osier took

his text from a sentence in the preface
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to Leaves of Grass, the 1855 edition,

which Whitman himself had set up and

printed:
“
Faith is the antiseptic of the

soul.” And Dr. Newton goes on to make
this comment: “What the practice of

medicine would be without antiseptics

we can hardly imagine—nor do we care

to imagine it. What antiseptics are to

surgery today, Faith is in the life of the

soul; it disinfects us of those fears and

dismays, akin to despair—those nega-

tive, virus emotions—which, if not

healed, can so deplete our moral and

spiritual vitality that, in some deadly

dull hour, we may long, as [William]

James did, for some honorable dis-

charge from the bankrupt business of

living. Faith ... is a law of God in the

soul—giving unity, power, drive and

direction to life, making us victors over

it and not vicdms of it:

‘For God hath not given us the spirit

of fear; but of power, and of love,

and of a sound mind.’
”

Now all that constitutes the ordered

experience of a worshipping congrega-

tion comes under these great concepts,

the Word and Sacrament. Each part is

important and is there in its own right.

I recall a well-known man who used

to time his arrival at divine worship so

as to miss what he called the “prelim-

inaries,” which probably also included

the offering. No doubt he regarded

these so-called preliminaries as a kind

of softening up preparation for the ser-

mon, a process for which he felt no

need, and a viewpoint which I strenu-

ously reject. While I am aware that any

part of the service, poorly handled, both

in its preparation and conduct, may
adversely affect the other parts, I am
unwilling to think of them as psycho-

logical techniques. Nor is worship to be

valued by its therapeutic outcome.

Nevertheless, I believe that all parts of

a properly ordered service of worship

have their contribution to make in the

area of Christian healing, that is, the

healing and the wholeness which may
result from the Church’s faithful min-

istry of Word and Sacrament. But let

me be specific.

Worship, first of all, should be objec-

tive, lifting mind and heart in the praise

of God as Creator and Redeemer. Cer-

tainly the opening hymn will be di-

rected God-ward, full of recognition of

God’s greatness, of His Fatherly love.

How apropos it is to this concern when
we sing Neander’s hymn:

“Praise to the Lord, the Almighty,

the king of creation!

O my soul, praise Him, for He is thy

health and salvation!”

Likewise, a hymn based on a Psalm,

such as:

“Praise, my soul, the King of heaven,

To His feet thy tribute bring;

Ransomed, healed, restored, forgiven,

Who, like me, His praise should

sing?

Praise Him! Praise Him! Praise the

Everlasting King!”

(From Psalm 103)

An important part of corporate wor-

ship should be the prayers. They be-

long to the ministry of the Word as

they rest in their address to God, in

their thanksgivings, petitions and inter-

cessions, on Biblical language and in-

sights, illumined and inspired by the

Spirit of Jesus Christ. The congregation

is a fellowship of prayer, and the prayer
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of faith is one of the most potent heal-

ing forces in the world.

The opening prayer, then, should

continue the note of adoration expressed

in the hymn of praise. William Tem-
ple’s meaningful definition of worship

is relevant to our concern. He wrote:

“To worship is to quicken the con-

science by the holiness of God, to

feed the mind with the truth of God,

to purge the imagination with the

beauty of God, to open the heart to

the love of God, to devote the will to

the purpose of God.”

Then note the closing sentence: “All

that is gathered up in that emotion

which most cleanses us from selfishness

because it is the most selfless of all

emotions—adoration.”

How much more appropriate is a

Prayer of Adoration than the kind of

Invocation one frequently hears which

reflects a faulty theology or an inade-

quate conception of worship. An exam-

ple of the latter is the type of prayer

which uses such terms as “Lord, help

us to feel Thy presence,” as if our emo-

tional response was the purpose of our

worship.

And there is the story told of the

famous Old Testament scholar, Adam
Welch of Edinburgh University, who,

evidently tired of hearing students

leading in prayers and saying, “O God,

we come into Thy presence,” when

next he conducted chapel service him-

self, began his own prayer with the

words, “O God, we do not come into

Thy presence, for we are never any-

where else.”

One may not approve of his rebuking

the students by way of address to the

57

throne of grace, but you cannot help

approving of his theology in this matter.

The Prayer of Confession. It is part of

the tradition of the Reformed Faith as

well as in accord with our Directory of

Worship that the note of thankful

adoration be followed by confession of

sin together with the assurance of for-

giveness or pardon. In the past this par-

ticular act of worship has been more
honored in its neglect than in its ob-

servance. I heard a well-known minister

of the Presbyterian Church of England
say that, during a period of two months

in which he attended services in Presby-

terian churches in the United States,

he had not heard a single prayer of con-

fession offered either by the officiating

minister or by a corporate act of the

congregation, and he had come to the

conclusion that American Presbyterians

felt no sense of sin, hence no need of

confession. I know that there are limita-

tions in a common confession of sin.

Such prayers may lack concreteness,

and the opportunity for the confession

of personal sins through a period of

silence may be offered for that purpose.

I sometimes wonder if some of our pas-

tors do not strive too hard at finding

new and different ways of identifying

our moral and spiritual faults. I myself

find quite sufficiently searching such

phrases as: “We have left undone those

things which we ought to have done;

And we have done those things which

we ought not to have done.” Or “We
have been selfish and unkind,” or “We
have not loved our neighbor as our-

selves.”

Why do I consider this so important?

Because a considerable body of litera-

ture has been written, stressing the rela-
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tion of unconfessed sin and the sense of

guilt to physical illness.

The Swiss psychotherapist, Paul

Tournier, an informed Christian and

a devoted member of the Reformed
Church, lays great stress in his several

books on the importance of confession

and absolution. In A Doctor’s Casebook

in The Tight of The Bible he writes:

“Without neglecting the good effects

of sympathy, exhortation, advice and

doctrinal teaching, I am convinced that,

from the medical point of view, none

of these can be compared in importance

with confession. . . . Many functional

disorders, and, in the long run, many
organic lesions as well, are the direct

consequence of unresolved remorse.”

He goes on to say further: “I could

give examples, especially of patients

who have come to visit me only once

—

often from a great distance—with the

sole purpose of finding someone to

whom they could confess a sin that had

been weighing on them for years. They
are often bewildering cases, in which

I have done nothing, practically said

nothing; for whom I have done no

more than silently pray. Or perhaps I

have by a few kindly questions helped

them to make their confession more

concrete. There remained nothing for

me to do but to remind them in one

way or another if we confess our sins,

he is faithful and righteous to forgive

our sins and to cleanse us from all un-

righteousness. A little later I have re-

ceived a letter telling me that some

morbid sympton has disappeared either

at once or gradually.”

Tournier’s conclusion is that “there

must be in our modern world large

numbers of men and women who are

seeking a confessor, especially in Protes-

tant countries where concrete confes-

sion is neglected.”

George MacLeod of Iona is greatly

concerned about this need and writes:

“We dare not recover scriptural tech-

niques of healing without investigating

at the same time what may be our ob-

ligation to recover equally scriptural

techniques of forgiveness. . .
.” He says

that “we are, in fact, by our caution

and our declension of full Reformed
practice, retaining sins in many bur-

dened souls.”

Now I am well aware that a corpo-

rate prayer of confession may not do
all that is required in this direction. It

may be that our people should be

encouraged to make a private confes-

sion of sin. The authority to forgive

rests entirely with our Lord but it ap-

pears that many people do need some-

one to whom they can feel free to go
in order that through such a relation-

ship they may find the peace of God.
But we can begin by reminding our

people that if we believe that God is

the Holy One, then like Isaiah in the

temple before the majesty of God’s pres-

ence, we too shall confess: “Woe is me!
For I am lost; for I am a man of

unclean lips.” It may be that some of

our people may be as resistant toward

this act of contrition as some of our

pastors have been careless about it in

the past. You remember how Catherine

Drinker Bowen in Yankee from Olym-
pus has one of the Eliots say to his

kinswoman,

“Eliza, do you kneel down in church

and call yourself a miserable sinner?

Neither I nor any of my family will

ever do that.”

And some stiff-necked Presbyterians
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may feel likewise. Few of them are

given the opportunity to kneel down
anyway. But if you make meaningful

this act of contrition and the absolu-

tion, our people may come to realize

that to be in right relation to God and

their neighbor is essential to spiritual

worship, and though they may not real-

ize it, in finding the peace of God, they

may also find His healing touch on

mind and body as well.

There are, of course, other prayers

throughout the service but a special

opportunity to bring to people an

awareness of the Healing Christ is in

the prayers of intercession. Here we
need to be careful that our prayers for

people in special need, such as the sick

at home or in hospital, are not lost in

generalities. Prayers for the sick are

often vague, casual and unexpectant. It

is quite unrealistic, in view of all the

millions of sick people throughout the

world, to pray “O Lord, bless all the

sick and make them well.”

J. Robert Nelson defines intercession

as “prayed love for the brethren, but

for particular brethren whose particu-

lar needs are known.” We should give

the congregation opportunity to name
the sick or those in special need in their

hearts, in the silence. Or we may name
such ourselves if we are sure of our

ground.

Prayer for the lonely will be relevant

to our concern. The sense of loneliness

is a malady far more widespread than

we realize. Thomas Wolfe in his auto-

biographical piece entitled God’s Lone-

ly Man wrote: “The whole conviction

of my life now rests upon the belief

that loneliness, far from being a rare

and curious phenomenon, peculiar to

myself and to a few other solitary men,

is the central and inevitable fact of

human existence.” And he added, “The
central purpose of Christ’s life, there-

fore, is to destroy the life of loneliness

and to establish here on earth the life

of love.” Now loneliness is particularly

a factor in illness. Seward Hiltner

of this Seminary, one of the most
knowledgeable men in this field, to

whom many of us are deeply indebted

for his insights and guidance, stated in

one of his books, “The fact is that most
persons who are ill in any way are lone-

ly. They feel stopped, sometimes de-

pressed, anxious, fearful, isolated. . . .

But true companionship is always a

spiritual therapeutic agent of the high-

est value.”

In other ways our intercessions may
gather up and voice the needs of the

congregation. Some require encourage-

ment to accept whatever is demanded
of them, whether it be an operation or

an understanding of the particular

limitations on their health and strength.

The proposed revision of the service of

Holy Communion by the Archbishops’

Commission of the Church of England
contains a petition which ideally states

the spirit of trust which all true prayer

should embrace:

“Save and comfort those who suffer

that they may hold to thee through

good and ill and trust in thy unfailing

love.”

II. Preaching

While the term the WORD is an
inclusive one and all I have been say-

ing is subsumed under it, we ordinarily

use it to describe the function of preach-

ing which is to mediate the Word. The
Word is Christ to whom the Scriptures

bear witness. Donald G. Miller defines
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the objective of our proclamation when
he writes:

“To preach is to bear witness to the

unique action of God in Christ as it

is set forth in the record of that ac-

tion—the Bible—so that the judgment

and redemption enacted in the his-

toric deeds become current realities

to the soul.”

Now I have three concerns about

preaching as it relates to the subject of

this address.

i. However fully we hold as central

the truth that in Christ we have the

unveiling of the Father’s heart and in

him have received the forgiveness and

reconciliation with God that sinful men
in all ages have yearned to know, we
often fail to make it credible. Too much
of our preaching is on the periphery of

the Gospel. It is moralistic rather than

a proclamation of the Gospel. David

Jenkins in one of his books says, “The

trivialization of preaching is one of the

chief weaknesses in the Church.” An
amusing example of this is related in

connection with the work of Peter T.

Forsyth, one time principal of Hack-

ney College. One morning he said to

one of his students:

“You were preaching last night?”

“Yes, sir, I was preaching.”

“What text did you take?”

“I took the text, ‘How shall we
escape if we neglect so great salva-

tion?’
”

“A great text. Tell us how you

treated it.”

“I didn’t try to treat it. I took the

two obvious points.”

“What are they?”

“First, the greatness of our salva-

tion.”

“Very good. What was the sec-

ond?”

“A little advice on how to escape

if we neglect it.”

Forsyth’s comment was: “I think there

is a great deal of preaching along that

line just now.” And it was Forsyth who
in his great book Positive Preaching

and the Modern Mind wrote: “The
Church does not live by its preachers

but by its Word.” And the Word by

which men are healed is not a tran-

quilizing message, for the consolations

of Christ are to be found in an earnest

effort to obey the commands of Christ.

That is, if the Gospel we proclaim is

to help people find wholeness, to meet

life with trust and openness to the fu-

ture, it must include the note of chal-

lenge, leading to commitment.

It is in this direction that we must

look for the healing of spirit which may
be achieved when physical healing may
not be granted or possible. An excellent

illustration of this is given by Thomas
H. Keir in The Word in Worship. “It

is told of a girl who returned from a

consultation with her doctor that, hav-

ing learned that she would suffer per-

manent disability which, it seemed,

would be seriously crippling to the

Christian work on which she had set

her heart, she was near to breaking

point. Telling her spiritual adviser, a

wise and experienced woman, of this,

and no doubt expecting sympathy, she

was astonished to receive the reply,

‘Very well then, we shall make it an

offering and not an execution.’ At that

unexpected, spiritually sound, and

tonic response, she was instantly braced

and thereafter faced the challenge of

difficulty with a steady heart.”
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2. A second concern is that we keep

in mind the needs, the personal, indi-

vidual needs of our people, as we pre-

sent the Gospel within the context of

our contemporary situation.

I often recall a passage from the auto-

biography of Harry Emerson Fosdick:

The Living of These Days. He says of

preaching, “It need never fail to make
a transforming difference in some lives.

One is not merely making a speech

about religion; one is dealing with the

profoundest concerns of personality,

with incalculable possibilities depend-

ent on what is said that day. My silent

prayer rose each Sunday before the

sermon started: ‘O God, some one per-

son here needs what I am going to say.

Help me to reach him l Nothing can

make preaching easy, but seen as a

creative process which can transform

lives, it becomes so stimulating that it

reproduces in the preacher the strength

it takes from him, as good agriculture

replaces the soil it uses.”

This is one key to the ministry of the

Word that will be therapeutic in its

effect.

3. And my third concern is that our

preaching convey a sense of personal

conviction and passion. One occasion-

ally hears preaching that is excellent in

content and yet leaves one cold. On
reflection you realize that the preacher

had not put himself into it. It lacked

the sense of urgency, the excitement

and persuasiveness of personal convic-

tion.

Quite different the spirit of Richard

Baxter, the Reformed Pastor of the

17th century: “I preached as never sure

to preach again, and as a dying man to

dying men.” And once he chided him-

self by writing: “I marvel how I can

preach slightly and coldly.”

III. The Word, the Sacraments,

and Christian Healing

In the Liturgy of St. Mark (Second

Century) the celebrant gives thanks

“that we have partaken of the heavenly

mysteries, which Thou hast given for

our good, for the sanctification and
salvation of our souls and bodies.”

How is the Holy Communion of the

Lord’s Supper related to our concern?

In several ways: For one thing, it pro-

claims the Word even when our verbal

efforts to mediate the Gospel may fall

short. It takes us to the cross and bears

witness to the redeeming grace and for-

giving love of God.

Furthermore, it proclaims a living

Presence communicated to us through

the Bread and the Cup. One of the

names given to the Holy Supper is a

Memorial, but it is much more than

that. P. T. Forsyth, whom I quoted

earlier in another connection, was the

author of a great book on the Sacra-

ments ( The Church and the Sacra-

ments). He is emphatic in stating that

the Church must get rid of the idea

which has greatly impoverished wor-

ship, namely, that the Sacrament is

mainly a commemoration. “No Church
can live on that,” he says. “How can

we have a memorial of one who is still

alive? It is an act, not a lesson; and it

is not a spectacle nor a ceremony. It

does something.” Of course! The peni-

tent are assured of forgiveness and the

heavy laden are refreshed.

Donald M. Baillie is equally emphatic

in asserting that “the grace of Christ is

his presence, his real presence, working
in us through faith.” What this all
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means is that in the assurance of the

living presence of our Lord and in the

forgiving, redempdve love and grace

which he proclaims, there are values

beyond all our imagining for health of

body, mind and spirit. Indeed John

Calvin had these values in mind when
he wrote of the Lord’s Supper: “Let us

remember that this sacred banquet is

medicine to the sick, comfort to the

sinner, alms to the poor; but that it

would confer no advantage on the

healthy, the righteous, and the rich, if

any such be found.”

Protestants are not in the habit of

attributing to the administration of the

Holy Communion those remarkable

physical and mental recoveries reported

in the early church. But Calvin and

other leaders of the Reformed faith

following him did recognize that faith

has profound effects upon men, and

they taught that the Holy Communion
confirms the believer’s relationship with

God. Actually Calvin put it stronger

than that when he wrote: “We con-

clude that pure souls are fed by the

flesh and blood of Christ just as our

corporeal life is preserved by bread and

wine.”

More than that, the conditions laid

down both in Scripture and in our vari-

ous liturgies for receiving the sacrament

emphasize the need of a right relation-

ship with God and our neighbors. “Ye

who . . . are in love and charity with

your neighbors, and intend to lead a

new life. . .
.” Is that not what St. Paul

meant by his explicit warning that one

must examine himself if he is to par-

take worthily of the body and blood of

the Lord? Not worthy in the sense of

moral attainment, but rather in con-

fessing one’s need and in desiring to be

a part of a forgiving and loving fellow-

ship. Bishop Barnes of Birmingham,

England, once said : “Admission to

communion is a confession of need of

moral help, not a certificate of moral

excellence.” Our Saviour declared that

“they that are whole have no need of a

physician but they that are sick.” To
quote an old Scottish divine, “The sac-

rament is a singular medicine for all

poor and sick creatures, a comfortable

help to weak and fainting souls, and
our good Lord, who breaketh not the

bruised reed, requires no other worthi-

ness nor fitness in us but that we un-

feignedly acknowledge our sinfulness

and emptiness and imperfection and

look to Him for the supply of all we
need.” The Wesleys claimed to have

witnessed conversions through receiv-

ing the sacrament.

The value of this sign of Christ’s

presence feeding our souls is witnessed

to again and again in Christian biog-

raphy. Samuel Rutherford, the Scottish

Covenanter and mystic, writes of a

Communion service, “The timbers and
stones of the Church walls bear witness

that my soul was refreshed in that

supper.”

Two final aspects of the Holy Com-
munion should be noted as they relate

to our subject. There must be com-

mitment if worship is to lead to whole-

ness. This the celebration of the Holy
Supper provides in the eucharistic

prayer as we say:

“And here we offer and present unto

Thee ourselves, our souls and bodies,

to be a reasonable, holy, and living

sacrifice.”

We not only receive grace in the Sacra-

ment but we also offer ourselves in re-
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newed self-dedication, bringing our

wills into obedience with the purpose

of God for us.

The other note is one of joyful

thanksgiving. In the congregations of

the Church of Scotland it is customary

to sing at the close of the Communion
service a portion of Psalm 103. I have

often used it in my own church in the

metrical arrangement in our Hymnal.

Our hearts should overflow with joy as

we sing:

“Bless, O my soul, the Lord thy God,

and not forgetful be

Of all His gracious benefits

He hath bestowed on thee:

All thine iniquities who doth

Most graciously forgive;

Who thy diseases all and pains

Doth heal and thee relieve.”

One could make a good case for the

more frequent celebration of the Holy
Communion which is urged by our

present Directory of Worship. John
Wesley who, to the close of his life

averaged receiving the Sacrament about

three times a week, wrote:

“If therefore we have any regard for

the plain command of Christ to love
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and obey God, then we should neglect

no opportunity of receiving the Lord’s

Supper; then we must never turn our

back on the feast which our Lord

has prepared for us.”

I am well aware that there is nothing

spectacular in which I have been out-

lining of the possibilities for a healing

ministry through the ordered devotion-

al life of the congregation under the

Word and Sacrament. There are, of

course, the supporting activities to

which I made reference earlier of pas-

toral care and counselling and the

prayer fellowships of a loving congre-

gation. But I firmly believe that in this

quiet way, if we take seriously our re-

sponsibilities, we can along with our

colleagues of the medical profession be

instruments for healing in the hands of

the Great Physician.

What I believe can happen is beau-

tifully illustrated in the testimony of

James Smethem, the English artist, who
wrote: “I went to Chapel tonight, fret-

ting with plenty of dark and vexing

suggestions, all sore as to feelings, and

I came away calm, sweet, fresh, all my
cares gone, rejoicing in the God of my
salvation.”



A CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO HOSTILITY

Carl D. Reimers

T his morning I want us to think

about how a Christian responds to

hostility. I cannot claim to be an “ex-

pert” on the subject—I have been

shielded from it as much as you have.

But within the last few months I have

encountered it through some very un-

pleasant scenes. Three of them I will

share with you. They have set my mind
to work on how a Christian should re-

act to this increasing occurrence in our

lives.

Picture the first group of about twen-

ty adults assembled in a large room on

campus. These were men and women;
they were as important as the President

of the University and as lowly as a non-

tenured instructor. In common, they

were all white and their purpose was

to receive instruction on how to serve

as discussion leaders for a conference

on Princeton Black/White and Town/
Gown relations the following Saturday.

The hope of those present was that this

conference would be different—that it

would be a face-to-face meeting of

blacks and whites to get to know each

other in a friendly atmosphere. It was

to make possible a frank talk of mutual

concerns, problems, and goals. Hope-

fully, it would draw together different

segments of life here, so that commu-
nity could be realized. In no way was

another theoretical harangue antici-

pated.

After fifteen minutes of pleasant

middle-class conversation between the

white liberals present, someone asked,

“Where are the black group leaders

who intended to be here?” None had
shown up. General discussion followed

as to whether or not the conference

should be held if the blacks absented

themselves. As time passed, the anxiety

level of the group rose to its zenith.

Just then, the door opened. In walked
the black keynote speaker for the con-

ference. Our question was put to him:

“What should we expect? What should

we do?” Those two sentences on our

part opened a Pandora’s box tirade

which bristled with cynicism, skepti-

cism, rudeness, bad theatrics, negative

humor and the defamation of every

white liberal in the room. To put it

mildly, any positive note was lost as this

man took out his hostility on everyone

present.

As stunned as anyone else, I finally

realized that I had just witnessed my
first black tantrum; I had heard in one

speech every tired civil rights cliche; I

had heard a deliberate attack on reason

as the solution to community ills; I had

heard an emotional outburst which

could only separate men. Much went

through my mind at the time, but the

one thing which remains is that this

was my first encounter with public hos-

tility directed at me. Hostility turned

what was planned to be helpful into a

total debacle. Happily, by the Saturday

meeting, people got themselves back in

control and the results were positive.

But I am still reminded that it is not

the people who set out to shock us by

their ill will, but the people who aim to
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enlighten us with their goodwill, who
do the most good in the long run.

The second scene also took place on

campus. It was the day of the con-

frontation between the Students for a

Democratic Society and the United

States Marine Corps. This was not the

black/white problem: it was ostensibly

the peace problem, entangled deeply

with a rejection of the Establishment in

all its forms. I followed the sequence

of events from Clio to Woodrow Wil-

son Hall. There I saw men—members
of the same race and college commu-
nity—vaunt their wrath—and finally

their violence—at each other. I heard

the angry speeches and the ill-mannered

responses of the audience. I listened to

the vocabulary of a jaded Marxism and

the retorts of an uninformed patriotism.

I saw physical weakness and I saw the

musclemen display their mental weak-

ness. The result was a degradation of

human beings, a destruction of com-

munity, a forsaking of the rational

process for the emotional outbursts of

hatred which finally led to fisticuffs.

Black rage—white rage: they are all

the same.

A last scene. This took place in a

home. Here parent and child were pit-

ted against each other over the silly do-

mestic issue of what time a daughter

had to be in on a Friday night. The
conflict was not over a great gap of

time. It was a matter of 45 minutes

—

and that before the hour of midnight!

But it took the proportions of a “fed-

eral case” before mother and daughter

finished with each other. Acid hostility

between a teenage daughter and
mother; hatred exhibited publicly be-

tween the same flesh and blood; integ-

rity questioned; infidelity suspected;
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authority flaunted and made fun of. As
an innocent bystander who had simply

been a dinner guest, I got much more

than I had bargained for! Hostility had

done it again—not over major ideo-

logical issues where groups draw up

lists of grievances and declare war on

each other, but hostility in household

affairs where acceptance should be the

basic ground rule, even when agree-

ment is impossible.

I have chosen these three scenes not

to issue news releases about life in

Princeton—or even to editorialize.

Rather, I have chosen them to illustrate

the pervasiveness of the hostility which

is crippling our lives together. The
boundaries are endless; the incidents

seem to multiply.

What is the real sting in the hostility

we experience today?

0)
First, I find it in its intensity. For

years, those of us in so-called “polite

society” have been protected by the

sociological segregation which has con-

sistently been a hallmark of life in

America from its inception. Intelligent,

affluent people have lived next door to

ignorance and poverty, but the psycho-

logical distance has been so great, it

was never noticed. The Establishment

has ridden trains through the heart of

Harlem for years, but it has never seen

through the dirty windows of the train

to the sordid landscape beyond. When
it did, it smugly said, “Why don’t those

people do something about that awful

mess? I couldn’t stand to live that

way!”

But the ghetto and the disadvantaged

of all sorts are making themselves seen

now. The landscape is coming alive
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with action. You and I have not over-

come the distance, but they are over-

coming it for us by attracting attention

through hostility, through demonstra-

tion and through riot.

We “gentle folk” have not been pre-

pared for the fury of this unbridled

bitterness. We are struck dumb when
we encounter it. We do not know how
to react when the Association of Black

Collegians takes over a Chapel service;

we do not know what to think when
James Forman walks in on the Presid-

ing Bishop to demand millions of dol-

lars in reparadons; we cannot under-

stand militant students in a theological

seminary shutdng it down, insisting

that faculty and trustees raise a million

dollars for black causes. We do not

understand even an eleven hour con-

quest of an administration building, or

the harassment of university guests.

It all is like being awakened in the

middle of the night out of a deep sleep

by someone we do not know telling us

that our house is on fire. We were so

sure that it was fireproof. But there is

the smoke. There is the flame. We are

shocked and startled. Sometimes, we
are paralyzed.

(ii)

Secondly, we are undone by being

told that we are personally guilty for

the enmity which comes our way. Our
informants have not only told us that

the house is on fire, they are telling us

that we built it like a tinder-box; just

asking for it to be set afire. But we do

not think of it that way at all. In re-

sponse we say, “But we did not build

this house; our fathers did and we are

involved only by inheritance. We are

not personally guilty for this fire.”

Yet we all admit that we have known
modern-day slave drivers, power-mad
industrialists, and foolish parents who
have misused their authority. We are

not so innocent as to think that we have

nothing to do with the corporate guilt

of the ills of our society, past and pres-

ent. We find it most uncomfortable to

have the accusing finger pointed at us,

to be told that this guilt must be per-

sonalized and internalized by each one

of us. We are yet to be convinced of it;

we do not believe it; furthermore, we
do not feel it. Our response is immedi-

ately defensive.

(iii)

Thirdly, we are amazed by the self-

righteousness of our informants. In an

unusually perceptive article in the New
Yor\ Times, Russell Baker, the col-

umnist, cited this self-righteousness as

the particularly bitter pill for us to

swallow. He likened it to that of the

totalitarian puritans, who (as men of

clean hands and pure hearts) acted

ruthlessly for God in the condemna-
tion and judgment of the Establish-

ment of their day.

Now certainly the current crisis mak-
ers do not pretend to be God’s prophetic

agents, but they seem to have appro-

priated the purity of their forerunners.

Quite frankly, it is incredible that any-

one would think for a moment in the

terms of the perfectability of man and

society, and to act and speak as though,

in some unusual way, they had it them-

selves. It is naive of anyone to forget

the power of original sin, the impossi-

bility of disinterested benevolence, the

moral corruption which runs through

each of us from the Pope to the lowest

loan shark. We are led to ask, “Where
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is their reality about man—about them-

selves? Where is their humility and

understanding?”

(iv)

The last sting is that much of the

hosdlity extant appears to be a gimmick

mass-produced by certain leaders to

gain their goals, irrespective of the

authentic feeling of the people they stir

up. Most of us by this time have been

involved in enough public hostility to

see that it is not always an honest reac-

tion of the people involved in it. When
you talk to them individually and pri-

vately, you often learn that they are the

victims of a mass hysteria which men
have used to begin a rebellion. They
have been manipulated in the crudest

ways. All of the tricks of the trade of

propaganda are evident if you know
them and watch the organizers move
from campus to campus, city to city,

and cause to cause. Not all of the en-

mity which we experience is authentic

self-expression. Much of it is ersatz.

In all honesty, I must admit that the

religious revivalists of the late 18th and

19th centuries knew these tricks and

used them. They moved into a town,

bottled the people in an auditorium and

gave their line which whipped the peo-

ple into a frenzy. The Fascists of the

i93o’s used the same method and so do

the Communists of the 1960’s. I reject

the idea that contemporary rebellions

are all Communist-inspired and led,

but the methods often are identical.

Many of us are fearful of the demonic

possibilities of mass-produced hostility,

whether it comes from the right or the

left, politically.

But you and I are in this Chapel this

morning not to tell tales of hostility, or
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even to define it and its power. We are

here to look for a way to deal with it

when we encounter it. As Christians,

we search for a mode of action which

takes account of God’s purpose. Several

things are worth doing.

I

Begin by putting yourself in the other

person’s place.

St. Paul wrote to the Philippians these

words: “None of you should think only

of his own affairs, but should learn to

see things from the other person’s point

of view.”

In our day, there is a new dimension

to doing that. As members of a univer-

sity community, we are trained to put

ourselves in the other person’s place in-

tellectually. We are equipped to under-

stand rationally what makes the other

fellow tick. We are expert in investigat-

ing ideas, testing them, shooting holes

through them, improving them, and

replacing them with better ones. Intel-

lectually, we can draw the other man’s

portrait with considerable accuracy.

And this ability must never be depre-

cated.

But the real challenge today comes

from being able to see things from the

other fellow’s point of view emotion-

ally. We have to be able to live in the

other person’s life style—to be black, to

be poor, to be frustrated when we try

to succeed, to be told that we not only

are worthless, but a liability. To put it

crudely, you and I have to experience

the same “gut reaction” the other man
feels. Few of us have ever been stranded

in New York without a cent; seldom

have we ever been turned down for a

job because we were judged physically

incompetent; never have we been in a
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police station with no identification to

prove that we are somebody; doors are

not slammed in our faces; people do not

walk away in disgust. If some of these

things were part of our experience, we
might treat hostility quite differently.

Certainly we would know that you can

never separate enmity from its cause.

Some fifteen years ago, a visiting pro-

fessor from India was at the Seminary.

The Civil Rights Movement was just

getting underway and he was trying

desperately to grasp the problem of the

Negro in America. He read everything

he could get his hands on. He talked

to everyone he thought might enlighten

him. Finally, he realized that to under-

stand the black man’s plight, he would
have to take a trip to the south to see

for himself. He reluctantly abandoned

his turban and foreign clothes and went

to a second-hand store in Trenton

where he bought an outfit for himself.

Then he boarded a bus for New Or-

leans. He was gone for three weeks

travelling as a black man in the south.

It meant rejection at the hotels and

restaurants he normally would have

gone to; it meant sitting in the back of

the bus and in the balcony at movies;

it meant being limited to socializing

exclusively with Negroes. When he re-

turned to Princeton, he told us that now
he knew what it meant to be a blac\

in white America. The books were in-

formative, but the truth came from his

experience. He knew why they were

hostile, because he had seen life from

the other person’s point of view.

II

A second thing we can do when
we encounter hostility is to pray for

wisdom

.

I am sure that proposal is a shocking

thought for our earthbound minds, but

it is the Christian thing to do. James,

in his Epistle, which was read for us a

few minutes ago, tells first century

Christians to welcome every trial of life

because, by doing so, they will become
mature in character and have the right

kind of independence. He then insists

that if anyone does not know how to

meet a problem, he only has to ask God
for wisdom. The answer will come. It

will be a kind of wisdom which neither

makes men loo\ foolish nor feel guilty.

Having been a minister for fifteen

years, I have learned not to do autopsies

on people’s prayer habits—and to per-

mit none on my own. But I am con-

vinced that we cannot possibly solve the

hostility all around us unless we get it

into God’s perspective. As humbling as

it is for us, we ultimately have to tran-

scend ourselves to see things from God’s

point of view. It is high time we opened

the heavenward windows to let in some
new light and fresh air. Prayer is the

way to do that. Pray in any fashion,

from any posture, and to any God you

like—but pray. And if you do it with-

out inward reservations, you will be

given wisdom.

Two brothers had been quarreling all

afternoon. Finally they got into a deadly

fight with each other and were tearing

each other apart. Their anger was so

great and their hatred so intense that

they did not realize their father had

walked into the room. He simply put

his hand on each one of them and the

fight stopped without his saying a word.

They had not asked for it (as we are

free to), but they got perspective which

put all of their hostility into context.
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III

Lastly, stand firm in your conviction.

Once we have seen things from the

other person’s and God’s vantage points,

we must take a position ourselves for a

line of action. George Adam Smith ob-

served many years ago : “The great

causes of God and humanity are not

defeated by the hot assaults of the devil,

but (they are defeated) by the slow,

crushing, glacier-like mass of thousands

and thousands of indifferent nobodies.

God’s causes are never destroyed by be-

ing blown up, but by being sat upon.”

The danger that you and I face as

contemporary Christians is that we will

solve the problem of hostility for our-

selves personally, but then do nothing

about it for society. What is required

is that we become militants ourselves

when it comes to dealing with enmity

and hatred. This means that we are go-

ing to have to stand up and be counted

for and against issues; and that means
taking risks; and that means unpopu-

larity at times; and it means failure

sometimes. But it means involvement,

in any case, and reliance on God to lead

us in right involvement.

If I had been acting responsibly as a

Christian in those three incidents of

hostility I mentioned at the beginning,
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I am not quite sure what the right thing

would have been to do. I suspect that in

the first case wisdom would have led

me to absorb the hostility of the black

man, rather than being defensive. In

the second case, wisdom might have led

me into conversation with the people I

knew, showing concern, continuing dia-

logue. In the home incident, perhaps I

should have stepped out and tried to

re-create a context of love which had
been so badly shattered. The one thing

of which I am completely convinced is

that I should not have withdrawn from

the scene to avoid involvement. I can-

not help believing that Christians have

a contribution to make in solving this

problem.

There is a large marble tablet in the

Anglican Church in Stanton-Herald,

England which reads like this:

In the year 1653

When all things sacred

Throughout the nation

Were either demolished or profaned

Sir Robert Sherley, Baronet,

Founded this Church

Whose singular praise it was

To have done the best things

In the worst of times, and

Hoped them in the most calamitous.

PRAYER

O God, whose concern is equal for all thy people, make us instruments of Thy
purpose to fulfill Thy vision for all mankind. We are weak, but Thou art strong;

we are fearful, but Thou art sure. Give us Thy strength and Thy assurance, for

Christ’s sake. Amen.



SCANDAL ON THE ROOFTOP

John R. Bodo

Acts 2: 22-24, 36 and I Corinthians 1: 20-31

On the roof of a certain structure

which we need not name, there

are at present two objects. One is a saw
horse which some worker forgot to

take down after finishing his work up
there. No one, at least within my hear-

ing, has objected to the presence of this

object.

The other object is a cross. It was
there from the time of the first drawing
of the proposed structure. It was sup-

posed to express, in the shorthand of

symbolic language, the intention behind

the structure.

Unlike the saw horse, however, this

cross has been and is under fire. Beyond
random comments and casual conversa-

tions, there is on hand at least one for-

mal protest, from the President of the

Student Body, against the presence of

the object on the roof. Speaking no

doubt for a number of students, Mark
Linder says in effect: “The cross is out

of place there. It offends. We have a

scandal on the rooftop.”

I. Aspects of the Scandal

What seems to be so shocking about

that cross?

(1)

For one thing, a good case can

be made for getting this college out of

the church business while keeping it

firmly and properly in the religion busi-

ness. This is not the appropriate setting

for making this case, or the opposite

case, either. Let me just note that Mac-
alester College may do well to use the

conflict which this cross, and the struc-

ture on which it stands, have aroused,

to engage in that long-postponed, com-
prehensive discussion of “religion at

Macalester.” To be all things to all men
may be an unrealistically big chore,

even for a fine liberal arts school! Mean-
while, I cannot help feeling frankly

sympathetic toward the undoubted
majority of non-Christians at Macales-

ter who feel that the cross rubs in some-

thing which, operationally speaking,

has been just about rubbed out—and
perhaps rightly.

(2) As a Christian, however, I am
willing to go further. I am willing to

grant that the cross on the roof is a

scandal to the extent that it reminds us

of the Church (capital “C”), that is, of

the whole mixed record of the Church.

For the cross does not remind us only

of the Man who was nailed to it. It

also reminds us of everything that was
done subsequently, in his name. And
that record, on balance, is nothing to

brag about. I ought to know, I suppose

:

I have a doctorate in Church History!

(3) And I will gladly grant another

point. The cross is a scandal in that it

is a reminder of death. And not just of

any kind of death, but of death by exe-

cution. H. L. Mencken, who was no
lover of the Christian faith, had some-

thing to say about substituting small

electric chairs for crosses on altars,

church steeples, and so forth. It is obvi-

ous that a cross on a roof is not in good
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taste, least of all in a culture in which

millions, hundreds of millions, are spent

to gloss over the fact of death itself. I

should think that this building might

be picketed by undertakers any day.

They make a living on death by trying,

through their art and craft, to make us

forget its reality and finality.

In all these ways, then, the cross on

the roof of this building may well be

perceived, by non-Christians
,
as an of-

fense, a scandal which, of course, means
a stumbling-block.

But the strange thing is that the static

has been coming not just from non-

Christians but from professed Chris-

tians\

What can there be about a cross to

disturb and shock a professed Chris-

tian ?

II. Scandal Compounded

(1) At first blush, there does not

seem to be any problem. Bonhoeffer is

“in.” The Crucified is “in.” Therefore

the cross is “in.” No scandal here;

rather, a response of love and pity for

the limp, bleeding form hanging from
the cross. Here is a man who suffered

bravely, lovingly: “Go thou and do

likewise.” What could be more simply,

more beautifully “Christian”?

(2) But wait: something is wrong.

Have you looked at the cross on the

roof—really looked? All right, what is

there about it that is strange, that does

not fit? IT IS EMPTY! There is no
one on the cross! “This Jesus, whom
you crucified, God raised up\”

Now we are getting warm! Now we
are talking about real scandal! The
shock of Jesus’ death is a low-voltage

shock. We can safely fondle our little

crucifixes, our bleeding Jesuses. We can

safely shed tears over his cruel fate and

even try to do something in response

to his suffering—something to relieve

the suffering of people who are being

“crucified” right now, in a variety of

ways. No matter: we are still in con-

trol. We are still manipulating Jesus.

We are still accepting only as much of

him as we can accept, without any real

shock to us!

(3) That cross is empty. It is as in-

escapable as a reminder of Jesus’ death

as it is as a reminder of His Resurrec-

tion. If you want to be shocked, here is

a power line to grab onto!

Remember: without the Resurrec-

tion, you would not even hjiow about

the Cross. Your sweet manchild of a

Jesus of Nazareth would have been for-

gotten by the year A.D. 70—except that

it would not have been called A.D. 70
but 833 AUC, ab urbe condita, “from

the founding of the city”—of Rome, of

course.

Without the Resurrection, there

would have been no Apostles—only dis-

traught, disillusioned Disciples. With-
out the Resurrection, there would have

been no early Church—or later Church.

Do you know how many religions there

were in the Roman Empire in those

days? And how many crucifixions?

(4) So you are disgusted with Christ-

mas-and-Easter Christianity: with pro-

fessed Christians who like to play with

the Baby Jesus and who welcome some
hope, any hope, in the midst of grief

and passing time? Well and good. You
cannot, you dare not, claim Christmas

or Easter without Good Friday.

But, for the same reason, you cannot,

you dare not, claim Good Friday with-

out both Christmas and Easter.

The Man who died on Good Friday
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was a true man, yes; but he was also a

unique man. He didn’t know when to

stop. He didn’t know when to call it

quits. In the language of Peter’s ser-

mon, “It was not possible for him to be

held (by death)”!

So, if you want to be shocked, if you

are looking for some real foolishness,

for a real stumbling-block, here it is, all

wrapped around that cross, that empty
cross!

III. And More Scandal

But there is more. The scandal is

greater still—greater by far than the

fantastic, insane claim that a poor,

stinking corpse, three days old, came to

life again.

(1) Take another look at the cross

—

at this cross, on the rooftop. It is an

“enriched” cross. It features the symbol

of the orb
,
the circle which stands for

the world, indeed the universe. The
preposterous claim of resurrection is

compounded by the absurd claim that

“this Jesus, whom you crucified” God
made “both Lord and Christ,” that is,

Ruler and Savior.

Talk about arrogance, imperialism,

or what have you! Now we are getting

down to cases! Non-Christians at Mac-
alester are dimly worried about the

imperial designs of the poor old Synod
of Minnesota of the United Presbyte-

rian Church in the USA!

(2) But this is nonsense. Our non-

Christian friends are not fighting the

Synod. The real stumbling block, for

them and for us who claim to be Chris-

tian
,

is the Gospel, which includes, in-

escapably, the imperial claim symbol-

ized by that orb. For what the orb says

is that God claims us, through Jesus

Christ, whether we like it or not,

whether we accept him or not. It also

says that we are accountable to God in

terms of our acceptance or rejection of

Jesus as “Lord and Christ,” as Ruler

and Savior; and that this is a “take it

or leave it” proposition—a “fish or cut

bait” proposition—an “either you are

in or you are out” proposition!

Add to that mouthful just three little

words

—

judgment, heaven and hell—
and you’ve got hold of the scandal, the

real SKANDALON of the Gospel, for

the first time!

(3)

So, if you are a Christian, and a

non-Christian friend of yours tells you

how shocked he is at the cross on the

roof, tell him that you can double his

ante. Or triple it. Tell him that you, as

a Christian, are far more deeply scan-

dalized, because, in addition to such

trivia as alleged churchly stratagems or

breaches of good taste on the taboo sub-

ject of death, you see in that cross a

claim on behalf of a man’s rising from

death, and the claim of this Man (capi-

tal “M”) on your life—and on his life,

too!

Then let your friend shinny up this

plate glass wall and topple that cross

from the roof. I won’t blame him. I’ll

understand. And I won’t blame you,

either, if you join him in the act. For,

you see, the scandal of the cross—of the

empty cross—of the orb-entwined cross

—is big enough for both non-Christian

and Christian\

What, then, shall we say to the scan-

dal on the rooftop? Perhaps very little.

“Jews demand signs”—proofs. We
haven’t got any. “Greeks seek wisdom”

—a religion amenable to commonsense.

We haven’t got one. All we have is

Christ, crucified and risen; and he is a

“stumbling-block to Jews and folly to
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Gentiles, but to those who are called”

—

and please note God’s part in the busi-

ness
—

“to those who are called, Christ

the power of God and Christ the wis-

dom of God”!

This building belongs to Macalester

College. The College will decide how
it is to be used. The College can decide

how it is to be decorated. If the cross

shocks only at the superficial level at

which the complaints have been lodged

thus far. I say it is a pretty harmless

ornament. If the cross begins to expli-

cate, to hammer home, the whole scan-

dal of the Christian faith—Incarnation,

Atonement, Resurrection, Judgment,

the whole bit—it may prove to be of

some worth as a means of communica-

tion. But even then I do not think that

its presence or absence from the roof

will make that much difference.

What does make a difference is the

presence or absence, in the Macalester

Community, of persons who are not

ashamed of Jesus CHRIST. For, you

see, you can “dig” Jesus all you want.

You can even try to “follow” him

—

which may mean nothing more than

pouring a little Baptismal water over

your favorite pastime or homegrown
revolution. But to “dig” Jesus CHRIST
is to witness, with your lips as well as

your actions, to the glorious scandal of

the Gospel!



THOUGHTS ON GOD

Diogenes Allen

Matthew iy i-iy

Chapel time in seminaries seems to

be an occasion for exhortation.

Everyone gets a turn; puzzles over

what his fellows need; thinks of some-

thing that would help; and then exhorts

us to follow the remedy. This is not

said as a judgment; it is really an apol-

ogy for what is to follow. Because to-

day there will be no exhortation. We
are to have a breather. Today we are

invited to enjoy ourselves. We are to

refresh ourselves by meditating about

what we all know. We are to think of

God.

We know that God is very great. He
is indeed very, very great. In fact, he

is enormous. A very refreshing thought.

One that is always relevant.

But he is also rather small. He be-

came our size. When he did this, he

told us about God . . . that God had

done many things and that God would

do many more things. He did this fre-

quently with parables, lots of parables.

But why should we believe these par-

ables ? What did this man have that we
should believe him? It seems that one

thing we have is the very content of the

parables themselves. For what he said

gives us a portrayal of God—mighty,

generous, producing an abundance in

us. What he said is itself to appeal or

not to appeal. What he said is itself to

touch us.

On second thought, there is some-

thing else—there is himself. He himself

was to appeal or not to appeal. He him-

self embodied the very things he talked

about, or at least some of them. So

really we do not have two things of a

different quality: he himself and what
he said. They are of the same stuff.

They are meant to appeal or to offend.

For after all, if they do not appeal to

men on their own merits, what else can

make them precious? What else can

make them lovable, if they are not in

themselves precious and lovable?

His miracles ? Could they give

authority to him and to what he said?

Well, he performed a few, quite a few

we are told. But to those who did not

care about him or the content of what

he said, miracles meant little. They
were no more than watching a magi-

cian perform the Indian rope trick. No,

they were not quite that to those who
saw them. They were the works of the

devil. But at any rate, the miracles did

not make something that was itself un-

appealing appealing. No. What he said

and what he was themselves had to

touch one. If they did not, no alchemy

could transform base metal into gold.

Can anything else perform the trans-

formation? Can a new philosophy do it

for us? Can it transform a carpenter

into God? Can a new theology do it?

Can a theology of hope transform ordi-

nary events in Palestine into the hope

of the future? Can skillful exegesis or

a theory of personality make what is

profane sacred?
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All of them can and all of them have

enriched, and profoundly enobled the

life and faith of many a believer. All

of them can and all of them have cor-

rupted, distorted and destroyed the life

and faith of many a believer. For the

effects of all learning on faith depends,

does it not, on whether what Jesus is

and what Jesus said themselves draw
us. If they draw us even a little bit,

learning can magnify that fragment.

But if what Jesus is and what Jesus said

are in themselves totally unappealing,

learning cannot transform that which

is common into that which is glorious.

Learning can magnify only that which

is itself of value. “To him who has,

more will be given; and he will have

abundance. To him who has not, even

that which he has will be taken away.”

Is it not strange that we love what
others do not love? But God is Spirit,

is he not? He enables us to find in what

Jesus is and did, and in what he said,

something that is magnificent, when
others only see what is rather ordinary.

It is his Spirit that enables us to love

what is there for all to see.



SEVENTEENTH CENTURY PURITAN
CATECHETICAL WRITINGS

Leonard T. Grant

T he Puritan catechetical writings

appearing here were all written,

published or republished in the seven-

teenth century. Each entry appears in

an abridged form, in lower case letters,

and by author and title. Each work is

listed under the date of its first edition

and includes in parentheses, the number
of editions or impressions it went
through during this century. When the

date of the first edition is unknown, a

work is listed under the date of a

known edition, or in the year of the

author’s death. Each entry appears only

once, except in the case of the Larger

and Shorter Catechisms which are ab-

breviated L.C. and S.C. respectively and

are entered under each year of publica-

tion. This list is confined to all cate-

chetical writings printed in England; it

does not include works printed in Scot-

land or New England. Unless other-

wise indicated, the place of publication

is London. These sources were used in

this compilation: personal examination

of many catechetical writings in the

Library of the British Museum and the

Dr. Williams’s Library, London; the

Bodleian Library, Oxford; the Emman-
uel College Library, Cambridge; the

John Rylands Library, Manchester; and

the National Library, New College

Library, and the University of Edin-

burgh Library, Edinburgh; biographies,

particularly Samuel Palmer’s Noncon-

formist Memorial and the Dictionary

of National Biography

,

edited by Sir L.

Stephen and Sir S. Lee; and the bib-

liographies of Alexander F. Mitchell,

Catechisms of the Second Reformation,

William Carruthers, The Shorter Cate-

chism, A. W. Pollard and G. R. Red-

grave, A Short-Title Catalogue, 1475-

1640, Donald Wing, Short-Title Cata-

logue, 1641-1700, and S. W. Carruthers,

Three Centuries of the Westminster

Shorter Catechism. All entries bearing

an asterisk before their title are listed

by S. W. Carruthers as being in some

way related to the Shorter Catechism.

1572

Edward Dering: A briefe and necessarie

catechisme or instruction. (1)

U79
Robert Openshaw: Short questions and

answeres conteining the summe of

Christian religion. (10)

1580

Robert Cawdrey: A short and fruitefull

treatise of the profite of catechising.

(0
1583

Richard Jones: A briefe and necessarie

catechisms. (3)

1587

Ursinus Zacharias: The summe of

Christian religion: Oxford. (5)

I59°
William Perkins: The foundation of

Christian religion gathered into sixe

principles: London and Cambridge.

(10)
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1593

Stephen Egerton: A briefe methode of

catechizing. (32)

1600

N.A.: Certaine briefe questions and an-

swers concerning points of Christian

religion. (1)

1601

John Carpenter: Contemplations for the

institution of children in the Chris-

tian religion. (1)

Arthur Dent: The plaine man’s path-

way to heaven. (25)

1602

R.C.: A briefe and necessarie catechisme

concerning the principall points of

Christian religion. (1)

1604

Samuel Hieron: The doctrine of the

beginning of Christ. (15)

Henry Jacob: Catechism. (1)

1606

Arthur Dent: A pastime for parents.

(4 )

. A plaine exposition of the ar-

ticles of our faith. (1)

1607

Richard Bernard: A double catechism:

Cambridge. (2)

John Sprint: The summe of Christian

religion, comprehended in six prin-

cipall questions. (2)

1609

Thomas Drake: The sicke-mans cate-

chisme, or pathway to felicitie. (1)

1610

James Balmford: A short catechisme,

sixth edition. (6)

1612

William Ames: The chiefe heads of

divinide. (1)

1613

Samuel Crooke: The guide unto true

happinesse. (6)

William Hinde: A path to pietie. (2)

Robert Horne: Points of instruction for

the ignorant. (2)

1614

Richard Bernard
:
Josuahs resolution for

the well ordering of his household.

(2)

W. Jaggard: A short catechism for

householders. (2)

Elnathan Parr: The grounds of divin-

itie. (8)

Henry Vesey: The scope of the scrip-

ture. (4)

1615

William Gouge: A short catechisme,

wherein are briefly laid downe the

fundamentall principles of Christian

religion. (8)

R.R.: The householders helpe for do-

mesticall discipline. (1)

1616

Edward Elton: A forme of catechising.

(10)

Thomas Granger : The tree of good and
evill, or a profitable and familiar ex-

position of the commandements. (1)

Thomas Twisse: A handfull of goates-

haire: that is, certaine principles of

Christian religion, easie for beginners

to understand, and to remember. (1)

1617

E.B.: A catechisme with a treatise con-

cerning catechizing. (1)

John Dod: Pasadges of Mr. Dods drop-

pings. (General MSS 1.4.2, Dr. Wil-

liams’s Library)

J.F.: The necessity and antiquity of

catechising. (1)

John Syme: The sweete milke of Chris-

tian doctrine. (1)
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1618

Paul Baynes: A helpe to true happi-

nesse. (3)
Nicholas Byfield (the preface is signed

Adoniram Byfield) : The principles or

the pattern of wholesome words. (6)

William Crashaw: Milke for babes, or

a north country catechisme. (6)

Stephen Denison: A compendious cate-

chisme. (7)

1619

Anonymous: The elements of the be-

ginning of the oracles of God. (1)

Thomas Ratcliffe: A short summe of

the whole catechism. (2)

1621

Richard Bernard: The common cate-

chisme. (9)

John Richardson or Richerdson : A short

and briefe summe of the saving

knowledge. (1)

. His catechisme. (Emmanuel
College Library MSS)

. The manuscript of Mr Richerd-

son on divinity. (Modern MSS. No.

2, Dr. Williams’s Library)

Andrew Willet: An English catechism.

1622

John Boyes: The Christian home booke

or A.B.C. (Additional MSS 4928,

British Museum)
. The poore man box or six prin-

ciples. (Additional MSS 4928, British

Museum)
Richard Webbe: A key of knowledge

for catechizing children in Christ.

(1)

1623

William Attersall: The principles of

Christian religion. (2)

John Loorte: The apostles catechisme

consisting of sixe articles plainly ex-

pounded. (1)

John White: A plaine and familiar ex-

position upon the Creed, Ten Com-
mandments, Lord’s Prayer and sacra-

ments. (3)

Henry Wilkinson: A catechism for the

use of the congregation of Wadston.

(3 )

1624

Thomas Gataker: A short catechisme

for the simpler sort. (1)

Robert Jenison: Directions for the wor-
thy receiving of the Lord’s Supper.

(1)

1625

Nicholas Byfield: The principall

grounds of Christian religion. (1)

1627

John Dod: A briefe dialogue concern-

ing preparation for the worthy re-

ceiving of the Lord’s Supper. (2)

William Ward: Short grounds of a

catechisme: Cambridge. (1)

1628

John Carter: Winter-evenings commu-
nication with young novices in reli-

gion: Cambridge. (1)

Anthony Tuckneye: A briefe & pithy

catechisme as it was delivered in

Emmanuel College chappell. (Em-
manuel College Library MSS m.i.

H)
1629

John Ball: A short treatise contayning

all the principall grounds of Christian

religion, seventh edition. (15)

1630

Richard Bernard: Good Christian looke

to thy creed. (1)

John Randall: Catechistical lectures.

<0
William Whitaker: A short summe of

Christianity. (1)
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1631

Richard Alleine: A breefe explanation

of the common catechism, second edi-

tion. (2)

Henry Burton: A briefe catechedcall

exposition of Christian doctrine. (2)

. Grounds of Christian religion.

(
3 )

William Trisse: A briefe catechedcall

exposition of Christian doctrine. (2)

1632

Daniel Rogers: A practical catechism.

(3 )

John White: A short catechisme, sev-

enth edition. (7)

1639
John Ball: Short questions and answers

explaining the catechisme. (1)

1640

W.L.: An helpe for yong people, pre-

paring them for the worthy receiving

of the Lord’s Supper. (1)

Herbert Palmer: An endeavor of mak-
ing the principles of Christian reli-

gion easie: Cambridge. (6)

1641

Hugh Peters: Milke for babes, and
meat for men. (1)

D.V.: The enlargement of a former

catechism which contained in briefe

the grounds and principles of Chris-

tian religion. (1)

George Walker: The key of saving

knowledge. (1)

1642

John Ball: A short catechism, nineteenth

edition. (56)

Thomas Belke: A scripture enquiry.

(0
Jeremiah Dyke: A worthy communi-

cant. (17)
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William Lyford: Principles of faith &
good conscience: Oxford. (5)

Ezekiel Rogers: The chiefe grounds of

Christian religion. (2)

1643
John Brinsley, Jr.: A breviate of saving

knowledge. (1)

1644
Anonymous: Short principles of reli-

gion. (1)

Christopher Blackwood: A soul-search-

ing catechism. (2)

Francis Peck: The kernall of Christian-

ity. (2)

Robert Ram: The souldiers catechisme.

(9 )

Samuel Slater : The two covenants from
Sinai and Sion. (1)

John Stalham: A catechisme for chil-

dren in yeeres and children in under-

standing. (2)

1645
Anonymous: A short catechisme for the

instruction of the inhabitants of S.M.

(0
John Baker: A short preparation to the

worthy receiving of the sacrament of

the Lord’s Supper. (1)

John Bernard: The independents cate-

chisme. (1)

Immanuel Bourne: A light from Christ.

(3 )

William Goode: A new catechisme. (2)

Henry Hammond: A practicall cate-

chisme: Oxford. (14)

J.K.: A catechisme for the times. (1)
William More: A short and plain trac-

tate of the Lord’s Supper. (1)

John Owen: Two short catechisms. (2)

1646

Robert Abbot: Milk for babes, or a

mother’s catechism for her children.

(0
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Anonymous: A short catechisme or the

examination of communicants. (3)

J.B.: A short catechisme composed ac-

cording to the rules and directions of

the Parliament. (1)

John Ball: A short catechisme. (2)

Dorothy Burch: A catechism of the

several heads of Christian religion.

(0
J.K.: A scripture catechism. (1)

. Scripture security for conscience.

(0
Thomas Wolfall: Childrens bread. (1)

1647

Anonymous: *A short treatise contayn-

ing all the principall grounds of

Christian religion. (2)

Samuel Ausdn: A practical catechism.

(0
John Geree : A catechisme in brief ques-

tions. (1)

The humble advice of the Assembly of

Divines sitting at Westminster con-

cerning a larger and shorter cate-

chisme. (Successive editions of the

Larger Catechism are denoted by the

initials L.C.)

Obadiah Sedgewick: A short catechism.

(0
The humble advice of the Assembly of

Divines, now by authority of Parlia-

ment, sitting at Westminster, con-

cerning a shorter catechism. (Succes-

sive editions of the Shorter Catechism

are denoted by the initials S.C
.)

1648

William Herbert: Careful father and

pious child. (1)

L.C. (1)

The rules and directions of the ordi-

nance of Parliament concerning sus-

pension from the Lord’s Supper in

case of ignorance, resolved into a

short catechism. (1)

S.C. (2)

John Wallis: *A brief and easie explana-

tion of the shorter catechism. (8)

1649
Richard Hunt: A catechism of Chris-

tians. (3)
L.C. (3)
S-C. (4 )

1650

William Ames: The chiefe heads of

divinitie, a Latin translation. (Cf.

catechism number 20)

L.C. (2)

S.C. (2)

1651

L.C. (1)

s.c. (3 )

1652

Henry Jessey: A catechisme for babes.

(0
L.C. (2)

S.C. (3)

1653

Thomas Taylor: Certain catechistical

exercises. (1)

1654

John Riddle: #A twofold catechism. (1)

Christopher Love : The sum of practical

divinity. (1)

S.C.(i)

John Warren: Principles of Christian

doctrine. (3)

1655

Richard Baxter: The Quakers cate-

chism. (3)
L.C. (1)

Robert Ram: The countrymans cate-

chisme. (1)

1656
#The agreement of divers ministers of

Christ in the county of Worcester.
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Zachary Crofton: Catechizing Gods

ordinance. (2)

Simon Ford: A sermon on catechizing.

(0
Thomas Greaves: #A brief summe of

Christian religion. (1)

L.C. (2)

S .C. (7)

1657

John Ball: A short catechisme to pre-

pare young ignorant people: Oxford.

(0
Charles Broxolme: The good old way:

or Perkins improved. (2)

Simon Ford: A short catechism. (1)

William Gouge, A short catechisme, a

Welsh translation. (Cf. catechism

number 27)

L.C. (1)

S.C. (2)

1658

Joseph Alleine: *A most familiar expla-

nation of the Assemblies shorter cate-

chism. (4)

Thomas Hodges : A scripture cate-

chisme. (1)

L.C. (5)

S.C. (5)

1659

Anonymous: A catechism for souldiers.

(0
Anonymous: *A short catechism. (1)

John Davenport and William Hooke:

*A catechism containing the chief

heads of Christian religion. (1)

John Tombes: A short catechism about

baptism. (1)

S.C., a Greek translation.

S.C., a Latin translation.

S.C., a Welsh translation.

1660

Edward Bury: A short catechisme con-

taining the fundamental points of

religion. (1)

L.C.(i)

S.C. (4)

1662

L.C. (1)

Thomas Lye: #An abridgement of the

late reverend Assemblies shorter cate-

chism. (2)

. A plain and familiar method of

instructing the younger sort accord-

ing to the lesser catechism. (4)

S.C. (2)

1664

Zachary Cawdrey : *A brief and method-

ical catechism, (x)

Benjamin Keach: *The child’s instruc-

tor. (2)

S.C., a Welsh translation.

1665

John Goodwin: A catechism, or princi-

ple heads of the Christian religion.

00
1667

S.C. (1)

S.W.: *A short and plain explication of

the shorter catechism. (1)

1668

Thomas Gouge: #The principles of

Christian religion. (6)

1669

L.C. (1)

S.C.(x)

1670

John Bartlet: #The practical Christian.

(0
1671

Anonymous: A short catechism. (1)

L.C. (1)

S.C. (1)
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1672

Thomas Lye: *The Assemblies shorter

catechism. (2)

Owen Stockton: A scriptural catechism.

(0
1673

Robert Barclay: A catechism and con-

fession of faith. (5)
Thomas Doolittle: #The young man’s

instructor, and the old man’s remem-
brancer. (1)

Thomas Vincent: *An explicatory cate-

chism. (9)

John Worthington: *A form of sound

words: or, a scriptural catechism. (7)

1674

Richard Baxter: The poor man’s family

book. (6)

Stephen Scandrett: Doctrine and in-

struction. (1)

1675

Thomas Adams: #The main principles

of Christian religion. (2)

Anonymous: #An explicatory catechism.

(0
John Bunyan: Instruction for the igno-

rant. (1)

L.C.(i)

Thomas Lye: *An explanation of the

shorter catechism. (5)

S.C. (2)

1676

Edward Bowles: #A plain and short

catechism, eighth edition. (8)

R.E.: *A scriptural catechism. (3)

Thomas Gouge, The principles of

Christian religion, a Welsh transla-

tion. (Cf. catechism number 141)

John Horne: A catechism. (1)

Thomas Wadsworth: Short catechism

of twelve questions. (1)

1677

i679
S.C.(i)

S.C., a Welsh translation.

Nathaniel Vincent: *The little childes

catechisme. (2)

1680

S.C.(i)

1682

Anonymous: *A key to catechisms. (1)

s.c. ( 1 )

1683

Richard Baxter: The catechizing of

families. (1)

1687

L.C. (1)

S.C. (2)

1688

Anonymous: ^Catechism made practi-

cal. (x)

Thomas Doolittle: Catechism made
practical. (1)

L.C. (2)

5.C. (4)

1689

Anonymous: *A short explanation of

the shorter catechism. (2)

L.C. (1)

S-C. (1)

S.C., a Hebrew translation.

1691

Richard Baxter: A mother’s catechism.

S.C.(i)

S.C., a Welsh translation.

Nathaniel Vincent: *The principles of

the doctrine of Christ. (1)

1692

Anonymous: #The communicant’s in-

structor. (1)

Thomas Doolittle, Catechizing neces-

sary for the ignorant. (1)

Clement Ellis: *The lambs of Christ fed

with the sincere milk of the word.

(2)S.C.(i)
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John Flavell: #An exposition of the As-

semblies catechism. (3)
s.c.

(
1 )

Thomas Watson: *A body of practical

divinity. (1)

i693
L.C.(i)

S.C. (2)

i695
Samuel Angier: *A short explanation of

the shorter catechism, second edition.

(2)

1698

Thomas Doolittle : *A plain method of

catechizing. (4)

S.C., a Greek translation.

1699

John Clifford: #Sound words: or, the

catechism compos’d by the reverend

83

divines assembled at Westminster.

(1)

s.c.
(
1 )

1700

Isaac Chauncey: #The doctrine which is

according to godliness grounded upon

the Holy Scripture of truth. (1)

George Day: The communicant’s in-

structor. (1)

Benjamin Keach: The covenant and

catechism of the church of Christ.

0 )

Matthew Henry :

#A catechism for chil-

dren. (1)

1702

Matthew Henry: *A scripture cate-

chism in the method of the Assem-

bly’s. (3)
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Septuagint and Modern Study,

by Sidney Jellicoe. Oxford University

Press, New York, N.Y., 1968. Pp. xix -f-

424. $9.00.

The area of Septuagint studies has been a

long neglected field among biblical scholars

with a few exceptions. Almost seventy years

have elapsed since Swete’s Introduction to

the Old Testament in Gree\ made its ap-

pearance (1900), and its one and only revi-

sion by R. R. Ottley was made over half a

century ago (1914). H. St. John Thackeray
published one volume of a Grammar of the

Old Testament in Gree\ in 1909 which has

never been completed; a modern Septuagint

lexicon is lacking, and a critical text of the

Greek Old Testament is still a desideratum.

Happily there are signs that interest is

reviving in this important area of Old Testa-

ment studies. The great Goettingen edition

of the Septuagint, initiated by Lagarde in the

latter half of the 19th century and carried on
by his pupil, Rahlfs, has been taken up by

Joseph Ziegler and Robert Hanhart in recent

years, and is now nearing completion.

In 1968 this reviewer was instrumental, to-

gether with Prof. Orlinsky and Dean Jellicoe,

in starting a new organization—the Interna-

tional Organization of Septuagint and Cog-

nate Studies (IOSCS)—which is sponsoring

the production of desperately needed tools in

the field and gathering information on work
being done in Septuagint by scholars through-

out the world.

The present volume under review is further

evidence of renewed interest in the Septua-

gint among biblical scholars today. Prof.

Jellicoe, who is Dean of Bishop’s University

in Lennoxville, Quebec, has rendered the

world of scholarship an invaluable service by

bringing together in a single volume the

principal features of Septuagintal studies since

the time of Swete. After a thorough discus-

sion of the authorship, date, contents and

purpose of the Letter of Aristeas (pp. 29-58),

the author gives full attention to the modern

theories regarding the origin of the Septua-

gint : Kahle (a Greek Targum), Gaster

(LXX comes from Palestine, not Alexan-

dria), Thackeray (LXX arose in context of

Jewish synagogue worship), and Wutz (the

transcription theory) (pp. 59-73). Most schol-

ars today, in line with Lagarde’s theory, hold

that all preserved Septuagint manuscripts and
recensions go back to one original Greek
translation, a view that has been corroborated

by Hebrew and Greek materials from Qum-
ran.

The early revisions or translation of the

Septuagint (Aquila, Theodotion and Sym-
machus) and recensions (Origenian, Hesy-

chian and Lucianic) are then reexamined in

the light of new manuscript discoveries and

recent scholarly research in these areas (pp.

74-157). A discussion of Septuagint manu-
scripts—Uncials, Cursives and Papyri—follows

with special attention being given to the new
evidence which has come to light during the

current century (pp. 175-242). A valuable

chapter is devoted to the “Language and
Style” of the Septuagint (pp. 314-337); and
the concluding section treats the “Current

Problems and Future Prospects” of Septua-

gint studies (pp. 338-359). A thirty-page

bibliography, divided into twelve parts and

covering the period since 1900, is of special

value to the Septuagint scholar.

As the earliest, and for long the only, ver-

sion, and the parent of almost the enure

succession of earlier translations, and as the

Scriptures of the Jewish Diaspora and the

early church, the Septuagint merits much
more attention than it has received hereto-

fore. Although there remains a vast field of

problems in many aspects of Septuagintal

studies, fruitful advances have been made in

the last half century as the present volume

clearly indicates. Like Swete in his Introduc-

tion (1900) Dean Jellicoe has brought to-

gether the results of Septuagint research over

the last sixty years and has thereby set the

stage for more productive work in this field

in the years to come.

Charles T. Fritsch
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Jacob ben Chajim ibn Adonijah’s

Introduction to the Rabbinic Bible, He-

brew and English, and The Massoreth

Ha-Massoreth of Elias Levita, edited

with translation and notes by Christian

D. Ginsburg; first published in 1867.

Reprint with Prolegomenon by Nor-

man H. Snaith. Ktav Publishing House,

New York, 1968. Pp. xxxvi + 2 + 91

+ i-viii + 3°7 - $14.95-

It is often lamented that the present gen-

eration does not represent the comprehensive

scholarship that prevailed only several gen-

erations or a century ago. The learning of a

more remote era, however, has not been

allowed to lapse or to be forgotten, and The
Library of Biblical Studies, edited by Dr.

Harry M. Orlinsky is a notable enterprise

to preserve for the present generation of

Biblical students some of the solid works of a

past epoch. The name of Chrisuan D. Gins-

burg is known to students of the Old Testa-

ment, who have used his well printed edi-

tions of the Hebrew Bible (1894 and 1926).

This book contains two works bound in one

volume, and the publication has been updated

by the Prolegomenon written by Norman H.
Snaith, who edited the text of the Hebrew
Bible published by the British and Foreign

Bible Society, London, 1958; his edition of

the Old Testament is based chiefly on a

Sephardic codex in three volumes in the

British Museum.
Jacob ben Chayyim came from a Spanish-

Jewish family that eventually settled in Tunis;

he finally became a Christian. He edited the

four-volume Rabbinic Bible, which was pub-

lished by Daniel Bomberg at Venice, 1524-

1525. This came to be recognized as the true

Masoretic text, and for many years it was
assumed that he had prepared a definitive

text of the Old Testament. In the Kittel

Biblia Hebraica, third edition (1937), how-

ever, the text was based on the Leningrad

manuscript (A.D. 1008) in order to present

the Ben Asher tradition. Now a new edition

of the Hebrew Bible has been started by the

Wuerttembergische Biblische Anstalt at Stutt-

gart. At the University of Jerusalem also is

being prepared an authoritative text of the

85

Old Testament in which the Aleppo manu-

script is used as a basis.

The Introduction of Jacob ben Chayyim is

printed in Hebrew with an English transla-

tion. In this way the student who does not

read post-Biblical Hebrew can learn the

language and also use the work to study the

method and history of Jewish exegesis, and

for this purpose the copious index of scrip-

tural passages is helpful in finding the dis-

cussion of various passages.

Elias Levita, a contemporary of Jacob ben

Chayyim, was a German Jew, who, however,

did not embrace Christianity. He composed a

stupendous Masoretic Concordance, which he

called Boo\ of Remembrance. This great

enterprise was completed in 1536, but unfor-

tunately it was never printed. The Massoreth

Ha-Massoreth, on the other hand, was pub-

lished by Bomberg at Venice in 1538. This

work is reproduced in the second part of the

volume, and is valuable for all students of the

Old Testament, who are interested in the

intricacies of the Masoretic system. Much help

is available in the nineteen-page index of

scriptural passages. Four other indexes add to

the usefulness of the book as a work of refer-

ence. At this time of renewed interest in

Biblical studies the Ktav Publishing House is

to be commended for issuing The Library of

Biblical Studies and making available the

classical Hebrew studies dating approximately

from the time of the Reformation.

Henry S. Gehman

Psalms II: 51-100, by Mitchell Da-

hood, S.J. (The Anchor Bible, No. 17).

Doubleday & Company, Garden City,

N.Y., 1968. Pp. xxx + 399. $6.00.

As there was apparently no review pub-

lished in this journal of volume I of this

commentary on the Psalms, it is appropriate

to call attention to the publication of the

second volume of this presently projected

three-volume work. This is not the place to

attempt a full review prior to the completion

of the commentary, especially because the

general introductory sections will be included

in the third rather than in the first volume.

Unlike some other volumes in this series,

Dahood’s work contains much which departs

radically from past traditions of translation
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and interpretation. Reactions have ranged
from regarding Dahood as the most signifi-

cant contributor to psalm research in the

current century to calling a disservice the

presentation of so much highly speculative

material in a series aimed at the general

public. There seems to be an element of truth

in both of these views.

Dahood is a Ugaritic specialist and it is on
the basis of word meanings and grammatical

features in Ugaritic that he most often sug-

gests new translations for the Hebrew. A
basic principle is that the consonantal text is

to be retained (although the words may be

redivided) at all costs while the vocalization

may be rather readily changed to “restore”

the original meaning which was corrupted

by the Masoretes when the meaning or form
was no longer in use. At times Dahood seems
to prefer a new understanding almost a priori

over the more traditional rendering. Many
times he is right. Yet, combined with the

inherent lack of precision in Hebrew and the

lack of a clear picture of the historical gram-
mar and lexicography of Hebrew, the tend-

ency represented in comparative Semitic

philology by Dahood and others comes very

close to meaning that the translator can pro-

duce whatever meaning or translation he

wishes by examining a wide-enough range

of vocabulary and grammatical constructions

in cognate languages. In Dahood’s case, there

is a lack of self-evaluation of the degree of

probability of the suggestions presented. Thus
while the work is stimulating and valuable,

the non-specialist should use it with another

critical commentary, preferably one which

devotes more serious attention to the versions

and to form-critical considerations. If his

interest is more than passing, he might also

do well to read Prof. James Barr’s Compara-

tive Philology and the Text of the Old Testa-

ment which subjects the methodology used

by Dahood and others to the necessary type

of systematic examination.

Those who have volume I will find in

volume II a further defense of methodology,

a very useful glossary of grammatical terms,

and slightly expanded introductory com-

ments to the individual psalms.

W. Malcolm Clark

Men of the Old Testament, by Rolf

Rendtorff (trans. by Frank Clarke).

Fortress Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1968.

Pp. 157. $1.95.

The author of this book (German edition,

1967) is a German Old Testament scholar

who has been deeply involved in the tradi-

tio-historical study of the Old Testament and
here approaches the study of the major fig-

ures in Israel’s history from that perspective.

As one associated with the Pannenberg group,

he does not ignore the historical questions

but emphasizes attention must first be given

to the type and purpose of the accounts them-

selves. It is necessary to ask both about the

historical facts and about the continued and

changing significance of the person, although

Rendtorff generally emphasizes the latter less

after the time of Joshua while emphasizing

more for subsequent figures their connection

to the existent traditions of the people. Cen-

tral for this approach, especially in the earlier

periods, is the recognition that Israel’s self-

understanding often coalesced around par-

ticular people leading to a condensation of

historical events and experiences about these

figures. The result of this approach is a

series of exciting and brief but comprehensive

portrayals which take the reader (without

footnotes) through the history of Israel to

New Testament times and by virtue of the

different perspective gives new and meaning-

ful insights into elements of continuity and
discontinuity in that history as well as in

Israel’s understanding of its history.

The reader notes that the central figures

are often transitional ones such as Abraham,
Samuel, and Elijah. Very illuminating is the

portrayal of the constant interaction in the

monarchial period between king and prophet,

state and religion, Israelite and Canaanite

traditions. While no section of the book is

without intrinsic value, the sections on the

kings of Israel and Judah tend to become
straight history and this material might
better have been incorporated under the

dominant prophetic and royal figures. Also,

the treatment of the psalmists alongside other

historical-traditional figures is not fully con-

vincing. If this, then why not equally or

more so the Yahwist and the Deuteronomist?

Similarly, the sections on Job and Daniel are
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not well integrated into the general theme

where previously we are concerned with his-

torical figures and their role in Israel. A
treatment of a priestly figure before Ezra

would seem desirable. Perhaps the author

overacts against older views in saying flatly

that the prophets were no innovators. That

they were deeply rooted in the traditions of

the people does not mean that their applica-

tion of these traditions did not constitute

major innovation. In terms of transitional

figures, I would think Ezekiel is more im-

portant than the few lines devoted to him
indicate. In places, the development of the

tradition might be more explicitly discussed,

especially as it relates to later historical de-

velopments because the figures are not only

linked in origin with historical events but

also the same is true of the growth of their

traditions. While any reviewer would disagree

on some specific historical points, I have only

the highest praise for the general success of

the presentation.

W. Malcolm Clark.

Abraham and His Times, by Andre

Parrot (trans. by James H. Farley).

Fortress Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1968.

Pp. xiv + 178. $4.75.

The author, the excavator of Mari, presents

us with a popularly oriented account of the

history and historical context of Abraham
as illuminated by archaeological data. The
book traces the major periods in Abraham’s

life from Ur to his settlement in southern

Palestine. Thus, for example, one chapter

provides a helpful description of the history,

geography, and religion of Ur in the early

second millennium. Similarly, for succeeding

periods, names, commerce routes (as a guide

for the probable route taken by Abraham),

relevant archaeological finds, and religious

life are discussed. Also included are chapters

on the history of research, patriarchal life and

religion, the traditional burial site of the

patriarchs at Hebron, Abraham in religious

art, and bibliography plus extensive footnotes.

The French original was written in 1962.

Although the author is well qualified, the

work suffers from fundamental defects.

While accepting and occasionally utilizing the

results of literary criticism in his reconstruc-
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tion of Abraham’s life, Parrot ignores, gen-

erally without comment, form-critical and

traditio-historical studies of the patriarchal

traditions. Accordingly, the book can only be

recommended for the reader who has a gen-

eral acquaintance with the topic and is able

to separate the author’s useful discussion of

background materials from his often ex-

tremely uncritical correlations with the

patriarchal narratives. Even those who think

that something substantial can be said about

the events of Abraham’s life will find the

degree of precision claimed by Parrot sur-

prising. In speaking of the migration from

Ur to Haran, Parrot is able “to reconstruct

these far-off events with a great degree of

probability, if not certitude. . . . Incontestable

facts assure this migration of a geographical

localization as well as a coherent chronologi-

cal framework (p. 52f).” Parrot’s major basis

for this conclusion is a treaty made by the

“Benjamites” of the Mari texts at the temple

of Sin in Haran. The book abounds with

equally dubious assertions. Such extensive

claims for such limited evidence betray the

author’s own comments on the need for pru-

dence in the use of archaeological data as

applied to the interpretation of biblical events.

It would be possible to cite many other in-

stances in which Parrot’s opinions are non-

representative, incorrect, or much more tenta-

tive than represented: e.g., that both parties

pass between the pieces in the covenant

ceremony of Gen. 15; that the later written

date of the Ugaritic mythological texts means
they are later in origin than the Mari texts;

that Abraham was an Aramean of the first

half of the second millennium.

In summary, the assumption of the work is

that the biblical record is to be taken at face

value as an accurate historical chronicle (with

enough exceptions as not to please biblical

fundamentalists). Where archaeological data

does not contradict the biblical account—and
the nature of the evidence is such that it

rarely could—this is itself claimed as evidence

in support of the biblical tradition. The texts

in almost no case reflect later development,
there is no condensation of events temporally,

and the early second millennium date of the

patriarchs is so assured as to deserve support

only in a passing comment in a footnote—all

dubious assumptions. The translation is easy

to read but the consistency and clarity of the
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author’s position could be improved. A
chronological chart would make this book
easier to read, and the abbreviation AB
{Anchor Bible

) should be added to the list

of abbreviations.

W. Malcolm Clark

Egypt and the Bible, by Pierre Mon-
tet (trans. by Leslie R. Keylock). For-

tress Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1968. Pp.

xvi + 154. $4.75.

This book, by a well known and recently

deceased Egyptologist, discusses in chrono-

logical order those instances which are re-

ported in the Old Testament of contact

between Israel or its ancestors and Egypt to

the fall of the monarchy. It also includes a

brief survey of the place names in Egypt
mentioned in the Old Testament and sections

on various customs of every day life, magic,

religion, and morality. Although Montet
speaks of having proved the authenticity of

the various stories—an absurd claim to make
on the basis of such an unsystematic and
cursory treatment—the book is not generally

dominated by a concern to prove the his-

toricity of the biblical accounts.

The book’s usefulness is severely restricted

by Montet’s almost total unacquaintance with

Old Testament scholarship as betrayed by the

content of the book, the footnotes, and the

bibliography. The treatment of relationships

during the monarchy is so brief and incom-

plete as to be of little value. For example,

there is no indication given that Shishak’s

raid was directed primarily against the north-

ern kingdom and not against Judah. The
treatment of the exodus is similarly unin-

formed by current scholarship. New Testa-

ment data is cited as confirmation of the

age of Moses. We learn that Moses left Egypt

with the Israelites in 1228 (note the exact

date) and that this was preceded by a revolt

of the Israelites. In sections on Egyptian life,

we are told of foundation sacrifices as prac-

ticed in Egypt under Semitic influence, al-

though there is much doubt that such were
ever practiced regularly in Palestine. We are

also told that puzzling references to giving

justice at the gate in the Bible are clarified

by Egyptian customs, although the basic

work on this indigenous Palestinian institu-

tion has been widely known since the 1930’s.

Even in the discussion of Egyptian wisdom
literature, the author hardly mentions the

basic concept of Maat which has been the

focus of much recent discussion. Further
examples abound. Several peculiarities of ex-

pression which are carried over into the trans-

lation are likely to be misleading to the

reader. These include the use of the “Chroni-
cler” to refer generally to the narrator of any
biblical passage and reference to Prov. 22:iyf

as the beginning of the “third chapter” of the

book of Proverbs.

There is so little available to the general

reader in English on Palestinian-Egyptian

connections that a book of this type is highly

desirable. While an Egyptologist cannot be
expected to have a mastery of Old Testament
scholarship, he does have a responsibility to

gain some basic familiarity with the field

before attempting such a book. It should be

noted that the author shows no awareness of

many discussions of other influences on Israel

from Egypt which are a necessary part of

such a book. Such would include the “royal

novel,” the Israelite enthronement ritual,

creation theology, and many other items.

W. Malcolm Clark

Jesus and the Zealots : A Study of the

Political Factor in Primitive Christian-

ity, by S.G.F. Brandon. Charles Scrib-

ner’s Sons, New York; and Manchester

University Press, 1967. Pp. xvi + 413.

$7.95.

The primary purpose of the author, who
is professor of comparative religion in the

University of Manchester, is twofold: (1) he
sets forth in considerable detail what can be

learned from the sources concerning the

religio-political sect of the Zealots (here

Brandon acknowledges his indebtedness to

Martin Hengel’s magisterial monograph en-

titled Die Zeloten, Leiden, 1961); and (2)

he suggests that Jesus was put to death be-

cause of his involvement in the Jewish resist-

ance movement against Rome (here Brandon
follows the views of the eighteenth century

scholar Hermann Samuel Reimarus, and the

more recent publications of Robert Eisler and
Karl Kautsky). In the opinion of the present
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writer, Brandon succeeds as brilliantly in

achieving his first objective as he comes short

of proving his second.

With enormous industry Brandon has

assembled a vast amount of relevant material

concerning the origin, growth, and influence

of the sect of the Zealots. He wears his learn-

ing lightly and provides an almost entrancing

account of what could have been, in another’s

hands, a belabored and dull chronicle of

details.

It is this literary adeptness on which

Brandon relies in building up a case that

Jesus was crucified under Pontius Pilate be-

cause he had thrown in his lot with the

class-struggle of the Zealots against the Roman
government. To give plausibility to this

thesis, Brandon must, on the one hand, di-

minish the relevance or deny the historicity

of such data in the Gospels as Jesus’ with-

drawing from those who wished to make him
a king, and of such logia as “Blessed are the

meek,” “Blessed are the peacemakers,” “Ren-

der to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s,”

“My kingdom is not of this world,” and

“All who take the sword will perish by the

sword.”

On the other hand, Brandon is adroit in

marshalling every possible—and impossible

—

interpretation to suit his thesis that Jesus was

a revolutionary. Without adequate reasons

he attaches a literal rather than a figurative

meaning to such obviously metaphorical or

ironical statements as, “Think not that I have

come to bring peace on earth; I have not

come to bring peace, but a sword” (Mt. io:

34), and “He that has no sword, let him sell

his garment, and buy one” (Lk. 22:36b). He
sees in the nickname Boanerges (interpreted

as “sons of thunder”), given to the sons of

Zebedee, an echo of their political vehe-

mence. He argues that, because Mark refers

to one of the disciples as Simon the Cana-

naean, whereas Luke calls him Simon the

Zealot, Mark was trying to hide from his

readers Jesus’ companionship with such po-

litical partisans.

More than once Brandon’s ingenious argu-

mentation and special pleading remind one

of the game, “Heads I win, tails you lose.”

The fact that the Gospels do not contain any
statement of Jesus’ condemnation of the Zeal-

ots proves that he supported their aims and
program (p. 327) ; on the other hand, had
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the evangelists included such a condemnation,

it is hard not to believe that Brandon would
have sought to dilute or deny its historicity,

as he has done with so many other instances

of inconvenient data. The episode concern-

ing Pilate’s release of Barabbas is said to be

unhistorical; yet in Brandon’s hands it shows
that Mark was trying to prove that Pilate

recognized the innocence of Jesus (pp. 258!?.).

Brandon knows that Luke’s statement that

when Jesus was arrested in Gethsemane his

followers had but two swords among them

(Lk. 22:38) can scarcely be true; it is far

more probable, he intimates (pp. 340!!.), that

they were heavily armed and quotes in a

footnote Eisler’s fantastic notion, totally un-

supported by the Lukan text, that the dis-

ciples had two swords each!

Along with discarding part of the evidence

and inflating the significance of other data,

Brandon introduces more than once the sly

innuendo that down through the ages Chris-

tian theologians have conspired to cover over

the true facts of the case, since for them (so

Brandon alleges) “the incarnated Son of God
could never have taken part in Jewish-Roman
politics” (p. xi). How far this allegation

may be true (Brandon cites no specific exam-
ples) remains doubtful; it is plain, however,

to at least one reader that the thesis of this

book is grounded on the author’s reluctance

to accept the prima fade testimony of the

Gospels, that Jesus was crucified because he
had claimed, implicitly and explicitly, to be

the Christ, the Son of the Blessed (Mk. 14:

6 1 f
. ) , and therefore was condemned as a

blasphemer. It is only thus that the unbiased

historian can account for the antagonism
that resulted in his unmerited death.

Bruce M. Metzger

The School of St. Matthew, and Its

Use of the Old Testament, by Krister

Stendahl, with a New Introduction by

the Author. Fortress Press, Philadelphia,

1968. Pp. xiv + 249. $6.75.

This book is a reprint of Stendahl’s doc-

toral dissertation at Uppsala, which was first

published in 1954. (For a fuller review see The
Bulletin, 49, 3, [January, 1956], pp. 5of.).

In this, the second printing, Stendahl pro-
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vides a Preface of fourteen pages in which
he surveys the chief research of the past

fifteen years concerning the character and
purpose of the Gospel of Matthew. Here
he also briefly answers various criticisms

which had been levelled at his work by earlier

reviewers. Stendahl admits that, owing to

the discoveries at Qumran, some scholarly

opinion today regards the Old Testament text

to be in a greater state of flux than he had
previously surmised. He also is now inclined

to minimize somewhat the degree of textual

creativity which he had earlier assigned to

“the School of St. Matthew.”

It is unfortunate that the publisher did not

see fit to make any alteration whatever in the

reprinting of the original volume. As a con-

sequence, the names of the several scholars

whose works are mentioned in the Preface

have not been incorporated into the Index.

Likewise, the errata—about forty misprints

—

have not been corrected in situ but are merely

listed at the end of the Preface, keyed by
page and line to the place where they belong.

Bruce M. Metzger

A Patristic Gree\ Lexicon, edited by

G.W.H. Lampe, Fascicle 5. Oxford, at

the Clarendon Press, 1968. Pp. 1153-

1568. $11.75.

The plans and work of more than half a

century have now come to fulfillment. A
suggestion made by H. B. Swete in 1906 led

to the formation of a team of some eighty

clergymen and others to read thousands of

treatises of the Greek Fathers and to prepare

slips for a Greek lexicon. During the suc-

ceeding years the project had as its editor,

from 1915 to 1941, Dr. Darwell Stone, Princi-

pal of Pursy House, Oxford. Then Dr. F. L.

Cross of Christ Church, Oxford, followed

Dr. Stone as editor, and was himself suc-

ceeded in 1948 by Dr. Lampe, now of

Cambridge.

The first of the five fascicles of the Lexicon

was published in 1961 (see the review in the

The Bulletin, LVI, 2, February, 1963) ;
now,

seven years later, the fifth and concluding

fascicle has come from the press. All of

the surviving collaborators who had a share,

great or small, in its production can feel a

sense of satisfaction that a truly magnificent

tool has been completed at last. Hitherto no
satisfactory lexicon of the Greek Fathers had
been available. Despite several points at

which, from a methodological point of view,

the present lexicon can be criticized (these

need not be repeated here), every patristic

scholar will feel a deep sense of appreciation

for the enormous amount of dedicated labor

that went into the production of this volume.

Besides the obvious uses to which such a

patristic lexicon will be put, the student of

the New Testament will find in its pages

considerable help in tracing the history of the

exegesis of more than one biblical passage

containing a distinctive word or phrase that

attracted the attention of the Greek Fathers.

Bruce M. Metzger

Historical and Literary Studies: Pa-

gan, Jewish, and Christian, by Bruce M.
Metzger (= New Testament Tools and
Studies, vol. VIII). E. J. Brill, Leiden,

Holland (available in the U.S.A. and
Canada through Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.),

1968. Pp. x + 170, -f- 20 plates. Dutch
Gld. 28.— ; $12.50.

This volume presents the work of a scholar

not only in the area of his own special com-
petence but also on a variety of topics which
will be of interest to the thoughtful minister.

These fourteen studies now collected and to

some extent rewritten are concentrated in

philological studies of the New Testament,
for only two are “Pagan,” and three “Jewish.”

The book opens with “Pagan” studies. The
first chapter reviews the methodologies used

in comparing the Mystery Religions and Early

Christianity, and concludes that Christianity’s

central doctrines and rites have no genetic

relationship to antecedent or contemporary
pagan cults. Then in Chapter II the author

corrects the title of the second grade of Mith-

raic initiation.

The “Jewish” studies follow in three di-

verse chapters. Chapter III describes a second

century A.D. Greek-Aramaic inscription from
Georgia with translation and commentary. In

Chapter IV is discussed the “lost” section of

II Esdras which Professor Metzger finds had
been published twice (1726-42, 1743) in Ger-
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man Bibles, 150 years before Professor Bensly

called it to the attention of the English-speak-

ing world. Chapter V notes all the formulas

used to introduce quotations of Scripture in

the New Testament and the Mishnah.

The dozen “Christian” studies cover varied

subjects, from the Ascension of Jesus to the

text of a magical amulet. I list six of them

here for the reader’s glance:

VI. How Many Times Does iinovaios

Occur outside the Lord’s Prayer?

VIII. The Ascension of Jesus Christ

X. A Magical Amulet for Curing Fever

XI. The Christianization of Nubia and

the Old Nubian Version of the

New Testament

XII. When Did Scribes Begin to Use
Writing Desks?

XIII. Codex Bezae and the Geneva Version

of the English Bible (1560)

Common to all is their literary basis in an-

cient texts, although not all of them are

found in New Testament literature.

Three of the Chrisuan studies deal with

that area of study in which Professor Metz-

ger has won great distinction, namely, textual

criticism. In the first of these (Chapter VII),

Metzger states and evaluates the evidence for

seventy or seventy-two disciples in Luke 10:1

and 17. His cautious conclusion is to favor

the number seventy but not to discard the

possibility that seventy-two might be correct.

In the second of these essays on the text,

“Explicit References in the Works of Origen

to Variant Readings in New Testament

Manuscripts” (Chapter IX), the author quotes

twenty-two such passages and cites extant

manuscript witnesses to the variants. He con-

cludes (1) that Origen was a poor textual

critic, making his decisions on the basis of

etymology or something equally irrelevant,

(2) that the major groups of manuscripts

known to Origen are known today, (3) that

very few readings known to Origen have

been lost, and (4) that Origen advances the

evidence for the existence of some readings

by many centuries.

The third textual study (Chapter XIV)
surveys major developments from 1957-1967.

These are discussed under the headings I.

Manuscript Discoveries, II. Textual Studies,

and III. Editions of the Greek New Testa-

ment. Metzger is here entirely at home, for
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he is one of the great masters of modern
textual studies. In this brief summary he

writes clearly, and with sound judgment.

Ernest Cadman Colwell

Claremont Graduate School

The Institute for Antiquity

and Christianity

Muslim Saints and Mystics, translated

by A. J. Arberry. The University of

Chicago Press, Chicago, 111 ., 1966. Pp.

XII + 287. $6.00.

This reviewer admits he was a bit mystified

upon first sight of the text. Transcriptions of

such classic Sufi names as Rabe‘a and Ebra-

him, Beshr and Mohasebi looked queer.

Poised to promote understanding between

East and West, the work is an English trans-

lation from Persian of what originally was a

thirteenth century manuscript derived from
Arabic. Compounding the issue is the lack

of an index. Published in the Persian Herit-

age series, which owes its foundation to His

Majesty the Shahinshah of Iran, the volume
simultaneously appears under the joint spon-

sorship of the Royal Institute of Translation

of Teheran and the UNESCO Collection of

Representative Works. Obviously any con-

nection between the prestigious status of the

volume and its scholarly caliber is purely

coincidental.

Sooner or later we discover that the Sufi

medallion represents popular religion on one
side and a religious philosophy on the other.

And that conceivably is one reason why the

material succeeds so little in commending
itself to a lay reader. In the total Islamic be-

havioral thrust the Sufi phenomenon does

not elude the serious student of world cul-

ture. Due to Sufism, an anthropological and
introspective functionalism gains currency. It

was incarnate in persons. It created move-
ments. It produced a reorganization of a vital

intellectual ethos. Such a transformation is

impressively meaningful. It is integral to Sufi

devotional experience. It sheds light upon the

continuing humanist evolution within Islam.

But it defies vulgarization.

Any significant reorientation in the idea of

the Holy, any distinctive metamorphosis in

the structure of the sacred /secular, in fact any
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substantial upheaval triggered by the Islamic

mystics is apt to revolutionize the believer’s

self-image. This in turn will tend to alter,

perhaps radically, former interpretauons of

the religious forces operative in an Islamic

tradition ever in process.

Such themes are germane to the knowl-

edgeable Introduction and painstaking trans-

lation that make up the bulk of the volume.

The translator’s aim is geared, however, to

literary theory. A scholarly audience is re-

minded that the central theme of this ecstatic

literature of early Persian Sufism was a

yearning of the lover (mystic) for the Be-

loved (God) and for a renewal of that ulti-

mate union which existed between the two
before Creation’s dawn. In due course, the

language and imagery of old Arabic poetry

were transformed into a rich and symbolical

vocabulary of mystical aspirations.

The author, Farid al-Din Attar, died in old

age at an undetermined date between A.D.

1220 and 1230. Presumably nine of the many
epics and idylls ascribed to him are authentic.

Of these, Mantiq al-Tair is the most cele-

brated. It embodies a subtle allegory of the

soul’s progress toward God. In English it is

made accessible through Edward FitzGerald’s

Bird-Parliament. His one prose vehicle is the

Tadhbirah al-Auliya (“Memorial of the

Saints”), critically edited by R. A. Nicholson,

2 vols., London, 1905-07, and here offered in

translation. Attar did not cite sources. These

are now supplied by the Cambridge oriental-

ist on the basis of internal evidence. Arberry

accepts Nicholson’s views on Attar’s motives

for compiling and rendering this Persian

anthology. Apparently, a central need was to

break through the language barrier. In the

case of the Persian Muslim, difficulty with

Arabic militated against proper comprehen-
sion not only of Koran and Sunnah but also

of the lives and sayings of saints. The Tadh-
\irah was partly an attempt to transcend

that barrier.

Arberry interjects here and there a number
of illuminating clarifications: For instance,

that the beginning of the twelfth century

saw the adaptation of the ghazal lyric, like

the rubai quatrain, to Sufi use at the hands

of the mystical lovers of God. To its erotic

symbolism, the mystics joined a bacchanalian

imagery borrowed from the profane songs of

abu-Nuwas. The qusidah formal ode, ancient

creation of Arabia’s pagan bards, was initially

confined to panegyric and satire. The Ismaili

propagandist, Nasir-e Khosrau (d. 1066),

converted the ode to religious purposes. The
way was thus prepared for Sana’i (d. ca.

1146), the first major mystical poet of Persia.

His verse proclaimed Sufi doctrine and disci-

pline. Apart from his example we might have
enjoyed neither the masterpieces of Rumi and
Sa’di nor those of Hafiz and Jami.

From these phenomenologically reproduced

vignettes we pass on to evaluate the more
directly related problems of methodology and
substance. In structuring the present selection

of 38 out of a total of 75 saints, Arberry’s

point of departure is the biographical seg-

ment of each entry enriched by his own
insertions of cross-references. The highly

prized dicta are omitted. Whereas the orig-

inal Tadh\irah terminated with the tenth-

century martyr, al-Hallaj—rightly rated by

Attar as the climax of the early Sufi move-

ment—Arberry concludes instead with two
extra biographies, namely, Ebrahim al-Khu-

was and al-Shebli. To the anecdotes he ap-

pends copious notes culled from primary

sources. This portion of a prayer by Rabe’a

will suffice as a sample of memorable writing:

“O God, if I worship Thee for fear of Hell,

burn me in Hell, and if I worship Thee in

hope of Paradise, exclude me from Paradise,

but if I worship Thee for Thy own sake,

grudge me not Thy everlasting beauty (p.

51).”

As for the raw material at the core of the

book, again we do well to heed the transla-

tor’s verdict. It was a matter of historical and
semi-historical anecdote, he intimates. This

was accentuated by the so-called apologue, the

invented parable. Credit for perfecting such

a genre in Persian Sufi literature goes to

Suhrawardi Maqtul (executed at Aleppo in

1191). He was a vigorous philosopher turned

mystic. His beautiful myths make free use of

animal symbolism—after the manner of the

Fables of Bidpai. This latter collection origi-

nating in Sanskrit was meant to instruct

princes in the laws of polity through animal

fables. It was rendered into Arabic from
Pahlavi at about 750 by the Persian ibn-al-

Muqaffa’.

Significantly enough, the Sufi myth
mounted back via Avicenna to Plato. We
learn, furthermore, that thus the neo-Plato-
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nist doctrine of descent of the soul into the

body was accepted by the Sufis as a prefigura-

tion of the Koranic concept of a primordial

covenant. It found an eloquent expression in

Avicenna’s famous Poem of the Soul, built

by Suhrawardi into a striking and graphic

myth. Hagiography meanwhile began to

flourish in full-length literary portraits of

individual Sufi saints as the volume under

review magnificently demonstrates.

Avowedly, the cry for saints in Islam is

historically as old as the faith itself. From

the beginning, the believers longed for inter-

mediaries to further their quest for deity.

Eventually we discover a corpus of Sufi writ-

ings approximating a religious art in format.

It is an order of belles-lettres remarkable for

its aesthetic nuances and for an antithesis

between mystical experience and dogmatics.

Paradoxically, too, we discover here a dichot-

omy of the motor and cerebral approaches to

Divinity. It remained for the great al-Ghaz-

zali (d. i hi) posthumously to pilot theology

across an era of sophisticated Sufi effer-

vescence that was to sweep thirteenth and

fourteenth century Persia.

Whether or not Arberry succeeds after all

in communicating the Sufi message and style

to a general Western audience is actually ir-

relevant. What is more consequential, how-

ever, is that in offering this anthology he has

rendered a magisterial contribution to our

appreciation of Persia’s literary and theo-

logical patrimony.

Equally intriguing to the Islamicist is the

phenomenon of Arab/Persian symbiosis—

a

marriage between the Iranian soul—free-

thinking, free-living, and aesthetic—and the

Arab personality—enthusiastic, individualis-

tic, and emotionally intense. Incidentally, one

misses acknowledgement of E. G. Browne,

another Cambridge giant in the field, whose
pioneer achievement is immortalized in four

volumes (published 1902-1924) on Persian

literary history.

Perhaps the uncanny implication of a work
that risks falling between two stools is pre-

cisely in that juxtaposition between literary

criticism and Religionswissenschaft. At any

rate, the treatment throughout is of a fine

quality. It is quite as refreshing as its merits

are truly monumental.

Edward J. Jurji

The English Presbyterians, by C. Gor-

don, Bolam, Jeremy Goring, H. L. Short

and Roger Thomas. Beacon Press, Bos-

ton, Mass., 1968. Pp. 297. $10.00.

Students of the history of Presbyterianism

in England are aware of the fact that in the

eighteenth century a number of congrega-

tions which had been started under Presby-

terian auspices became Unitarian, and the

Presbyterian Church of England had virtually

to be refounded in the nineteenth century,

mainly under the influence of immigrant
Scotsmen. The authors of this book trace the

story of this development.

When the Presbyterian movement origi-

nated in England in the late sixteenth cen-

tury, under men like Thomas Cartwright

and Walter Travers, it was clearly differen-

tiated from Independency or Congregation-

alism, which started about that same time.

Whereas Congregationalists sought a “gath-

ered” Church, Presbyterians believed in a

Church which should be inclusive rather

than exclusive: in the familiar phraseology

of Ernst Troeltsch, Congregationalism was a

sect-type religion, Presbyterianism a Church-

type religion. Besides, Congregationalism

looked on the local congregation as the basic

cell unit of Christianity, whereas Presbyte-

rianism had a national, even an ecumenical,

outlook. Again, for Congregationalism the

local congregation as such administered dis-

cipline; but Presbyterianism believed in gov-

ernment by means of a representative Kirk
session consisting of ministers and elders.

In view of its distinctive character, Presby-

terianism in England sought inclusion with-

in the established Anglican Church rather

than toleration outside of it. Three times it

sought such comprehension in the national

establishment: in 1646-48, in 1660-61, and in

1688-89. But when these three attempts failed,

the Presbyterians had to resign themselves to

the role of a dissenting minority outside the

episcopally governed Church of England.

It might have been expected that, in view
of this exclusion from Anglicanism, the Eng-
lish Presbyterians would make common cause

with the Congregationalists as fellow non-
conformists. And so they did, in the so-called

Heads of Agreement of 1691. But this did

not last beyond 1695. Thereafter, in the
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course of the eighteenth century, these two
church groups drew apart again. The main
reason for this was the fact that Presbyterians

were more receptive to the liberalizing influ-

ences of that day, with the result that many
of their ministers and churches became
Arminian in theology, while the Congrega-
tionalists remained rigidly Calvinistic. In

the later years of the eighteenth century

many English Presbyterians, influenced by the

prevailing rationalism, became Unitarian in

their Christology: that is to say, they taught

that “Christ was not the second Person of

the Trinity, nor (as the Arians taught) the

pre-existent Word, but a man commissioned
by God to proclaim those sacred truths of

creation and conduct which the unaided
human reason might guess at, but could
never know with certainty without divine

revelation” (p. 230).

This Unitarian movement became organ-

ized at the national level. First, the British

and Foreign Unitarian Association was
founded in 1825; and in 1873 there was con-

stituted “The National Conference of Uni-

tarian, Liberal Christian, Free Christian, Pres-

byterian and Other Non-Subscribing or Kin-

dred Congregations.” These two bodies

merged in 1928 under the title “The General

Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian

Churches”; and under that name English

Unitarianism continues today.

This book does not pretend to deal with

the Presbyterian Church of England today,

which is really a nineteenth century founda-

tion. It traces the development of the Eng-

lish Presbyterian movement from “Eliza-

bethan Puritanism to Modern Unitarianism”

and it does so clearly and with scholarly doc-

umentation in such a manner as to make the

development intelligible if not justifiable. It

is a book from which students of English

Non-conformity can learn much.

Norman V. Hope

The Autobiography of Bertrand

Russell, 1914-1944, Little, Brown and

Company, Boston, Mass., 1968. Pp. 418.

$8.95.

This second volume of Bertrand Russell’s

autobiography covers the thirty years from

19x4 to 1944—i.e. from World War I to

World War II. This period represented a new
stage in Russell’s personal development; for,

as he puts it, “It may seem curious that the

War (World War I) should rejuvenate any-

body, but in fact it shook me out of my
prejudices and made me think afresh on a

number of fundamental questions” (page 3).

Before this time Russell had been mainly
an academic student devoting himself to

abstract and theoretical questions of mathe-
matics, logic and philosophy. Such interests

did not die out during the years covered by
the present volume; for one of his most im-
portant—and most widely circulated and
most lucrative books

—

A History of Western

Philosophy, was published in 1945. But after

World War I he became interested in many
practical questions of a social and political

sort, and wrote extensively about them. For

example, he visited Russia in 1920 and China
in 1921, and embodied his reflections on
what was happening in these two countries

in The Practice and Theory of Bolshevism

(1920) and The Problem of China (1921).

In 1927, along with his second wife Dora
Black, he started a “progressive” school. In

the present volume of autobiography he says

that, “In retrospect, I feel that several things

were mistaken in the principles upon which
the school was conducted” (page 227) ;

and
it did not last long. But it gave him the in-

centive to crystallize his philosophy of edu-

cation, which he did in his volumes On
Education (1926) and Education and the

Social Order (1932). During this same period

he was compelled to think about the ques-

tion of how to abolish war; and he published

his views on this matter in his book Which
Way to Peace? (1936).

Throughout the years covered by this vol-

ume Russell’s private life continued to be as

irregular, not to say turbulent, as it had been

before 1914. In 1916 he acquired a new mis-

tress, the actress Colette O’Niel. In 1921 he

divorced his first wife, from whom he had
long been separated, and married Dora Black.

In 1929 he published a book entitled Mar-
riage and Morals, in which he expounded the

view that “complete fidelity was not to be

expected in most marriages, but that a hus-

band and wife ought to be able to remain

good friends in spite of affairs” (pp. 227-8).

Apparently this philosophy did not work too

well: in 1935 he divorced his second wife
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and in 1936 married Patricia Spencer. Even

this third matrimonial venture did not en-

dure, however, for eventually Miss Spencer

and he were divorced: but this happened

after the period covered by the present vol-

ume. Russell now says—quite understand-

ably—that “I don’t know what I think now
about the subject of marriage . . . there seem

to be insuperable objections to every general

theory about it” (page 228).

The Bertrand Russell of this volume, as of

its predecessor, is indubitably a man of great

and varied mental gifts and—even more than

in volume one—of wide intellectual interests.

He undoubtedly has some admirable charac-

teristics—an eagerness to stand up and be

counted upon every issue on which he feels

keenly, a willingness to champion the rights

of such an unpopular minority
,
as the con-

scientious objectors in war time, and a com-
mitment to academic freedom and integrity

of teaching. But he is also very self-centered

and immature, particularly in matters of sex

and indeed in his relations with women gen-

erally. This makes his frank and revealing

book a deeply interesting but sometimes

rather unedifying document.

Norman V. Hope

A Question of Conscience
, by Charles

Davis. Harper & Row, New York, N.Y.,

1967. Pp. 278. $6.95.

In December 1966 the Christian world
learned with some surprise that Charles Davis

had decided to leave the Roman Catholic

Church. For twenty years Davis had served

this Church as a Professor of Theology, Edi-

tor of The Clergy Review, and peritus at

Vatican Council II: indeed, he was widely

regarded as the leading Roman Catholic

theologian in England. Why should he have
decided to renounce his membership in the

Church he had served so long and so well?

This book, A Question of Conscience, is

Davis’s answer to this question. The sub-

stance of what he says is this, that the Roman
Catholic Church, as a hierarchical institu-

tional structure, ceased to have credibility as

an authentic Church of Jesus Christ. This

was true for two clear reasons. To begin

with, the biblical and historical arguments by
which the Roman Catholic Church has built
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up its claims were unconvincing because

untrue. “Using biblical texts as a basis and

tradition and history for interpretation and

confirmation, it sets out to show that Christ

instituted a visible Church, that he gave his

Church an hierarchical constitution, that he

established Peter as its visible head and the

apostles as its rulers, that he intended Peter

and the apostles to have permanent successors

in pope and bishops. The Roman Church

alone, it is thus maintained, has kept the

structure of the Church as instituted by

Christ and is alone in unbroken continuity

with the first apostolic community” (page

61). But this chain of reasoning Davis re-

jects, and for reasons. He cites the statement

of Father John McKenzie, S.J., to the effect

that “Peter lacks the position in the New
Testament which he ought to have if he or

anyone else thought of him as Pope” (page

147) ;
and besides, he says that “there is no

cogent evidence for the existence and exer-

cise of a papal primacy of jurisdiction in the

first two centuries. The evidence in fact indi-

cates its absence” (page 156).

The second reason for Davis’s renunciation

of the Roman Catholic Church is that in his

judgment the Church, is not an authentic

embodiment of Christ’s power, hope and

love. “I came to see the Roman Church as

inimical to Christian faith, because it had

become a zone of untruth, pervaded by a

lack of concern for truth. It was, I came to

realize, an obstacle to Christian love, because

it had forgotten that authority and institu-

tions were at the service of the freedom and
communion of persons, so that people were
being damaged and destroyed to preserve an

antiquated system no longer in harmony
with their needs. Stifling for the truth and

unlovingly repressive, the atmosphere created

within it was crushing people into anxiety

and fear rather than freeing them for hope

and happiness. And by making its institu-

tional form an end not a means, it was going

counter to Christian hope, even to the extent

of compromising its mission to mankind
when institutional advantage seemed to de-

mand this” (page 63).

For these two reasons, which Davis clearly

states and amply documents, he decided to

leave the Church of his fathers. It has been

suggested that he might have remained a

practicing Roman Catholic while seeking to
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reform the Church from within. But, though
he is well aware of the forces of renewal and
updating which are operative in present day
Roman Catholicism, he does not think that

they are likely to be able to bring about those

changes which are urgently necessary if the

Roman Church is to become a worthy and
credible embodiment of Christ’s presence in

the world.

According to the Roman Catholic maga-
zine, Commonweal, Davis’s withdrawal from
membership “has made a profound impact

on the Catholic Church.” It is fair to say,

however, that his departure has been greeted

by Roman Catholic officialdom not with
angry denunciation, but with restraint and
tolerance. At the same time, it is significant

that Davis has not seen fit to join any other

branch of the Christian Church, perhaps be-

cause, as he says “the existing social struc-

tures of the Churches are inadequate and
obsolete” (pages 266-7). S° perhaps Davis’s

renunciation of Roman Catholicism carries

a message for other Churches as well.

Norman V. Hope

The American Churches in the Ecu-

menical Movement: 1900-1968, by Sam-

uel McCrea Cavert. Association Press,

New York, 1969. Pp. 288. $9.95.

Here is a volume that will clearly be the

standard study of the structural and institu-

tional aspects of twentieth century American

Protestant ecumenism. Attention is given to

denominational mergers, as of the Metho-

dists, the United Church, the United Presby-

terians and, on the other hand, to such un-

denominational agencies as the Y.M.C.A., but

the central theme is inevitably that of the

“conciliar movement,” local, statewide, and

especially the national Federal Council and
at length the National Council of Churches.

Such forms of denominational cooperation

have clearly been the dominant American
expression of ecumenism, and are likely to

be for the calculable future. For fifty years

Samuel McCrea Cavert was at the center of

this work, from his initiation as assistant

secretary of the Wartime Commission in

1918, to his service in the general secretari-

ate of the Federal Council (1921-1950) and
the National Council (1951-54) successively

and then (1954-57) as executive secretary in

the United States for the World Council of

Churches. He tells his story in balanced,

objective, factual style, with a minimum of

personal assessment. A second volume will

supply more detailed information on many
of the specialized institutions and movements
of church cooperation and unity.

Although Dr. Cavert does not make a point
of it, the two great advances in cooperative

action and organization seem to have been
spurred by the two World Wars. The first

lifted the embryonic Federal Council from
impecunious obscurity, and the second was
matched by the decade of planning which
consolidated nine agencies into the National
Council of Churches.

Dr. Cavert does call attention to one rea-

son for the identification of the early Federal

Council with social education and action.

The established interests of the denomina-
tions (such as foreign and home missions

and Christian education) already had ac-

quired interdenominational program agen-

cies, but social ethics was still in the process

of organization. It is also significant that

financing, both of the local councils and the

Federal Council, derived less from the de-

nominations than from interested individ-

uals. Had one waited for denominational
initiative in authorization and financing, he
might be waiting still. It is this long strug-

gle to consolidate the American Protestant

curia, even at last physically into one build-

ing, which makes effective the present “occu-

pation” of 475 Riverside Drive in the interest

of “reparations.”

Dr. Cavert traces also the relations of

Americans to the international ecumenical

movement. John R. Mott’s evocation of the

mission church, national councils, and the

I.M.C. based on them, is perhaps the most
impressive individual achievement, but Stock-

holm would not have been possible without

Macfarland and Atkinson, or Lausanne cer-

tainly without Brent and Gardiner. Dr. Cavert

gives William Adams Brown the largest

share in the fusing of Life and Work with

Faith and Order in the 1930’s and contends

that the greatest American contribution to

the World Council was American experience

in church federation in the formative stages.

In return, of course, the Americans received

much in theology, the sense of the church as
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community, the relevance of the Bible, the

awareness of tradition. They did not, how-
ever, themselves venture into theology head-

on until the Oberlin Conference of 1957.

Since then the scene has been occupied with

COCU, the new relations with the Ortho-

dox, and most revolutionary of all, the new
dialogue and cooperation with Roman
Catholicism.

There is still much to be done in the ecu-

menical movement in the churches at large

outside the bureaucracy, but for the activities

of the latter this history will be indispen-

sable. The concluding assessment is most
judicious and thoughtful.

James H. Nichols

Christ and the Moral Life, by James

M. Gustafson. Harper & Rowe, New
York, N.Y., 1968. Pp. xii + 275. $8.00.

With this book another fixed star is added
to the firmament of Christian ethics. It is a

thorough, systematic study which no serious

student in the field will be able to ignore in

the years to come. At last those who have

sought a counterpart in American Christian

ethics to Paul Lehmann’s Ethics in a Chris-

tian Context have found their prize. Both

men are in the deepest sense Christian ethi-

cists. Both are scholars who explore the full

range of theology to illuminate ethical de-

cision. But each man’s strength complements
the other’s weakness: Gustafson in careful

attention to the structure and spirit of human
moral behavior; Lehmann with his empha-
sis on divine humanizing activity as the

source of human action.

Gustafson’s book is fundamentally a dia-

logue with Karl Barth, and like Barth his

Table of Contents is deceptively simple. His

purpose is to determine the role of Jesus

Christ in the moral experience of man, as

that moral experience is defined by universal

and general questions raised by people in-

side and outside the community of Christian

faith. “What ought I to do?” “What criteria,

principles, models or values do I turn to for

guidance?” “How is my answer to the per-

sonal moral question conditioned or deter-

mined by what I have become and am as a

person?” “What powers and beings, places

and things are the sources of moral good-
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ness?” In seeking answers to these questions,

the author engages in discussion with Karl

Barth in the context of profound apprecia-

tion for the latter’s faith and insight, despite

a difference of opinion about the starting

point and method of ethics. His second chap-

ter concerns basically the ethics of Barth and
Bonhoeffer, with references where relevant

to Frederick Denison Maurice. It is followed

by a chapter on sanctification, which deals

largely with John Wesley and Friedrich

Schleiermacher and Thomas Aquinas. One
on justification centers on Martin Luther
and two modern theologians who have car-

ried him in different directions—Rudolf Bult-

mann and Reinhold Niebuhr. Then follow

two chapters in which one senses that Gustaf-

son is relaxing a bit and—not uncritically

—

warming to his subject. They concern the

various ways of knowing Christ as the pat-

tern of human life and as the teacher of

men. Here liberal idealism, Kierkegaard’s

discipleship of humility, Bonhoeffer’s con-

formity to Christ in death and resurrection,

Thomas-a-Kempis and William Law are all

considered, and Barth’s relation to the teach-

ings of Jesus is carefully considered.

The concluding chapter reveals that this is

indeed where the author’s heart lies. He de-

velops it first in terms of a difference with

Karl Barth, but to some degree also with

Bonhoeffer and Lehmann. These, he claims,

are so concerned to derive all ethics in form,

method and content from God’s act in Jesus

Christ that other norms besides Christ

—

human desires, abilities, social conditions, etc.

—are neglected. By contrast, Gustafson under-

stands all men to be asking the moral ques-

tion: “What ought I to do?” They have
moral intentions, determined by the devel-

opment of their character and not only from
immediate confrontation with God’s word.
Christian action should indeed be deter-

mined by faith in God and loyalty to Christ,

but faith and moral action are two separable

steps in the process and other elements go
into moral action besides faith. Christ then

is “the central norm, the main source of

illumination for (the Christian’s) words and
deeds.” He “gives insight and direction; he
shows something of the way in which his

disciples are to follow. He helps them to see

what options are more in conformity with
the human good as it is understood in and
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through God’s work.” Christ is creator and
redeemer, sanctifier and justifier, to be sure,

but for the moral life he is primarily the

pattern and the teacher.

This too brief description oversimplifies

the contrast. Indeed it seems at times that

Gustafson himself overdraws his disagree-

ment with Barth. The centrality of Christ

for both men is more important than their

differences. Barth would not deny that man
brings to the encounter with God a wealth

of human experience, including experience

of various goods and of moral ways of be-

havior toward his neighbors. Nor would he

deny that the Christian is free to use this

experience as part of the rich humanity of

Christian living. Barth’s polemic was against

moral ideologies and absolutes which domi-

nate and claim to justify man according to

their own standards. As Bonhoeffer pointed

out, the question “What ought I to do?” is

born of a human desire for self-justification.

The beginning of Christian life is freedom

from “ethics” in this sense of the word, from
the desire to be good. All of this Gustafson

recognized very well, but I suspect Barth

would suggest that Christ and the Moral Life

is a bit too anxiously preoccupied still with

whether and how Christians are morally

different from other people.

With this the issue is fairly joined and
Barth has found posthumously in Gustafson

a worthy debating partner. Is ethics the art

of discerning the messianic reconciling action

of God in Christ as the reality which deter-

mines our present and future in concrete

terms? Is it freedom to be oneself in the

context of this action? Or is ethics the study

of the human moral understanding as is

illumined by Christ the pattern and the

teacher deciding in a thousand concrete cases

what ought to be done? Gustafson is not

entirely on the latter side, but it is clear that

for him reality is most deeply found in sensi-

tive, moral striving with God’s help.

Charles C. West

War and Moral Discourse, by Ralph

B. Potter. John Knox Press, Richmond,

Virginia, 1969. Pp. 123. $2.45.

This book is composed of two parts: (1)

An essay on the problem of reaching moral

decisions about support of and participation

in wars and (2) an extensive bibliographical

essay on the question of war in Christian

literature, both historical and contemporary.
The latter of these essays is an outstanding
piece of work. It neglects Biblical studies but
almost everything else is in it. Any serious

student wanting to find his way into this

question will find here one of the best read-
ing guides available.

Potter’s essay on the moral problem of

war itself is really a prolegomenon rather

than a treatment of the subject. The author
brings out in the scope of eighty pages a large

number of dilemmas which show us the

complexity of the problem and the impos-
sibility of a simple position. He pleads for

the careful reconstruction of a rational moral
law by using which men can determine when
a war is just and when unjust, and in what
manner it may be conducted justly. He does
not construct such a moral system himself. He
pleads rather for its development, by inter-

action with the actual decision making of

governments and fighting men, in all its

technical and ethical complexity. Only by
such rational exercise, he maintains, can the

excesses of the warrior and the irresponsi-

bility of the pacifist be avoided.

I have already suggested that the essay is

unproductive. The reason I think lies in

Potter’s starting point: the assumption that

Christians must seek a moral law which will

appeal to the conscience of all reasonable

people regardless of their faith and philoso-

phy. With this assumption, Potter departs

from reality and never quite succeeds in re-

turning to it. For example, the fundamental
problem of ideological conflict in the modern
world with its clashing analyses of what
reality is, where its powers are taking us, and
what man’s destiny may be is largely ig-

nored. Curiously, the problem of nuclear war
is also absent. The cases discussed are taken

largely from the sort of conflict represented

by Vietnam or by wars between nation states

in the pre-nuclear age.

Potter concludes with reference to Augus-
tine’s wise balance between the need at

some times to do violence in order that justice

may be preserved and the realization that this

same violence works evil for which man
must be forgiven. This would have made a

good starting point for the essay. Conversa-
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tions between Christians and non-Christians

on questions as basic as this comes not when
Christians hide their faith behind some gen-

eral propositions, but when they bring to

bear their understanding of reality as they

know it in Jesus Christ and in the contempo-
rary situation: the reality of judgment and
forgiveness and new possibility for peace

using and overriding the powers and ambi-

tions of human politics. It is the dynamic of

this process with which Augustine was con-

cerned, rather than the formulation of propo-

sitions on which he and the pagans might
agree. Analysis of this process in concrete

political-theological terms would help all of

us most to deal with the problem of war.

Charles C. West

The Reasonableness of Faith
,

by

Diogenes Allen (Foreword by Gene

Fontinell). Corpus Books, Washington,

D.C. & Cleveland, O., 1968. Pp. xx +
140. $4.95.

Can one living in the 20th Century be a

Christian believer? Bultmann put it this way:
how can a man who turns an electric switch

believe in the resurrection? Diogenes Allen,

who is an Associate Professor of Philosophy

at Princeton Theological Seminary, in The
Reasonableness of Faith, replies “Yes.” His

affirmation is quite simple and very specific:

faith is a reasonable ground for religious

belief because it provides redemption of our

broken and ensnarled lives; it satisfies real

human needs. “A person can respond with

faith to a presentation of a religion because

its beliefs meet his needs ... as long as

there are no reasons which count decisively

against the truth of his religious beliefs, the

fulfillment of his needs—which lead him to

respond with faith and to retain his faith

—

can be a reasonable ground or basis for him
to adhere to religious beliefs and to assert

them as true” (p. xvii). Dr. Allen makes it

clear that the reasonableness of faith is not

dependent on reasons which may be asserted

to substantiate faith. Faith is a sufficient

ground in itself, if it is adhered to because it

satisfies needs and is a solid ground for reli-

gious truth-claims independently of reasons

which count toward establishing their truth.

The author discusses two views of Christi-

anity: one, that belief is true because it pro-

vides a superior world view; and, second,

that belief is true because it sadsfies our need
to have our own personal lives healed and
saved. The first seeks reasons; the second is

independent of reasons, or metaphysical ex-

planations or proofs or a superior world view,

or philosophical systems. Christianity can

stand on its own feet as reasonable and true

without support. It does not rest in the en-

deavor to satisfy the mind, but to satisfy the

man. It does not wait until the verdict is

received from the positivist or the linguistic

analyst or metaphysician or the scientist. It

is content with
—

“I was blind, but now I

see”; “I was lost and now am found.” This

is its truth-claim. The Christian most often

believes to understand; he does not under-

stand to believe. Faith is not conditional upon
observable facts, but on new life. This, how-
ever, does not imply an irrational belief. So-

called facts and metaphysics and views which
appear contrary of faith must be faced and
in facing them—what Dr. Allen calls—

a

process of “theological screening” sifts out

fantasy and superstition. “The only way to

insist that the satisfaction of needs which

lead to a devotion to God cannot warrant

adherence to religious beliefs is by adopting

as the sole standard the kind of warrant

which permits the assertion of unreligious

statements. To do this is to ignore the char-

acter of religious truth-claims and to treat

them as non-religious ones” (p. 90).

Dr. Allen suggests that his principle of

faith alone to justify adherence to God ade-

quately distinguishes between rival religious

beliefs—and practices—in their capacity to

meet an individual’s needs.

Those who are concerned with contempo-

rary views of religious knowledge and its

validity will be stimulated and instructed by

this careful and perceptive volume. Those
of us who know Dr. Allen are grateful for

his competence in the philosophy of religion.

J. Charles McKirachan

President of the Alumni Council
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Philosophical Resources for Christian

Thought
, ed. by Perry LeFevre. Abing-

don Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1968. Pp.

142. $3.00.

This is a useful little book, consisting of

popular lectures delivered at Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary by Charles Hartshorne,

Quentin Lauer, Frederick Ferre, and John
Macquarrie. Each of them speaks as a repre-

sentative of one of the four major philosoph-

ical movements in this century (Process Phi-

losophy, Phenomenology, Langauge Analy-

sis, and Existentialism) with a view to

exploring their significance for theology. In

addition, the editor has supplied an intro-

ductory essay on the relation of theology and
philosophy in recent years, as viewed by four

of the recent “theological giants.” He sug-

gests that their departure may mean that

Christian thought will soon view philosophy

in a fresh way.

Each of the representatives of major philo-

sophical schools is hard-pressed to work
within the confines of a few pages. Not only

must he explain a complex philosophic view

or method, but he must also point out its

significance for Christianity. All this to a

general audience! The result is, as may be

expected: too popular to advance the osten-

sive purpose of the book and lectures, namely,

to show the philosophical resources for Chris-

tian thought.

Yet the book is not a failure. It may help

renew more widespread interest in the sig-

nificance of philosophy for Christianity. Some
specific items of importance also emerge,

such as, for example, Macquarrie’s point that

philosophers today have “found new interests

and new problems that have no obvious

connection with what the theologian is talk-

ing about” (pp. 126-7). I* would be well

were religious people more aware of just how
true this is and why.

Diogenes Allen

From Science to Theology—The Evo-

lutionary Design of Teilhard de Char-

din, by Georges Crespy (trans. George

H. Shriver). Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1968. Pp. 174. $4.00.

For many years Georges Crespy has been
responsible for teaching philosophy and the-

ology at the Faculte libre Theologie protes-

tante at the University of Montpellier, France.

He has already a major work on the thought
of Teilhard de Chardin. This particular book
is the result of a series of eight lectures on
Chardin given in 1965 while he was a Visit-

ing Professor at Chicago Theological Semi-
nary.

It is an admirable piece of work. Its great

strength is the clarity and power with which
it presents the significance for theology of a

universe which not only changes but which
evolves. We are still so adverse to serious

theological reflection about the natural world,

despite the effort of the Whiteheadians, that

another well-argued case for such reflection

is very welcome, even though it is focused

on such a well-known figure as Chardin.

Crespy is not a tub-thumper for Chardin’s

theology (“We must also say rather openly

that the theological outlines and plans of

Teilhard as such are practically unsalvage-

able ... he is not important because of the

results obtained . . .” p. 165). It is the prob-

lems Teilhard so forcibly poses for theology

that matters above all: that God is God of a

universe and not just of men, with the earth

merely a stage to act out a drama; that the

universe is, so to speak, “growing” and not

finished; that what is called for above all is

a different mentality or mental attitude in

theology before a world that has a vast time

span and apparent direction.

This book is not a popular one nor a schol-

arly work, but a learned essay which can be

profitably read by both the general reader and

the scholar. Crespy’s own views regarding the

relation of theology and cosmology (or faith

and reason) are extraordinarily important. I

found the first forty or so pages and the last

chapter more interesting than the middle

part of the book, where he presents Chardin’s

own thought. It is, then, a book about Char-

din, but it is more than that: it is this addi-

tional element which makes it well worth

reading, whether or not one particularly cares

about Chardin.

Diogenes Allen
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Contemporary Moral Issues (Second

edition), ed. by Harry K. Girvets.

Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont,

Calif., 1968. Pp. xii + 563. $4.95.

This book covers about twenty moral

issues, ranging from national security to

alienation, church and state to the values of

a business society. To call them “issues,” as

the editor notes, is to say that they are not

yet resolved, at any rate not among thought-

ful and responsible men of good will. On
each issue selections from the writings of

two or more well-known public figures or

distinguished scholars are presented. Most

of the selections are brief, written in a lively

style, and are intended for a general audi-

ence. Among the nearly 100 authors repre-

sented are Walter Lippmann, Newton Minow,
Jacques Barzun, Karl Barth, George Kennan,

Stokey Carmichael, Karl Menninger, and

Reinhold Niebuhr.

The book should prove to be a gold mine
for the pastor and layman. In fact, I would
strongly recommend its use for high school

and adult church school classes, senior high

youth group programs, and as a study book
for women’s circles. The topics clearly con-

cern us all as citizens and the essays put

before us the complexities of the issues and
positive proposals. They should spark off

many a good discussion (far better than do
most church designed books for these

groups) and offer the opportunity to relate

our faith in God to our present-day life and
society.

Diogenes Allen

Theology and the Kingdom of God,

by Wolfhart Pannenberg. Westminster

Press, Philadelphia, Pa., 1969. Pp. 143.

$2.45.

The literature by and about Wolfhart

Pannenberg, the prolific young German theo-

logian, mounts steadily. But beyond small

circles of scholars, he is still only a name,
someone vaguely associated with the recent

wave of theological interest in hope and the

future. Many pastors and theological students

who have wanted to read Pannenberg first-

hand have found his Revelation as History

(Macmillan, 1968) and Jesus—God and Man
(Westminster, 1968) too technical to help

the beginner. The present work, by contrast,

will serve admirably as a concise and readable

introduction to his theology. It includes four

previously published essays by Pannenberg
and an excellent sketch of the dominant fea-

tures of his thought by Richard John Neuhaus.

The main argument of these essays is that

Jesus’ message of the coming kingdom of

God must be recovered as “a key to the whole
of Christian theology” (p. 53). Pannenberg
is not advocating a revival of the apocalyptic

expectation, shared by Jesus and the early

church, of the imminent end of the world.

Nor does he wish to take up uncritically the

notion of the kingdom of God as the product

of man’s ethical activity, popularized in

America by the Social Gospel movement.
Rather, his point is that the message of the

coming kingdom, if taken seriously as a

basic clue to the dynamics of history, has far-

reaching and unexplored implications for the

Christian understanding of God, of man, of

the church, and of the foundation of creative

social change. The influences of Hegel and
Whitehead on Pannenberg’s undertaking are

evident but far from determinative.

In line with die proclamation of the com-
ing kingdom, Pannenberg proposes that we
think of God and his kingdom not as an

existing entity “out there” but as “the power
of the future.” The powerful future of God
is not a distant reality but “a transcendence

that is engaged in the dynamics of this

world” (p. 1 14). Whereas we are accustomed
to think of the future as the product or mere
extension of the past and present, Pannen-
berg argues that the future, in a more im-
portant sense, creates the past and present.

The future of God is the constantly liberating

and unifying power of love. As creative love,

the future of God criticizes and renews given

reality, relativizes it and releases new possi-

bilities for it. The power of God’s coming
kingdom struggles with our resistance to

change and invites our trust in the benefi-

cence of the future.

Man’s sin is his attempt to forestall the

future by erecting defensive structures against

it. Faith, on the contrary, is entrusting one-

self to the future as a gracious rather than a

hostile power. In the light of the futurity of

God and his reign, all institutions, including
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the church, are recognized as radically pro-

visional. The power of transcendence is at

work in them only as they are open to criti-

cism and to change. The primary task of the

church is to keep men and their institutions

aware of their relativity and provisionality,

and to inspire visions of creative social change
by the proclamation of God’s coming uni-

versal kingdom of justice, freedom, and love

(cf. p. 85).

Pannenberg calls for a political theology

and for the responsible participation of Chris-

tians in efforts to improve the quality and
conditions of human life. He is critical, how-
ever, of those who think they can substitute

activism for honest theological study and
the difficult task of reformulating Chrisuan

faith in terms intelligible to modern men.
He is wary of the word “revolutionary” as

descriptive of the church’s role in society,

not because he denies the legitimacy of revo-

lution, including the use of violence, in cer-

tain circumstances, but because he suspects

the revolutionary spirit of being uncritical of

its own pretensions and blind to the pro-

visionality of its own programs and achieve-

ments.

There are, of course, many questions raised

by Pannenberg’s work. One of the most im-

portant has to do with his view of the

dialectical relationship between God’s future

and the social and cultural heritage. As

Pannenberg describes it, this relationship is

both negative and positive. On the one hand,

the coming kingdom of God exposes the

provisionality of everything; on the other

hand, it preserves and transforms the exisdng

world in the midst of its provisionality.

Pannenberg’s emphasis that the power of

God’s future transforms rather than reck-

lessly destroys the heritage of the past is im-

pressive. If, however, qualitative changes in

human life are more costly than we like to

think, the realities of conflict, judgment, and

death will have to be more emphatically

underscored in a theology of the coming

kingdom than is the case in these essays.

Daniel L. Migliore

Process Thought and Christian Faith,

by Norman Pittenger. The Macmillan

Company, New York, N.Y., 1968. Pp.

99. $3.95.

Norman Pittenger is the evangelist of

process theology. For many years and in

numerous books, he has been zealously com-
mending process thought as the most helpful

philosophical resource for the reconceptuali-

zation of Christian faith in the light of

contemporary knowledge and experience. In

this slim volume, Pittenger offers “a brief

and popular account of process thought and
its importance for Chrisuan theology.” The
simplicity and clarity of the presentation

will be welcomed by novices to this school of

thought; more advanced students will com-
plain of the tendency to smooth over jagged
issues.

In the opening chapter, the author intro-

duces the reader to some process philoso-

phers (especially Alfred North Whitehead,
Charles Hartshorne, and Teilhard de Char-

din) and to some theologians who, like him-

self, are presently making use of a process

metaphysic in their restatement of Christian

faith (Schubert Ogden, Daniel Day Williams,

John Cobb, and others).

Pittenger identifies the main themes of

process thought as follows. (1) Reality is dy-

namic and processive rather than static. (2)

It is comprised of an interrelated and inter-

penetrative series of “occasions” rather than

a number of independent and unchanging
substances. (3) Some events are more im-

portant than others in disclosing the quality

and purpose of the creative power at work
everywhere in the world. Process thinkers

look upon the divine activity as the chief

exemplification of, rather than the exception

to, these principles descriptive of our common
experience. Hence God is not wholly inde-

pendent of the world. He is “intimately and
necessarily” (p. 41) related to all events in

nature and in history. He ceaselessly affects

and is affected by everything that happens.

The second chapter contains a criticism of

the traditional model of God as having his

existence only from himself. According to

this model, God has no necessary relation-

ships with any reality other than himself.

Such a God, says Pittenger, cannot be essen-

tially love, for “love signifies relationship”

(p. 22). God “cannot be the God he is, and
hence not really God, unless there is a world
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in which his creativity is expressed and which
itself is an expression of that creativity, and
unless he is affected by that world and what
happens in it” (p. 41). Perhaps the argument
can be reversed, however. If God is graciously

related to the world, he cannot be necessarily

related to it. To speak of God as gracious is

to speak of the surprising freedom of his love.

In the third chapter, Pittenger sketches a

process view of man, especially emphasizing

“man’s integral belonging-with-others” (p.

62). He also outlines a process christology in

which Jesus is seen not as “the great anom-
aly” but as “the exemplary instance of self-

disclosure by God” (pp. 72-3). This is the

least helpful chapter of the book, perhaps

because, as Pittenger notes, the process phi-

losophers have given little sustained attention

to the question of the nature of man and, of

course, still less to christological issues. Pit-

tenger himself has written at length on
christology in process terms in his book. The
Word Incarnate (Harper, 1959), a sequel of

which will soon be published.

The final chapter takes up the theme of

“immortality” in the process thinkers. Pitten-

ger acknowledges the mild indifference of

Whitehead and Hartshorne to the question of

“personal” or “subjective immortality,” as

distinct from “objective immortality.” But he
argues that their views do not preclude the

possibility of “some sort of persistence of the

creaturely agent” beyond death, as well as

the preservation in “God consequent” of all

value achieved by creatures (p. 81). The
neglect of the symbol “resurrection” in this

discussion is in line with the overall tendency

of the book to accent the similarities and to

de-emphasize the differences between process

metaphysics and Christian faith.

Daniel L. Migliore

Ferment in the Ministry, by Seward
Hiltner. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1969. Pp. 211. $4.95.

If Seward Hiltner were to publish a new
book on some aspect of counseling that would
not be news. When Hiltner writes a book on
the parish ministry this is not only news
but good news. When we learn further that

the book has been under preparation for

almost a decade and that the first on-paper
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chapters were typed in 1964 our expectations

are further heightened.

Without a doubt some ecclesiastical eye-

brows will be raised because he attempted to

write the book at all. One pastor asked:

“What does Hiltner know about the work
and responsibilities of a parish minister? Has
he ever worked in a parish in his life?” What
the answer to the second query is I don’t

know. However, in response to the first it

should be noted that one’s understanding of

a life situation is not necessarily dependent on
whether one has been personally involved in

it. The personal equation bulks so large in

the matter of the parish and its minister that

the most important question is not what the

situation actually involves but how does the

pastor react to it. Is he on top of his responsi-

bilities or is the total burden on top of him?
What is happening to the parish ministry to-

day? Why do so many pastors both from with-

in it and from without unite in denigrating

this time-honored vocation? And who is

better equipped than Seward Hiltner to dis-

cuss these issues? As Consultant on Religion

and Psychiatry at the Menninger Clinic he
has counselled not only scores of ministers

who had come with personality problems to

that famed center of healing but what is

equally important their families as well. For
twelve years he served as Executive Secre-

tary of the Department of Pastoral Services

of the Federal Council of Churches and was
constantly called upon to deal with the

problems of pastors and their people. Then
followed successive tours of duty with pastors

and prospective pastors at the University of

Chicago, Union Theological Seminary, New
York, Yale University and now at the Prince-

ton Theological Seminary. Actually Dr. Hilt-

ner has counseled more ministers and theo-

logical students than any therapist I know.
He is superbly qualified for this demanding
task.

Now what verdict does Seward Hiltner

render on the state of the ministry today

and its prospects for the future? He does not

leave us long in doubt. In his Foreword he
states categorically: “I think the ministry is

in much better shape than most of its critics

allege.” And again: “Whatever its faults, the

ministry in virtually all of our churches is

more able, better educated, more sensitive to

the actual situations of need, and better in-
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formed about its tradition, than ever before.”

In later pages he supports these assertions

with convincing facts.

With respect to ministerial function he
discusses it in nine topics: Preaching, Admin-
istrating, Teaching, Shepherding, Evange-
lizing, Celebrating, Reconciling, Theologiz-

ing, Disciplining. There is much that the

present-day pastor can learn from the author’s

discussion of these areas. He makes clear that

these nine facets are not disparate elements of

ministry but a unity in diversity and bound
together by dedicated service.

Dr. Hiltner in Ferment in the Ministry

declares that the future holds high hope both

for the church and the parish minister. While
he is for “action” he is not among those who
have mistaken activity for achievement for-

getful of the prior human problem involved

as well as the more clamorous economic and
social issues. He never loses sight of the fact

that the Gospel of Christ is concerned with

the soul of man as well as with society.

It is my belief that Ferment in the Ministry

is, especially for pastors, the most helpful

book that Seward Hiltner has yet written. I

recommend it heartily.

John Sutherland Bonnell

Minister-emeritus of the Fifth

Avenue Presbyterian Church

I Believe : The Christian’s Creed, by

Helmut Thielicke (Trans, by J. W.
Doberstein & H. G. Anderson). For-

tress Press, Philadelphia, Penna., 1969.

Pp. 255. $2.50.

There are not many preachers any more
who find that foreign presses contend for the

right to translate and publish their sermons.

Helmut Thielicke is one of the few. He is

one of the masters, and this collection, too,

bears his hallmark.

Preaching “from” the Creed is a hazardous

undertaking at best, and Thielicke early con-

cedes that, in fact, preaching does and must,

ordinarily, precede theology, lest it run

aground in the shallows of metaphysical or

—

as in these days—anthropological speculation.

This is sound counsel for any age, but espe-

cially apposite to ours, in which obsessive

theological preoccupation with human limita-

tions has resulted in such a “grotesque ampu-
tation of the body of Christian teaching”

(the phrase is Thielicke’s).

Yet preaching “from” theology is exactly

what Thielicke does: his texts are chosen to

fit the assertions of the Apostles’ Creed. It

would be easy to fault him by comparison
with Jesus as a preacher: Jesus so often used
some feature of the landscape, some fragment
of everyday life, rather than a creed, as his

text. But it must be remembered, in Thie-

licke’s defense, that 1900 years have passed,

and that the phrases from the creed are now
a part of the landscape, too—and men are as

opaque to their meaning as ever we were to

the meaning of a denarius or of a lily of the

field. (It does have to be asked, though,

whether creeds are, or have ever been, as

well established a part of the American
landscape as they are of the European, and,

therefore whether sermons of this kind are

as edifying for American readers as for con-

tinental listeners.)

There are a couple of other points at which
the appropriateness of these distinctly Ger-

man sermons for American readers must be

questioned. One such point is the disparity

between the respective philosophical tradi-

tions. Probably only a few of the longshore-

men and barmaids to whom Thielicke speaks

have ever heard of Hegel, or Comte, of

Spinoza or Kant. Yet Thielicke’s listeners

are formed, at least in part, by that tradition.

We learn from these men—if at all—at sec-

ond hand and from afar. Our own tradition

is rather that of James and Dewey, Peirce

and Beard. And it must be asked whether

some of the “serious” questions Thielicke

raises have ever struck most Americans as

questions of any kind.

If there’s a disparity of philosophical tra-

ditions, there’s also a disparity between social

histories. This country has never really known
at first hand “the tenor of history,” as Eliade

calls it. It may yet, to be sure. But Germany
has known that tenor at first hand. There-

fore when Thielicke recurs endlessly to the

“chasm,” the “abyss,” to the time when
there’s nothing else left to stand on but the

promises of God, and sees these critical hours

as the “center” of life, one can only ask what
American Christians can learn from him
when, for good or ill, the center of life here

looks more often like tedium than crisis,
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when a good crisis would seem to promise

welcome diversion, and when, as in Thielicke

(as it tends to look to an American), even

crisis and the abyss have been domesticated

for homiletical purposes. What the Germans
need may well be something many Ameri-

cans ought not to have, and which they may
appropriate only by forfeiting spiritual in-

tegrity.

There are other problems. For example,

the sermons on the second article take up

just about twice as much space as that given

to the first and third combined. It may be

argued that the Creed itself manifests this

imbalance, but it must also be observed that

what was critical for one age need not ipso

facto be the preoccupation of another. Fixa-

tion is not growth. Especially when, as in

the treatment of the Holy Ghost, one has to

say, “many other questions, with which I

cannot deal here, crop up.” Five percent for

the Holy Spirit is no longer enough. The
chapter on the Church, likewise, is deeply

disappointing for anyone who’s even slightly

familiar with the ecclesiological agonies of the

last twenty years. The church appears suc-

cessively as a “church-state problem,” as an

implement in the scavenger hunt for personal

salvation, as a sort of battery charger for

evangelism, and as a megaphone for preach-

ers. If these seem hard things to say of

Thielicke, let it be remembered that, as a

preacher, he can take more criticism than

any mere “paragraph vulture” can bring

against him, and that faithful and imagina-

tive ecclesiology has rarely been an outstand-

ing feature of German evangelical homiletics.

What is astonishing for a preacher of this

kind it that “the forgiveness of sins” is in-

cluded with “the holy Christian church and
is dealt with in that chapter, if at all, only

inference. (The sad part of it all is that the

fathers seemed to believe that there was
reason to put forgiveness in the third article

rather than the second.)

For all the criticism—and most of it de-

riving from the disparity of cultural con-

texts, it must be said that Thielicke has done
it again. This little book is the best con-

temporary homiletical treatment of the Creed.

Particularly salutary for Americans is Thie-

licke’s disciplined refusal to use the Gospel

as a “Christian counter-slogan against the

East” (U.S. readers substitute “New Left” or
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“Far Right” or “unprincipled and unbeliev-

ing middle”).

Contending as he must, at least in part,

with a rigorous continental tradition of

critical doubt, Thielicke addresses himself

as forthrightly as few English-writing theo-

logians have dared, to this tradition and
warns of its ultimate disaster. And he is all

the more effective in his dethronement of

“cheap doubt,” to which so many theologians

have been truckling, with such disastrous

results, for the last ten years.

Thielicke’s handling of Hell and of the

Resurrection are more perceptive and com-
pelling than any this reviewer has seen in

English for some time. There still appear,

as regularly as ever, the flashes of insight

we have come to expect. It is easy (for ex-

ample) to dismiss the “do you have Jesus

in your heart?” tradition. But Thielicke goes

beyond mere scorn—and observes that “to

find Jesus of Nazareth with one’s heart

means ... to hear his heart beating.”

And what makes the book a pleasure is the

prose style. Thielicke has found a new trans-

lator in George Anderson, and reading

Thielicke in translation is more enjoyable

than ever.

Gilbert E. Doan, Jr.

Graduate School

Princeton Theological Seminary

Sermons, from Thanksgiving to East-

er, by David A. MacLennan. The Jud-

son Press, Valley Forge, Penna., 1968.

Pp. 156. $3.95.

David MacLennan fulfills many roles in

the administrative and pastoral areas of the

church’s life and work, but undoubtedly in

his pulpit ministry he exercises an influence

that is unique. And largely because he works
at it! Almost forty years of steady pulpit

preparation and a record of seeing several

of the largest congregations in America rise

to the apex of strength and influence under
his leadership have given him some convic-

tions worth holding and believing. He is a

popular preacher in the better sense of the

term. He never fails to be interesting, but it

is never at the expense of Christian substance

or prophetic insight.
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Here are twenty-ihree sermons that take

into account the festivals and themes of the

Christian Year from Thanksgiving to Easter.

This is the larger segment of the annual pro-

gram of any preacher’s sermons and it in-

cludes events when and where his witness

must be most responsible. Two series are

included: one for Advent and the other for

Lent. In every case some basic Christian

doctrine or traditional gospel principle is

discussed, but always with an engaging fresh-

ness that makes old truths vital and relevant

now. This is one of the secrets of effective

preaching. Dr. MacLennan does his home-
work well in Biblical reflection and wide
reading in the varied areas of culture and
political events; he speaks from a full mind
to his congregation in the First Presbyterian

Church, Pompano Beach, Florida. His pulpit

ministry has had many appreciative listeners;

his devotion to sermon craftsmanship de-

serves more imitators.

Donald Macleod

The Wind of the Spirit

,

by James S.

Stewart. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1969. Pp. 192. $3.95.

For over three decades the name of James

S. Stewart has been synonymous with sound

Biblical scholarship and effective pulpit wit-

ness. In his Varieties of English Preaching,

/900-/960 (Prentice-Hall, 1963), Horton
Davies writes, “There are in his [Stewart’s]

sermons, as composed and preached, the clar-

ity of the teacher, the research and thought

of the scholar, the practical concern of the

pastor, and the authority and urgency of

the preacher” (p. 217). His Man in Christ

(Hodder & Stoughton, 1935) found as se-

cure a place in the world of Biblical studies

as have his books of sermons in the resources

of the history of preaching in the English

speaking world. The sermons in The Gates

of New Life (Scribner’s, 1940) and The
Strong Name (Scribner’s, 1941) have been

used in homiletical classes as models of the

preaching art and have reflected the enthusi-

astic testimony of faith that has characterized

all of Dr. Stewart’s pulpit presentations.

In The Wind of the Spirit we have sixteen

sermons in the high quality of the Stewart

tradition. They are textually focused and

scripturally oriented throughout. The literary

style is marked by exciting imagery, fresh

allusions to classical and contemporary litera-

ture, and the pulse of a spiritual verve that

has made his preaching so dynamic and con-

vincing. There is an absolutism in these

sermons that sees sin and moral failure in

their stark reality and for what they are; but

it is not fatalistic or pessimistic because

Stewart’s gospel is never lacking in the radi-

ant spirit of personal victory. This latter

reality burns with a flame that consumes
the threatening damage of the former.

Friends and admirers of Dr. Stewart

—

and they are legion this world over—will

want to add this new volume to their collec-

tion of his works. Professors and teachers of

homiletics will find that his theory and
theology of preaching (see his Warrack Lec-

tures, Heralds of God, and Lyman Beecher

Lectures, A Faith to Proclaim) come alive

in these pages. What is more (to quote Davies

again), “his [sermons] seem to be more heral-

dic than any other sermons being preached

today. This is in their romantic, chivalric

mood, which represents the Christian life

as a crusade in the gallant company and
communion of the saints” (p. 214).

Donald Macleod

They Asked for A Story, by Roy
Lawrence; Look and Listen, by John D.

Searle; and Let’s Dramatize, by Mar-

garet Love, Chester House Publications,

London, N.io, England, 1968. Pp. 44;

76; and 96. 7s 6d (each).

Books of junior sermons or stories for

children’s church are not easy to come by;

even the occasional paperback in this field

provides merely one or two stories that are

suitable for communicating life-themes. Here

are three, however, from Britain that merit

more than passing attention. The first of

these little volumes, They Asked for A Story,

has a brief introductory essay with some use-

ful suggestions regarding the telling of a

story effectively. Then follow twelve three-

minute stories that can be hung onto a

Biblical verse. Look and Listen has twelve

short chapters also; these are more unusual,

however, because they employ visual aids,
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suggest non-verbal exercises, and encourage

some dialogue to offset simple passive listen-

ing. Let’s Dramatize opens up a new dimen-

sion in “acting stories,” which is discussed

under tableaux, mime, play and choral read-

ings, and junior worship programs. Leaders

of junior congregations and assistant minis-

ters who need resources for “the children’s

story” will find these little books invaluable.

Donald Macleod

The Centrality of Preaching in the

Total Tas\ of the Ministry, by John

Killinger. Word Books, 1969. Pp. 123.

$3 -95 -

If John Killinger’s volume has a thesis,

this is it: “However drastically we may be

called on to modify preaching, we shall never

dispense with it; it will always be the ‘cen-

ter of the center’ of things.” He then sets

out to prove his point by showing the cen-

trality of preaching in worship, pastoral care,

Christian education, church administration,

and in the life of the minister. For the most

part Killinger does little more than pamphle-

teer—proffer a series of opinions which, he

hopes, will convince students and clergy who
would rather picket than preach that preach-

ing remains central to the ministry.

Several aspects of this familiar but debata-

ble position are troublesome. First, Killinger

seems nowhere willing to concede that

unique conclusions of a theological order

can be drawn from a reflection on other

functions of the ministry. To suggest that

for a given minister preaching may indeed

be the “dominant perspective” (to borrow
Seward Hiltner’s term) is defensible; how-
ever, to imply that all other forms of the

ministry are legitimate only to the extent

that they contribute to preaching is hardly

a tenable position.

Second, preaching seems to be discussed

only in terms of the regular Lord’s Day
service. If, on the other hand, preaching is

the proclamation of Good News, then must
one not grant that this activity goes on in

many an extra-liturgical context—even by

those who care the least about “preaching.”

Furthermore, the dominant place Killinger

gives to preaching in the liturgy is not Re-

formed, as he claims: Zwingli, yes; but Cal-
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vin and Bucer, no. Preaching does indeed

proclaim the promises of the Gospel; yet

without the Eucharist as proof of those prom-

ises, their power is sorely diminished. We
are told, for example, that the English Non-
Conformists raised the pulpit “above the

table to bespeak the absolute primacy of the

Word in worship.” So they did; but we are

not told that these same English Non-Con-
formists were Reformed liturgical renegades

who, under the influence of Separatists, seri-

ously altered sixteenth century Reformed
liturgical and ecclesiastical theology.

The pulpit is desperately in need of a shot

in the arm—about that fact few will quibble;

however, another apology for the imperialism

of preaching is hardly a panacea for this ail-

ing patient, for that is precisely the chief

cause of its present predicament.

Jack M. Maxwell

The Presbyterian Church of Sewickley

Sewickley, Pennsylvania

The Renewal of Preaching, by David

James Randolph. Fortress Press, 1969.

Pp. 137. $3.95.

David Randolph writes of his own work
that it is “as much an invocation before a

task as an introduction to a subject.” How-
ever the author may have meant that sen-

tence, it is unfortunately all too true. The
Renewal of Preaching is not sufficiently de-

tailed to be used as a homiledcal text, espe-

cially so long as H. Grady Davis’ Designed

for Preaching is still in print; and it con-

tributes little to one who has already cut his

teeth on the Davis’ volume or even Paul

Scherer’s For We Have This Treasure.

The sub-title is at once the most promising

and most disappointing aspect of Dr. Ran-

dolph’s work: “A new homiletic based on

the new hermeneutic.” Whatever “the new
hermeneutic” is (and Randolph analyzes it

much more completely in his introduction

to Ebeling’s On Prayer), the “new homiletic”

is as old as the preaching of Fosdick, But-

trick, Scherer, and Marney. The author seems

to assume that no one has written or read a

homiletical text since Broadus’ On the Prepa-

ration and Delivery of Sermons (the sub-

stance of which comprise the Lyman Beecher

Lectures for 1888-89)
;
yet the sources upon
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which he builds his case for the new homiletic

are at least a decade and more old (e.g., the

Davis’ volume published in 1958). Forsyth’s

Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind is

rightly noted as “one of the finest studies of

preaching ever written”; but these lectures

were delivered in 1907.

Randolph sees “a renewal of preaching”

in both the parishes and the seminaries. As
evidence he points particularly to the influ-

ence of preaching (especially that of Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr.) upon the civil

rights struggle. I can only say that I hope
the author is right and I am wrong. Homi-
letics appears to be in serious trouble in every

major Protestant seminary. In some institu-

tions preaching is already an elective, while

in others students clamor to make it so.

Picketing is much more exciting than preach-

ing, especially for the young, and the homi-

letical quality of most graduating seniors is

appallingly low. It cannot be denied that

Randolph sees a renewal; but it must also be

stated that this reviewer is not alone in fore-

casting dismal days ahead for the Christian

pulpit.

Now, having settled that, to give some
value to the volume under consideration, ii

must also be reported that as a brief refresher

course in homiletics The Renewal of Preach-

ing is to be recommended. Dr. Randolph’s

reading is evidently quite extensive; he has

an excellent grasp of contemporary art and

literature; and his writing style is facile and

winsome.

Jack M. Maxwell

Liturgies in a Time When Cities

Burn, by Keith Watkins. Abingdon

Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1969. Pp. 176.

$3 -75 -

There is nothing unusual about a seminary

professor who takes sabbatical leave in order

to write a book; but it is unusual to find

one who spends a year on the staff of a local

church and speaks to us from that vantage

point. Keith Watkins, Professor of Worship
at Christian Theological Seminary, directed

liturgical experimentation at University

Christian Church [Disciples of Christ] in

Seattle; as a result of his experience he gives

direction to pastors who are interested in a

liturgical renewal expressive of contempo-
rary concern.

Watkins seeks acts of worship which may
be meaningfully performed in this time of

“violent passage.” He relates worship not

only to the national and world crises, but

also to the passage from one level of under-

standing of the Christian faith to another.

After discussions of form and feeling, and
of liturgical style, the author moves on to

specific liturgical recommendations for

churches in the free tradition. He suggests

ways in which change can be brought about

in the local congregation. Finally, he deals

with the nature of the church and its rela-

tionship to times of stress. A brief collection

of prayers for the service of worship is pro-

vided in the appendix, but the reader should

not misunderstand the book’s title: This is

not a compilation of contemporary services.

In providing an apologia for liturgy, Wat-
kins relies heavily upon the concepts of Ernst

Cassirer and Susanne K. Langer; as a result

his bases for worship are more cultural and

philosophical than historical and theological.

The former should not be despised, but his

case would be stronger if the latter had not

been neglected. A glance at the bibliographi-

cal notes reveals the deficiencies.

The author is not an advocate of wild, fan-

ciful, free-wheeling experimentation. Those

who want op, pop, and rock on Sunday

morning will have to look elsewhere. Wat-

kins takes a sensible, pastoral approach to

liturgical innovation. His principles for the

process of change are worthy of close

attention.

There is too much emphasis on liturgy as

“high art,” however. When reading the third

litany in the appendix, one wonders whether

concern for iambs, trochees, and alliteration

has not driven out sound prayer: “The earth

has been polluted by the dwellers on its face,

loose to laws and scorning statutes, breaking

the eternal Compact.” High art degenerates

to travesty a few lines later when the leader

of the litany declares: “The vines are dry

and merrymakers sigh. Earth reels like a

drunken man.” Instead of responding with

the prescribed, “Show us your mercy, O
Lord,” this perverse reviewer would be

tempted to reply, “So that’s why the vines

are dry, eh?” Surely the prosaic petitions of
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the common people are to be preferred, high

art or no high art.

Professor Watkins writes from within the

free tradition and seeks to maintain a ten-

sion between free and fixed prayer. As a

Disciple, he has much to say to those who
feel the Eucharist should be celebrated week-

ly and seek to move in that direction. He
gives helpful suggestions for making the

Eucharistic order normative for worship

even when the sacrament is not administered.

There is an interesting discussion of the

liturgical year, but the suggestions for its

reform should be seriously questioned. The
author asserts that Christmas should become
the major feast with Easter secondary be-

cause incarnation is understandable, but

“resurrection stories strain our ability to

comprehend” (p. 111). Furthermore, the

season of Lent must increase in prominence

because the “tragic vision of life is very much
a part of our sensibiliues” {ibid.). But is this

not what most Protestants have now? Do
not many of our people already suppose that

Christmas extends from Thanksgiving to

December 25, Lent from a morose Ash
Wednesday to a morbid Good Friday, and

that Easter is but a single day? Watkins

advocates a strange position; it evidences no
understanding of the classical liturgical link-

age of Exodus and Easter—a linkage which
sees the Resurrection not as mere proof of a

revivification, but as the dramatic action of

the God who triumphs over tragedy, regard-

less of whether that tragedy takes the form
of an Egyptian tyrant, a sealed tomb, or

American cities ablaze. Surely the answer to

our tragic vision of life is not a stronger sea-

son of Lent but a greater appreciation of the

full paschal mystery and the observance of

The Great Forty Days (for which Lent has

historically been but a preparation). For
until we know the God who brings his peo-

ple up out of bondage, what is there to cele-

brate about the Incarnation?

The style of the book provides the reader

with some frustrations. There are many di-

rect quotations, but no footnotes; citations

in the bibliography are vague. Watkins is

not about to tell us exactly what it is Ger-

hard von Rad says of Cain and his sin (p.

24), or where we can find out. But the

author is obviously a man who counts. He
observes that there are three types of Protes-

tantism; the third is to be preferred, but it

is confronted by three growth-inhibiting fac-

tors which raise the question, “Can it sur-

vive?” There are, of course, three possible

answers (of which the third is again to be

preferred). But if that solution is to prevail,

three requirements must be met (pp. I3iff.).

Lest one should suppose Watkins to be a

rigid, three-point sermon man, it must be

conceded that the sacred character of four

is also known to him. And upon reaching the

fourth sub-subpoint of the third subpoint of

the first point (as one does on page 75), the

reader may easily despair. Since there is

neither an analytical outline nor headings

within the chapters, anyone who sits down
with this book should have an abacus beside

his chair. Fortunately, the substance is far

less confusing than the style.

The greatest strengths of this work are its

practical nature and its pastoral orientation.

Scholars who have read widely in the field

of liturgies will not find that Liturgies in a

Time When Cities Burn greatly enhances

their knowledge. But the pastor who has

the gnawing feeling that all is not right in

corporate worship may find the book stimu-

lating. He must exercise his critical powers
to drive out the chaff from the wheat. He
may feel that Watkins’ changes are not radi-

cal enough, or too radical. But the methods
suggested for achieving change will be help-

ful in either case.

Laurence H. Stookey

Pastoral Authority in Personal Rela-

tionships
,
by Samuel Southard. Abing-

don Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1969. Pp.

144. $3.00.

Lay views of pastoral authority evidenced

in surveys correspond with Biblical expecta-

tions that the minister’s authority will arise

from his life of obedience to Christ and his

skill in leading others to reconciliation with

God, according to Samuel Southard, Director

of Research for the General Council of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States.

This proposition is examined in the contexts

of the pastor’s functions as guide to mem-
bers serving the world, evangelist, counselor,

and participant in corporate discipline. It is

noted that the response of church members
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to authority is conditioned by the experience

of each in growing up, by his ways of think-

ing, and by his conception of himself before

God.
Southard, formerly Professor of Pastoral

Care at Southern Baptist Seminary, is at his

best in dealing with counseling. Here his

thesis comes alive in demonstrations that

God’s authority is mediated through Christ-

like character, honest and forthright appraisal

in the light of the demands of God, and a

concern which does not manipulate but does

clearly offer a way to forgiveness and new
life.

The proposition is not quite so compelling

in connection with the minister’s obligation

to lead in mission through prophetic preach-

ing and administrative activity. The author

describes the way in which the American
experience has concentrated attention on indi-

vidual salvation, personal piety, and lay re-

sponsibility, and remarks that the minister

must extend his own and the layman’s

understanding of the areas in which he can

exercise authority. He gives limited help at

this crucial point, however, because he does

not deal seriously with the rational-legal type

of authority which should accompany the

assignment of function. Ecclesiastical tradi-

tions which denigrate structure and rely

heavily on the charismatic person force the

pastor to depend for legitimation of his

authority upon the dubious bases of his own
qualities and the capricious identification a

group may feel with him. The practical diffi-

culties in this stance are becoming more
apparent every day as the pressures against

change reduce the attractiveness of the

prophet or leader in mission. They underline

the theological insight that Christ, not any

man, is God’s Mediator, and that his spirit

reaches mankind through the company of

believers which develops rational-legal struc-

tures for its mission in each age, and grants

authority commensurate with responsibility.

Southard’s useful investigation of personal

authority requires therefore a supplemental

exploration of rational authority structures

within which pastors may find some freedom

of movement in the midst of conflicting views,

and moreover some assurance that their own
human weaknesses will not render the mis-

sion impossible.

Arthur M. Adams

The Multiple Staff Ministry
,
by Mar-

vin T. Judy. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

Tenn., 1969. Pp. 287. $6.95.

The six central chapters in this work offer

profiles of 1349 staff members in large

churches of eight major denominations.

Information is given about age, place of

birth, father’s occupation, length of service,

salary and prerequisites, and marital state.

Material in the text and in a large appendix
covers the respective functions and actual job

descriptions of the senior minister, the associ-

ate or assistant minister, the educator, the

musician, the business administrator, and the

secretary. This compilation is the result of

a four-year Lilly Foundation study by Marvin
T. Judy, professor of sociology of religion at

Perkins School of Theology in Dallas.

In the opening chapter Dr. Judy brings

together a number of viewpoints on the

relation of laymen and employees in the

church, explains staff function in terms of

specializations aimed at enabling lay mis-

sion, and offers a threefold classification of

staff persons. In the succeeding three chap-

ters he reviews and summarizes current

literature on leadership, personnel manage-
ment, and group activity. In the three chap-

ters which follow the central six he deals with

group ministry in the cooperative parish,

offers suggestions for the development of

creativity in staff activity, and points to the

way a church tends to reflect qualities in the

staff which serves it.

There is pracdcal wisdom in this volume
though material from other writers is often

so compressed as to be useful chiefly as a

guide to its location in the literature.

Churches with problems will be interested

in the practices of others mirrored in the

surveys and descriptions. The introduction to

current thinking on creativity and stress is

a unique contribution.

Arthur M. Adams

Rocking the Ar\, by Grace Ann
Goodman. The Division of Evangelism

of the United Presbyterian Church,

New York, N.Y., 1968. Pp. 214. $1.95.

Nine traditional churches in the process of

change are examined in the light of six ques-
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tions: (i) What were the conditions that

seem in retrospect to have laid the ground-

work for later change? (ii) Who or what
group of persons took the initiative to start

the process of change? (iii) What inspired

them to do this? (iv) What processes did

they use to bring about change? (v) What
reacdons did this activity elicit, both positive

and negative, and how did the change-

leaders respond to these reactions? (vi) How
is the church different now than it was
before this process took place?

Miss Goodman, of the staff of the Presby-

terian Institute of Strategic Studies, spent

several days with each church, attending

meetings, gathering printed materials, and
interviewing numerous laymen as well as

the pastors involved. The churches were
chosen to include a distribution by size,

geography, and demographic location (down-
town, neighborhood, suburban, small town,

and rural). The presentations are sufficiently

objective and contain enough hard facts to

provide excellent cases for student analysis

in seminaries. They should also be required

reading for pastors and laymen interested in

effecting change. The author, who gives

evidence of familiarity with current theories

about change, offers tentative generalizations

about her six questions in a final chapter

which also presents a useful typology of

renewal styles.

Arthur M. Adams

The Monkey’s On the Run
,
by D. Lee

Chesnut (published by the author),

2301 West Shadyglen Avenue, Phoenix,

This little volume is an examination of

popularly accepted theories of evolution in

the light of recent scientific discoveries and

against the background of the ancient Bibli-

cal account of Creation. Using his knowledge

in the electrical and atomic science field, Mr.

Chesnut raises questions about Darwin’s

theology and the Neo-Darwinian concept of

evolution.

The author gives a historical sketch of

major periods of public controversy involv-

ing evolution, beginning with the Scopes

trial in 1925 and including the 1968 decision

of the Supreme Court to hear an Arkansas

case with reference to a 1928 state law which

prohibited state supported schools from
teaching that man had ascended or descended

from a lower order of animals.

Picking up the court-room approach, Mr.

Chesnut “tries” the various theories. The
evidence that is supplied is such that the

reader may find himself questioning ideas

he has accepted and taken for granted for

years. Mr. Chesnut is conservative in his

Biblical perspective, and says so; yet he does

not coerce the reader to his own view. Rather

he endeavors to let the evidence speak for

itself.

This book is readable and is written with

a light touch that will appeal to laymen and
professionals. A fifteen-year-old Orange, New
Jersey, high school girl read the booklet for

a term paper, and made this comment, “The
author has a sense of humor and knows how
to relate to young people; I believe teenagers

should read the book, even if they weren’t

doing their term papers.” What more need
one say!

Jack Cooper
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